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Computer Simulation of
Metal-Organic Materials
Abraham C. Stern
Abstract
Computer simulations of metal-organic frameworks are conducted to both
investigate the mechanism of hydrogen sorption and to elucidate a detailed,
molecular-level understanding of the physical interactions that can lead to successful
material design strategies. To this end, important intermolecular interactions are
identified and individually parameterized to yield a highly accurate representation
of the potential energy landscape. Polarization, one such interaction found to play a
significant role in H2 sorption, is included explicitly for the first time in simulations
of metal-organic frameworks. Permanent electrostatics are usually accounted for by
means of an approximate fit to model compounds. The application of this method
to simulations involving metal-organic frameworks introduces several substantial
problems that are characterized in this work. To circumvent this, a method is
developed and tested in which atomic point partial charges are computed more
directly, fit to the fully periodic electrostatic potential. In this manner, long-range
electrostatics are explicitly accounted for via Ewald summation. Grand canonical
Monte Carlo simulations are conducted employing the force field parameterization
developed here. Several of the major findings of this work are: Polarization is found
vi
to play a critical role in determining the overall structure of H2 sorbed in
metal-organic frameworks, although not always the determining factor in uptake.
The parameterization of atomic point charges by means of a fit to the periodic
electrostatic potential is a robust, efficient method and consistently results in a
reliable description of Coulombic interactions without introducing ambiguity
associated with other procedures. After careful development of both hydrogen and
framework potential energy functions, quantitatively accurate results have been
obtained. Such predictive accuracy will aid greatly in the rational, iterative design
cycle between experimental and theoretical groups that are attempting to design
metal-organic frameworks for a variety of purposes, including H2 sorption and CO2
sequestration.
vii
Chapter 1
Introduction
The relatively recent synthesis and characterization of metal-organic frameworks
(MOFs) is a promising step toward true, functionally designed materials.[1] MOFs
have already demonstrated proof-of-principal application in gas sorption, catalysis,
and sensing. [2, 3, 4] Complementing the design strategies of synthetic chemists has
been the parallel development of computational methods to simulate these materials.
Computer simulation offers a means of identifying the necessary attributes a new
materials should possess to achieve specific applications, characterizing those
materials which show promise, and understanding the complex interplay of topology
and intermolecular interactions present in these exciting structures.
Of particular recent interest is the design of materials that sorb high quantities of
gasses. [5, 1] Several gasses have been targeted as desirable candidates for storage
and/or sequestration. Carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas and byproduct of many
industrial activities, is one such gas that may be sequestered from flue gas as a
means of reducing environmental damage.[5]
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Hydrogen, considered a promising candidate to fossil fuels, is another such gas that
MOFs could find application. Desirable for its extremely high molar energy density,
hydrogen unfortunately possess an extremely low volumetric energy density thus
requiring a means of storage that can circumvent the energetic requirement and
safety concerns of simple compression. Accordingly, the U.S. Department of Energy
has identified several milestones targeted toward the utilization of hydrogen in the
areas of transportation, distributed stationary power, and portable power
applications.[6]
If hydrogen is to be a viable replacement for hydrocarbon fuels, containment and
storage issues must be addressed.[6] Aside from the impracticality of liquefaction of
hydrogen by means of cooling and high pressures, the energy loss associated with
this process makes the use of hydrogen far less attractive. Weak intermolecular
interactions result in a boiling point of around 20K at ambient pressure and
contribute to the difficulty in condensing hydrogen at more reasonable temperatures
and pressures. MOFs show promise in that they can provide a scaffolding of
additional intermolecular interaction thereby effectively raising the boiling point of
hydrogen.
Intermolecular interactions are generally decomposed into several classes; van der
Waals – arising from electron correlation, repulsive – arising from the Pauli
exclusion principle and electron-electron repulsion, electrostatic or Coulombic forces,
and orbital interactions. All of these, to some degree, are present in a hydrogen
saturated MOF system. The goal of the synthetic chemist is to maximize the
interactions in a cooperative fashion to enable the highest capacity possible.
Computer simulation has played a vital role in understanding the sometimes
complex phenomena that can occur in condensed media. Beginning in the late
1950’s the first computer simulations were conducted using Monte Carlo
algorithms.[7] So began the rich development of the sophisticated methods now
employed regularly. As simulation techniques and the corresponding theoretical
methods evolved, the systems amenable to study via simulation also changed.
Advances in hardware facilitated the the evolution from simple systems such as
monatomic Lennard-Jones fluids to more complex, polyatomic condensed phase
simulations. Likewise, the size of systems considered grew rapidly, tracking closely
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the extraordinary gains made in processor speed.
As atomistic simulation of systems containing millions of atoms became a reality,
biological systems began receiving attention from the simulation community. As
such, methods, algorithms, force-fields, and software were developed and continue to
be developed to meet the demands of simulations of these systems. Specifically,
biological simulations have played a central role in the development of new
integration schemes, effective solvation models, coarse-grained methods, mixed
quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics techniques, and completely
reparameterized force-fields among many other substantial contributions.
[8, 9, 10, 11]
Likewise, interest in metal-organic materials and corresponding simulation of these
systems is still in its infancy but has already seen the development of new
techniques specifically designed to handle the unique nature of these systems.[12]
The first simulations were conducted completely neglecting electrostatic
contributions, now known to be extremely important in some cases.[13] As
sophistication increased, electrostatics were parameterized still rather crudely with
fragments of the periodic structure. However, a great deal of important work has
been conducted with these still basic methods.[12, 14, 15]
Snurr has demonstrated key parameters that are closely related to uptake are heat
of adsorption, surface area, and free volume.[16] At low pressures, not surprisingly,
the heat of adsorption is the dominant characteristic that dictates uptake. This
essentially means that the amount of hydrogen initially adsorbed is directly
correlated to the binding affinity of hydrogen to the MOF. At moderate pressures,
the surface area directly correlates with the amount of hydrogen adsorbed.
Essentially, once the most favorable hydrogen interaction sites are filled, the second
best sites are still on the surface of the MOF. Finally, at the highest pressures, the
free volume ultimately determines the uptake capacity. This corresponds to
hydrogen occupying the vacuum remaining once the surface is saturated, not
interacting directly with the framework at all.
Kubas has demonstrated that hydrogen can exhibit interesting orbital interactions
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with some transition metals.[17] The discovery of intact dihydrogen complexed to a
metal cluster was a defining event in coordination chemistry and an exciting
prospect when considering design principles with hydrogen sorption in mind. The
so-called Kubas complexes form as a result of back donation of electron density
from a filled d orbital to the σ∗ orbital of the H2. This results in a lengthening
(around 20%) of the H2 bond and a binding energy that depends strongly on the
chemical environment and can be anywhere from 20 up to as high as 120kJ/mol.
Bhatia and Myers have estimated the optimal conditions for hydrogen storage
materials by assuming simple Langmuir sorption and back-calculating the necessary
heat of adsorption required.[18] Their estimate of 15 kJ/mol represents a minimum
requirement for materials if the established targets are to be achieved. Using a
combination of estimates derived from theoretical models and grand canonical
Monte Carlo simulation, their study went further and deduced optimal operating
temperatures and pressures for desorption, an important factor in the ultimate
implementation. However, this result cements the importance of high heat of
adsorption values to achieve the DOE milestones. In the context of MOFs
synthesized to date, 15 kJ/mol represents a significant challenge. Those MOFs for
which experimental data has been published typically measure in the range of 5-10
kJ/mol.
Although heat of adsorption is a significant factor in determining H2 uptake, the
ultimate gravimetric uptake depends not only on the amount of hydrogen sorbed,
but also on the density of the scaffolding. This constraint means that successful
materials must also be light in addition to being porous, have just the right free
volume, possess a high Qst, and have high surface area.
Synthesizing a material that has a precise balance of these characteristics represents
a significant challenge. Synthesis of metal-organic frameworks is typically conducted
by means of ”rational design.” The organic ligands, or linkers, are selected based on
inherent properties that ultimately determine the final topology of the framework.
Linker length, the angles between ligating groups, and the functionalization of the
linkers all play a role in determining the final structure. Although certain metal
clusters are certainly common and therefore targeted, there is significantly more
variation in the both the configuration of the metal clusters and the metal-ligand
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coordination bonds ultimately making a priori material design difficult.
Imperfect design strategies, however, do not prevent synthetic chemists from
exhibiting a fair amount of control over many of the characteristics of the final
structure. Choice of metals and composition of the organic linkers have obvious and
inalienable implications should a reaction be successful. Although the topology may
differ from the hypothetical target, linker length and composition still influence the
pore size and the chemistry at the surface. Synthetic chemists, however, lack the
design principles that can only come from a detailed understanding of the complex
interplay between structure, function, topology, and intermolecular interactions.
Simulations of gas sorption in MOFs aim to provide an understanding of the
principles at work in those structures with proven sorption functionality and aid in
the design of better materials. The work detailed in this manuscript reflects the
progress made over the last five years toward this goal. Chapter 2 is a study of
soc-MOF in which a polarization model is developed and tested. Prior simulations
neglect induction effects which this work demonstrates to be of significant impact.
Of note, an heterogeneous distribution of dipoles is identified and characterized.
The histogram of this distribution indicates the presence of two distinct populations
– one which hydrogen exhibits a large dipole and one which exhibits a smaller
dipole. The region of the MOF that induces each species is identified.
Chapter 3 applies a newly parameterized hydrogen model in a grand canonical
Monte Carlo simulation. Unprecedented agreement with experiment is shown.
Interestingly, hydrogen sorption in MOF-5 is dominated by van der Waals
interactions and polarization is found to be a minor component of the energy
decomposition. Therefore, nonpolarizable simulations were conducted using a
transferable, anisotropic H2 potential. At saturation, the compressibility of
hydrogen was found to be characteristic of the liquid state. This has significant
implications in the design of hydrogen storage materials. The results demonstrate
that the isothermal compressibility, directly obtainable from GCMC calculations, is
an important parameter worth monitoring to assess the nature of the confined fluid
and the ability to further improve sorption capacity with increased pressure.
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Chapter 4 explores the possibility of maximizing heat of adsorption by means of
confinement or additive van der Waals interactions. Following the work of
Head-Gordon, in which binding energies of H2 and functionalized benzene
derivatives were computed, a model system composed of four benzene molecules was
constructed and optimal dimensions were calculated from electronic structure. [19]
Once the relationship between box size and binding energy was mapped, a structure
was synthesized mimicking as nearly as possible the optimal geometry. The
experimental heat of adsorption showed excellent agreement with that predicted
using the model system. This work highlights the excellent synergy between
computation and material design.
Chapter 5 is a continuation of the study of the material developed in chapter 4, a
MOF with confining one dimensional channels. The geometry of this MOF, while
not ideal for gravimetric uptake of hydrogen due to its relatively high density, is
nonetheless interesting. Potentially, the confinement of hydrogen could exhibit
interesting packing effects or other unforeseen deviation from bulk properties. These
are explored via polarizable GCMC simulation. The average potential energy is
decomposed and indicates an unprecedented dependence on the van der Waals
interactions. This result is very counter-intuitive considering the high charges
present in the structure. Polarizable and nonpolarizable population density
histograms are computed to identify differential adsorption relative to the hydrogen
model used.
Chapter 6 develops a new method of fitting atomic point charges for metal-organic
materials or any microporous periodic solid. Prior to this work, the only reasonable
method available to assign partial point charges for the purpose of molecular
simulation was ab initio calculation performed on fragments of the periodic
structure that aim to mimic the chemical environment of the untruncated material.
This practice requires chemical termination of the artificially imposed boundaries of
the arbitrarily selected fragment. Moreover, long-range electrostatic interactions are
not accounted for; an inherent and unavoidable consequence of fitting charges in
this manner. In this chapter, a method of fitting charges to the fully periodic
structure, explicitly accounting for long-range electrostatic interactions via Ewald
summation, is developed and tested on several MOFs. Results compare favorably
with charges fit using a fragment based approach. This method represents a
significant improvement over the previous approach to parameterizing electrostatics
in metal-organic frameworks.
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Chapter 2
Polarization: Inclusion in
Molecular Simulation
2.1 Abstract
Monte Carlo simulations were performed modeling hydrogen sorption in a recently
synthesized metal-organic framework material (MOF) that exhibits large molecular
hydrogen uptake capacity. The MOF is remarkable because at 78 K and 1.0
atmosphere it sorbs hydrogen at a density near that of liquid hydrogen (at 20 K and
1.0 atmosphere) when considering H2 density in the pores. Unlike most other MOF’s
that have been investigated for hydrogen storage, it has a highly ionic framework
and many relatively small channels. The simulations demonstrate that it is both of
these physical characteristics that lead to relatively strong hydrogen interactions in
the MOF and ultimately large hydrogen uptake. Microscopically, hydrogen interacts
with the MOF via three principle attractive potential energy contributions: Van der
Waals, charge-quadrupole and induction. Previous simulations of hydrogen storage
in MOF’s and other materials have not focused on the role of polarization effects,
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but they are demonstrated here to be the dominant contribution to hydrogen
physisorption. Indeed, polarization interactions in the MOF lead to two distinct
populations of dipolar hydrogen that are identified from the simulations that should
be experimentally discernible using, e.g. Raman spectroscopy. Because polarization
interactions are significantly enhanced by the presence of a charged framework with
narrow pores, MOF’s are excellent hydrogen storage candidates.
2.2 Introduction
A major obstacle in achieving a hydrogen-based fuel economy is the ability to store
and transport molecular hydrogen safely - at reasonable temperatures and pressures.
For example, at one atmosphere, hydrogen does not liquefy until 20 K[20] because of
its relatively weak intermolecular interactions, making the transport of neat
hydrogen difficult. Thus, finding materials capable of storing large amounts of
diatomic hydrogen is a promising avenue. The challenge is that hydrogen typically
interacts weakly with its environment. However, hydrogen molecules can interact
strongly with some materials undergoing chemisorption or dissociation, but such
materials are typically inadequate for hydrogen storage because it is difficult to
release the stored gas when it is needed.[21, 22] On the other hand, materials that
physisorb molecular hydrogen offer the promise of storing it under moderate
conditions and the ability to release the hydrogen facilely. Such a material would
require optimizing the attractive intermolecular interactions between the hydrogen
and the condensed phase environment and, at the same time, enhancing H2-H2
interactions, thus leading to a favorable sorption enthalpy. The theoretical study of
this unique problem has become an area of intense research in recent
years.[15, 23, 24]
Metal-organic framework materials (MOF’s) are a class of materials that have
already shown promise for hydrogen storage.[25, 26] MOF’s represent a novel class
of solid crystalline materials that are built with rigid organic ligands linked to
metal-containing clusters (also knows as secondary building units or SBUs)[27] They
can be constructed to have large surface areas, are relatively light weight and can be
assembled from molecular building blocks with desired chemical functionality.
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Recently, a MOF was reported[25] (referred to here as soc-MOF) that was
synthesized using a novel indium trimer building block that resulted in a
nanoporous material with an ionic framework, narrow channels (around 1 nm in
diameter) and nanometer scale carcerand capsules. The MOF has a rare soc
topology[28] (e.g. not found in zeolites) with an estimated 57% extra-framework
volume, a large Langmuir surface area of 1417 m2 and 0.50 cm3 g−1 pore volume.[25]
Figure 2.1 shows snapshots of soc-MOF alone and with a hydrogen density
isosurface calculated from simulation (described below). The hydrogen is resident in
the extra-framework volume and Figure 2.1 serves to visually highlight the pore
topology within soc-MOF. Hydrogen uptake studies on soc-MOF show a large
storage capacity with reversible sorption. For example, at 78 K and 1.0 atmosphere,
the density of H2 in the pores is approximately 0.05 g cm
−3 while liquid hydrogen at
its boiling point of 20 K has a density of 0.07 g cm−3.[25] The experiments are
conducted at liquid nitrogen temperature as a step toward finding superior
hydrogen storage materials that will ultimately operate at room temperature.[6]
This pore density of H2 represents a compression factor, compared to the ideal gas
volume under the same conditions, of approximately 100. Hydrogen sorption
isotherms were measured at 78 K on soc-MOF and showed that the pores were filled
at relatively lower pressure.[25] The MOF approached saturation at 1.0 atmosphere,
indicative of the near liquid density of the sorbed hydrogen.
Thus, to investigate the physical basis of the large hydrogen uptake, canonical
Monte Carlo simulations were performed on hydrogen in soc-MOF (at the
experimentally observed hydrogen density at 78 K and 1.0 atmosphere). Because
soc-MOF has a highly charged lattice with narrow pores, simulations were
performed with and without explicit many-body polarization[32, 33, 34, 35]
contributions, in contrast to most extant molecular simulations. Molecular
hydrogen’s attractive interactions in a heterogeneous condensed phase matrix (e.g.
MOF’s, carbon nanostructures and zeolites) are dominated by three intermolecular
contributions: Van der Waals, charge-quadrupole, and induction. As an estimate of
the relative importance of quadrupole (that are typically accounted for) and
polarization (usually neglected) terms, consider a polarizable site with a point
quadrupole, both of the magnitude appropriate for molecular hydrogen placed 0.30
nm distant from a double-charged cation (representing, e.g. indium in a charge
state similar to that in soc-MOF). Given the most favorable geometry for the
quadrupolar interactions, the polarization energy is a factor of 4 larger and is always
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(a) soc-MOF empty
(b) soc-MOF populated
Figure 2.1: This illustration shows the soc-MOF both empty and populated via simulation
of 113 H2 with a polarizable model. The hydrogen density is represented by a 90% isosurface
(generated by a custom module written for Data Explorer[29, 30, 31]) and has been rendered
with a clipping plane for clarity.
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attractive. Clearly, polarization is not negligible and needs to be included in some
fashion. Below, we demonstrate that including many-body polarization explicitly
has a dramatic effect on the physisorption of hydrogen to soc-MOF, even compared
to explicitly including induction as a one-body interaction.
Further, these observations suggest that polarization needs to be included in
modeling hydrogen sorption in a variety of materials, essentially because the
quadrupole interactions are relatively weak. Note, ab initio molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations of molecular hydrogen in another MOF (MOF-5) have been
previously performed[36] and implicitly include a reasonably accurate representation
of polarization interactions. Unfortunately, the high cost of performing ab initio MD
simulations limits such finite temperature investigations to very short times,
although they are quite effective at finding minimum energy configurations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2.3.1 presents the
parametrization and presentation of the hydrogen and soc-MOF energy function.
Section 2.3.2 presents the many-body polarization methods. Sections 2.7 and 2.3.3
present the Monte Carlo methods. Section 2.4 presents the results of our
simulations and Section 2.5 reports the conclusions drawn from our studies.
2.3 Models and Methods
2.3.1 Molecular Simulation Parameters
A variety of theoretical methodologies have been used to study hydrogen sorption in
nanostructured materials.[37, 38, 39, 40] Recent studies include MD, grand-canonical
Monte Carlo simulations to permit calculation of sorption isotherms, electronic
structure studies to investigate binding mechanisms/affinities and semi-classical
simulations that differentiate the interaction of ortho and para hydrogen with a
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material (relevant at very low temperatures where neutron diffraction studies are
performed to characterize underlying hydrogen interaction sites).[41, 42, 43, 44, 36,
45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 15, 37, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 38, 59, 40, 60, 61]
Here, classical Monte Carlo simulation methods were chosen to study soc-MOF in
order to perform equilibrium finite temperature simulations and to be able to
explicitly study the role of induction in hydrogen sorption. Critical to any classical
simulation based on empirical potentials is the careful selection of force field
parameters. A minimal, yet effective, force field needs to include electrostatic,
repulsive and van der Waals-type interactions;[62, 63] accurately describing the total
potential energy surface is essential and the relevant parameters are not especially
well-characterized for MOF’s. Thus, striving for simplicity in this initial study, the
need for framework intramolecular interactions was avoided by holding the scaffold
rigid during simulation. Phonons are not thought to play an important role in
hydrogen sorption, especially not at the temperatures considered here.[39]
Lennard-Jones parameters, representing repulsive and van der Waals interactions
between hydrogen atoms and framework were taken from the Universal Force
Field;[64] this set of parameters was used in earlier MOF studies.[40, 47, 15, 61] The
UFF interactions are parameterized for energetics between like atoms and all other
interactions are accounted for in a standard way using (the approximate)
Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules.[64, 62]
When neglecting polarizability, electrostatic interactions in atomistic simulations
stem from point (partial) charges assigned to the coordinate corresponding to the
nuclear center of each atom. Because the true electrostatic potential energy surface
of soc-MOF is unknown and ab initio calculations on the soc-MOF unit cell are
computationally prohibitive, point charges were determined from electronic
structure calculations on several model compounds that mimic the chemical
environment of the MOF atoms.[40] The GAMESS ab initio simulation package was
used to perform the Hartree-Fock quantum mechanical calculations.[65]
The structure of soc-MOF is characterized by corner-sharing octahedral indium
trimers joined by bent 1,3-benzenedicarboxylate organic linkers. Three
representative fragments are shown in Figure 2.2. They all produced similar partial
charges to within 10% on average, and the electrostatic parameters used were
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(a) fragment A (b) fragment B
(c) fragment C
Figure 2.2: Illustrations depicting the fragments used in the ab initio calculation of the
partial charges. Structure A is an SBU with six bound linkers, essentially one complete
corner of a pore. Structure B, two SBUs coupled by one linker, can be regarded as the edge
of a pore. Structure C is essentially the bare SBU used in the design of soc-MOF.[25]
derived from the largest of the candidates - the results are presented in Table 2.1.
Study of the lattice shown in Figure 2.1 reveals the repetition of certain structures
in a variety of geometries within the unit cell (for a detailed discussion of the
structure see the literature).[25] The 448 atom unit cell may be produced from
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Atom Label Charge (e−)
In 1 2.0697
O 2 -0.7588
C 3 0.9108
C 4 -0.1086
C 5 -0.2252
H 6 0.1366
C 7 0.3785
N 8 -0.2243
C 9 -0.1327
H 10 0.2167
O 11 -1.3978
N (nitrate) 12 0.6934
O (nitrate) 13 -0.4652
Table 2.1: Partial charges taken from the fragment 2.2(a) used in simulation of soc-MOF
Atom Label Charge (e−)
In 1 2.228
O 2 -0.8216
C 3 0.9652
C 4 -0.1286
C 5 -0.2622
H 6 0.1443
C 7 0.4631
N 8 -0.2111
C 9 -0.2150
H 10 0.1854
O 11 -1.5424
N (nitrate) 12 1.029
O (nitrate) 13 -0.6424
Table 2.2: Partial charges for the fragment in Figure 2.2(b) for comparison
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crystallographic symmetry operations from only twenty atoms.[25, 28] Although this
type of symmetry can not be taken advantage of by quantum simulation packages,
this repetition was used as a basis for deciding on representative chemical
fragments. The largest fragments were chosen to include at least one complete
metal center and an azobenzene linker; the smallest is the lone SBU. Adding
hydrogen atoms where appropriate was required for chemical termination of the
fragment boundaries. Measurements from the crystal structure indicate that the
environments of the azobenzene linkers are essentially chemically equivalent in that
their interface with the metal centers differs very slightly. Defining the azobenzene
linkers as all chemically equivalent allows the entire unit cell to be defined in terms
of only thirteen chemically different atoms. Using the electrostatic potential surface
from the ab initio calculations, atomic point charges were fit using a standard
algorithm.[66, 65]
Because soc-MOF and our model fragments contain many-electron metal atoms
(indium), the inner electrons require treatment via relativistic methods. Here we use
semi-relativistic pseudopotentials, and two were compared, namely SBKJC and
LANL2[67, 68, 69] that include a different number of explicit electrons for indium
(36 and 12, respectively) but gave similar results. The light atoms were treated at
the 6-31G∗ level that produces over-polarized charges appropriate for condensed
phase simulations (to account, in an effective way, for the effect of self-induction of
the unpopulated lattice).[70] As a further test of the ab initio calculations,
relativistic electronic structure calculations were performed on the smallest
fragment (without need for pseudopotentials) using a third-order Douglas-Kroll
transformation and the corresponding DK3 basis set.[71] The resulting charges
agreed within 7.0% of those used in this study; the charges used herein are
tabulated in Table 2.1. Note, the condensed phase polarization of the neat MOF is
included implicitly, while the polarization interactions in our simulations between
the hydrogen and the MOF will be treated explicitly.
Partial charges for hydrogen were chosen to reproduce the quadrupole moment of
the molecule.[43] The hydrogen is also treated as rigid and its high frequency
vibration is not expected to contribute to sorption.[43] The electrostatic model is a
three-point model with a charge located at the center of mass. The hydrogen atoms
are separated by 0.741 A˚ and interact (between distinct molecules) via a polarizable
many-body potential, along with the Coulombic and UFF-defined Lennard-Jones
intermolecular pair potentials.
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2.3.2 Polarizability Model
Molecular polarization was explicitly included in the Monte Carlo simulations by
use of the Thole-Applequist model.[33, 32, 34] This model treats the system in
terms of site (atomic) point dipoles that interact via many-body polarization
equations. Once atomic point polarizabilities are fit to a training set of molecules
the model has been shown to accurately reproduce molecular/system dipoles in a
transferable (i.e. system-independent) manner.[34, 32] This model of explicit
polarization has been successfully applied in numerous areas where inclusion of
polarizable effects is paramount, such as vibrational spectroscopy,[72, 73, 35] liquid
dynamics,[74, 75, 76, 77] and biomolecules.[78, 79]
The dipole for site i is given by:
~µi = αi ~Ei (2.1)
where αi is the 3× 3 site polarizability tensor and ~Ei is the electrostatic field at the
site. In the Thole-Applequist model the system is treated as a collection of N point
dipoles which initially have an associated scalar point polarizability α◦i and a dipole
field tensor (in Einstein notation) Tαβij that contains the complete set of induced
dipole-dipole interactions. The site polarizability tensors are produced via:
A~µ = ~E (2.2)
~µ = B ~E (2.3)
where A =
(
α−1 + Tαβij
)
and B = A−1
The block elements of B are the site polarizability tensors, and summing over the ij
blocks for the vector components αβ for an appropriate set of sites yields the
molecular polarizability tensor:[34]
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αmolαβ =
∑
i,j
(Bij)αβ (2.4)
Since direct inversion of the A matrix is computationally feasible for only the
smallest systems, the dipoles must be solved for by an iterative method. The ith
dipole is found by the dipole field equation:
µi = α
◦
iEi = α
◦
i
(
Estati + E
ind
i
)
= α◦i
(
Estati − Tαβij µj
)
(2.5)
where Estat is the electrostatic field vector determined by the atomic partial charges
of the force field (MOF and H2) and E
ind is field vector from the surrounding
dipoles. The Applequist dipole field tensor[32] can be derived from first principles
as:
Tαβij = ∇α∇β
1
rij
=
δαβ
r3ij
− 3x
αxβ
r5ij
(2.6)
The Thole model introduces the additional consideration of treating each dipole as
interacting with a well-behaved charge distribution ρ(u), which results in a modified
form of the dipole field tensor. One such exponential distribution[33] found to
accurately and transferably reproduce molecular dipoles for an associated series of
dependent polarizabilities is:
ρ(uij) =
λ3
8pi
e−λuij , uij = xij
(
α◦iα
◦
j
)− 1
6 (2.7)
where the free parameter λ has the effect of damping the dipole interactions near
the regions of discontinuity.[33] Taking the exponential charge distribution into
account, the modified dipole field tensor becomes:
δαβ
r3ij
[
1−
(
λ2r2ij
2
+ λrij + 1
)
e−λrij
]
− 3x
αxβ
r5ij
[
1−
(
λ3r3ij
6
+
λ2r2ij
2
+ λrij + 1
)
e−λrij
]
(2.8)
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The many-body potential energy due to the interaction of the induced dipoles
(referred to as the polarization energy) is described by:
Upol = −1
2
∑
i
~µi · ~Estati (2.9)
Calculating the polarization energy for the system amounts to self-consistently
solving the dipole field equation for each atomic dipole vector ~µi through an
iterative process until a sufficient degree of precision is achieved. While classical
Monte Carlo simulations including many-body polarization are computationally
cheaper than ab initio MD, solving the iterative equations is still very expensive and
needs to be redone after each Monte Carlo move. Thus, to make the calculations
practical, efficient methods of solving the equations were required (see Supporting
Information, Section 2.7 Appendix A, for our approach).
Dipoles were calculated to a precision of 10-4 Debye, and were subject to a 11.2 A˚
(half the unit cell length) spherical cutoff. Since the atomic point charges of the
MOF were calculated by ab initio to implicitly include polarization, MOF-MOF
self-polarization was disallowed by excluding MOF-MOF electric field interactions
and only the induced field interactions between the H2 and MOF atoms were
calculated. All system dipoles were allowed to interact through the dipole field
tensor, subject to the constraint of the spherical cutoff. A value of γ = 0.1 for the
exponential over-relaxation along with the Gauss-Seidel iterative method was found
to produce optimal convergence while meeting the precision criteria.
The polarizability tensor of diatomic hydrogen with an equilibrium bond distance of
0.741 A˚ was calculated by the restricted Hartree-Fock method with a
correlation-consistent double-zeta basis set[80] (augcc-pVDZ) using GAMESS.[65]
The atomic Thole polarizabilities for molecular hydrogen were then determined by
fitting αmol to the HF polarizability tensor form while at the same time yielding
one-third of the trace equal to the experimentally measured[81] H2 polarizability of
0.787 A˚3; the values that best satisfied both criteria were found to be 0.2658 A˚3 for
H and 0.5865 A˚3 for the center of mass site.
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The SBU of soc-MOF contains indium which, in complex, has a partial charge of
about In2+ as fit to the calculated electrostatic potential surface of the gas-phase
fragment (see Table 2.1). While the polarizability of closed shell indium is
known,[82] the polarizability of indium in the 2+ state has not been parameterized
previously for the Thole model, nor has it been experimentally elucidated. In order
to ascertain the polarizability, ab initio simulations were performed using finite-field
calculations on In0,In1+,In2+ and In3+. To assure that the results obtained from the
finite-field calculations were reasonable the data was compared to polarizabilities
calculated with an analytic Hessian for the In1+ and In3+ states. Thus an estimate
of 2.0 A˚3 for In2+ was determined for these results; future research will be directed
at applying fully-relativistic field equations to the SBU and fitting this parameter
within the Thole model. The remainder of the MOF atoms were given the
exponential polarizabilities and associated damping parameter as calculated by
Duijen et al.[34]
2.3.3 NVT Monte Carlo
Monte Carlo[83] simulations were performed on the H2-MOF system at 78 K and
with the experimentally determined hydrogen density of 113 molecules per unit
cell,[25] with periodic boundary conditions applied. The total potential for the
system is described by:
U = Uelect + Upol + ULJ (2.10)
where Uelect is the electrostatic potential energy calculated from the Ewald field, Upol
is the polarization energy calculated from equation 2.9 and ULJ is the
Lennard-Jones potential.
Monte Carlo moves were made by selecting an H2 molecule at random, and
performing a random rigid-body translation and rotation of the molecule. The MC
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move was then accepted or rejected according to the Metropolis function:
min [1, exp (−β∆U)] (2.11)
Using simple Monte Carlo moves is not especially desirable given the need to
entirely reevalulate the many-body polarization energy after each small move. In an
attempt to make global moves that would more efficiently explore phase space,
several hybrid Monte Carlo schemes[84, 85] were implemented with forces that were
computed from either the non-polarizable potential or from a first order
dipole-induced-dipole evaluation of the forces (evaluating equation 2.5 for one
iteration). Unfortunately, the force fields are sufficiently dissimilar and the approach
failed. This result was an indication of the essential role of polarization interactions
in this system. The details of the hybrid Monte Carlo implementation are given in
Supporting Information, Section 2.7 Appendix B.
The Monte Carlo algorithm and many-body polarization code were implemented
within a package originally developed by the Klein group at the Center for
Molecular Modeling at the University of Pennsylvania.[86, 87, 88, 89] A cellular
automata-based (rule 30) pseudo-random number generator was implemented for
it’s superior random number quality.[90, 91] The magnitude of the MC moves were
adjusted to yield a 25% acceptance rate in order to minimize the sweep-sweep
correlations. Autocorrelation of the polarization energy gave a correlation time of
τ = 25, 000 Monte Carlo steps. After a system equilibration time of 500,000 steps,
atomic configurations and system dipoles were then sampled at intervals of 2τ for
the collection of uncorrelated states of H2 in the MOF. A total of 17.5 million MC
steps were calculated on 48 processors of the Teragrid machine LoneStar (University
of Texas at Austin) to yield 350 statistically independent configurations available for
analysis. The calculation took 300 wall clock hours (15,000 CPU hours).
Non-polarizable MC runs, calculating only the electrostatic and LJ terms in
equation 2.10, were also enacted for comparison. The magnitude of trial movement
was greatly increased, and the potential energy correlation time was τ = 2, 500 MC
steps - an order of magnitude less than that of the polarized system. Clearly,
inclusion of the many-body polarizable potential greatly decreases the efficiency of
the MC technique in addition to the computational overhead introduced by the
Thole model; the calculation of the system dipoles consumes approximately 95 % of
the total CPU time. However, the computational cost is still far below that of
performing ab initio dynamics.
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The radial distribution function g(r) was calculated between the hydrogen and
various sites on the MOF and error analysis was performed to ensure their
convergence. Isosurface analysis was performed over both the hydrogen population
density and the hydrogen dipole magnitude.
2.4 Results and Discussion
To demonstrate the effect of polarization on sorption in soc-MOF, Figure 2.3 shows
the radial distribution function between the sorbed hydrogen and indium ions both
when induction is included and neglected. The polarization interactions strongly
influence the structure of the sorbed hydrogen in the region of the metal ions. The
figure also shows the distribution function when both charge-quadrupole and
induction effects are neglected - in this case hydrogen is interacting as a
Lennard-Jones species with the MOF framework. Thus, the charge-quadrupole
interactions are also making an important contribution to the sorption structure.
While the effect is less dramatic, the radial distribution function shown in Figure
2.4 between the hydrogen and azobenzene nitrogen shows that the polarization
effect of the azobenzene is also significant.
Further insight is gained by examining the distribution of H2 induced dipoles that
are produced by the field from the charges on the MOF (previous simulations in this
study show that the contribution toward MOF polarization from the quadrupolar
hydrogen-hydrogen interactions are negligible - yet, for completeness, they were also
included here). Figure 2.5 plots the distribution of induced dipoles that is
approximately a bi-modal Gaussian distribution with a dominant low dipolar (78%
of the population with a mean dipole 0.18 Debye) and high dipolar species (22% of
the population with a mean dipole 0.33 Debye). Analysis of molecular dipole
magnitude isosurfaces reveals that the low dipolar population corresponds to spatial
regions localized in the vicinity of the open coordination sites of the SBU’s (shown
in Figure 2.6), while the high dipolar population is localized in the middle of the
window formed by the azobenzene linkers. The reason for the high dipole
distribution being associated with the azobenzene linkers seems to be due to the
fact that the location of the window is geometrically proximal to all of the
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Figure 2.3: Radial distribution functions between the center of mass for the hydrogen to
the indium under experimental conditions for three different potentials: Thole-Applequist
many-body polarizable potential (blue), non-polarizable potential (orange) and Lennard-
Jones only (red).
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Figure 2.4: Radial distribution functions between the center of mass for the hydrogen
to the azo nitrogen under experimental conditions for three different potentials: Thole-
Applequist many-body polarizable potential (blue), non-polarizable potential (orange) and
Lennard-Jones only (red).
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Figure 2.5: Bi-modal H2 molecular dipole magnitude distribution for soc-MOF at 78 K
under the experimental density. The figure presents a fit of the dipole distributions to two
decomposed Gaussian distributions.
dominantly charged structures, namely the indium complex, nitrate anion and azo
linkage. Enhancement of the first neighbor peak of the radial distribution function
to the nitrogen of the azobenzene, shown in Figure 2.4, would seem to support this.
The low dipolar population is associated with the electric field of the positively
charged and highly polarizable indium ions of the SBU. The open coordination site
of the indium also permits hydrogen to strongly associate with the metal ions as
shown in Figure 2.1.
To put the magnitude of the dipoles in context, if we consider the hydrogen in the
MOF a polar diatomic liquid with a dipole characteristic of the dominant species of
0.18 Debye, this magnitude is comparable to the permanent dipoles of NO (0.16
Debye) or CO (0.11 Debye) that have ambient boiling points of 121 K and 82 K
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(a) 0.18 D isosurface
(b) 0.33 D isosurface
Figure 2.6: Isosurfaces showing the low-dipolar and high-dipolar hydrogen species corre-
sponding to the respective peaks of the bi-modal hydrogen dipole distribution.
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respectively. Thus, while neat hydrogen at 78 K has a negligible induced dipole
(and is essentially an ideal gas with PV/NkT = 1.00),[20] the hydrogen in the MOF
experiences mutual, many-body, dipolar attractions. Thus, it is reasonable that it is
nearly condensed in the MOF pores at the conditions considered here and in the
experiment at 78 K.
Simulations including many-body polarization for the well-studied MOF-5[26, 92]
reveal no significant change in radial distribution functions for the hydrogen to the
metal-centered SBU when compared to simulations neglecting induction. MOF-5,
which sorbs substantially less hydrogen than the new material studied here under
like conditions, also does not possess an open coordination site on it’s zinc SBU and
thus produces a more weakly polarizing field in comparison with soc-MOF. Most
importantly, MOF-5 does not possess narrow channels or a highly polar framework,
but rather has an open topology with with larger void spaces. This comparison
strongly suggests that MOF’s, like MOF-5, with large pores are not the best target
materials for super hydrogen storage. The key result of this study is that hydrogen
needs to interact sufficiently strongly with a MOF to produce a dipolar fluid with a
characteristically higher condensation temperature.
Recently, hydrogen storage in a Mn-containing MOF was studied[93] in which a
similar sorption isotherm as that of soc-MOF was measured; this MOF also
possesses relatively narrow channels and a polar framework. This cubic topology
MOF contains an Mn2+ open coordination site on the SBU; it is not unreasonable
then to assume that the high sorption capacity of hydrogen in both that material
and soc-MOF are correlated with the structural motif of the SBU. The dipole
isosurfaces generated by this work would suggest that the open coordination sites
serve to polarize the hydrogen under the experimental conditions.
Using the polarizable potential, the enthalpy of adsorption for soc-MOF was
calculated by:
∆H = E (MOF +H2)− [E (MOF ) + E (H2)]
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and was found to be 10.6 kJ mol−1. While this value differs from the value of 6.5 kJ
mol−1 experimentally measured[25], it should be pointed out that the experimental
enthalpies quoted are taken to be the limit of zero hydrogen loading. Since the
Clausius-Clapeyron method is limited by the temperature differential for which the
isotherms are calculated, experimental measurements determining the heat of
adsorption for the saturated state studied here (density at 1.0 atm) have not been
done. Since it is known that the enthalpy of adsorption of soc-MOF increases with
loading,[25] the calculated value of the enthalpy seems consistent with a 6.5 kJ
mol−1 enthalpy for the zero density limit; hydrogen, under the conditions studied
here, is a strongly interacting dipolar fluid. Modeling of the MOF under lower
density conditions is the subject of ongoing investigation.
2.5 Conclusions
The results of this study suggest desirable MOF design characteristics for hydrogen,
and gas storage in general - MOF’s are promising candidates for gas
storage/sequestration. For example, one would expect CO2 sorption in soc-MOF to
be quite strong given the significantly higher molecular quadrupole and
polarizabilty. This study suggests that MOF’s should have relatively small pores
and interconnected pores with high surface area to create strong MOF-H2
interactions and, thus, indirectly H2-H2 attractions. To promote these interactions,
the MOF also needs to be locally polar with large charge separations on its surface
sufficiently far apart to allow hydrogen molecules to be sensitive to the dipolar
interface. Further, while the surface area needs to be large, the open spatial network
should not be so expansive that hydrogen molecules farthest from the MOF surface
do not possess significant induced dipoles and charge-quadrupole forces. For
example, if a MOF were to possess a large surface area due to sizable pores,
hydrogen toward the center of the void will be similar to neat hydrogen with
characteristically weak intermolecular interactions and a correspondingly lower
condensation temperature. There is, however, a trade-off between having larger void
volumes that produce a lower molecular weight material (but do not promote strong
sorptive forces) versus having a highly nanostructed pore system (with
correspondingly more material per unit volume, but strong scaffold-H2 interactions).
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These initial studies have provided significant insights into the nature of hydrogen
interactions in nanporous, polar MOF materials. The results presented also suggest
several future avenues of inquiry. Foremost, we will proceed to calculate sorption
isotherms for our model using a Widom insertion method[94, 95, 96] that can be
compared with experiment. This will also serve to further calibrate the potential
energy surface of our molecular mechanics model by, for example, giving us the
system pressure at the experimentally observed hydrogen loading. We can then
proceed to mutate the MOF in an experimentally plausible fashion to attempt to
increase its hydrogen storage capacity. Lastly, this study suggests that including
polarization in modeling other extant and future MOF’s can give reliable physical
insight into the mechanism of gas storage.
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2.7 Supporting Information
Appendix A - Iterative Solution to the Dipole Field
Equations
Recently, a number of multigrid techniques (e.g. Gauss-Seidel[97]) have been used
with the Thole model.[98] Typically however, a simultaneous over-relaxation scheme
(i.e. linear solution mixing) is used to improve the convergence rate for the iterative
field calculation.[75] In this work we have found that incorporation of Gauss-Seidel
smoothing, while making use of a new recursive exponential successive
over-relaxation algorithm, enhances the convergence rate by two fold over linear
mixing (an order of magnitude over naive iteration of equation 2.5) within the
context of the Monte Carlo simulations performed - particularly on symmetric
multi-processor architectures where the newly available dipole set is shared in local
memory. For parallel architectures, constant transfer of the newly available dipole
set via Gauss-Seidel (within a single iteration) to the networked processors was
found to affect the computational performance negatively, i.e. the Gauss-Seidel
updates are best executed in local memory. In the limit of high parallelism, the
recursive exponential successive over-relaxation scheme plays more of a role in
determining the scalability as more processors are utilized. Therefore, the
performance tradeoff between these two extrema (single node high-SMP vs.
networked parallelism) is optimally managed. This new method allows for greater
computational efficiency in parallel environments over simultaneous over-relaxation,
making Monte Carlo simulations of MOF systems (on the order of 1000 atoms) with
the Thole model feasible on existing computational platforms. Note, as a test,
simulations of this MOF system were performed using single body polarization and
the results were inadequate (i.e. annealing resulted in very different equilibrium
structures) and so solving the many-body equations was a necessity.
The applied Gauss-Seidel numerical iteration method for a slowly converging
process consists of updating the current dipole vector set for the kth iteration step
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as the new dipole vectors become available:
µki = α
◦
i
(
Estati − Tαβij µk−1+ζj
)
, ζ =
{
0, if i < j
1, if i > j
(2.12)
The recursive exponential successive over-relaxation that we have formulated
reflects the current iteration step k = 1, 2, ... such that the weighting shifts toward
the new solution as a function of the iterative progress:
µk+1i =
(
1− e−γk)µkj + e−γkµk−1j (2.13)
where γ is a free parameter that can be tuned to alter the convergence rate.
Appendix B - Hybrid Monte Carlo
While MD simulations with many-body polarizable forces can yield insight into the
behavior of complex systems, they are also reputed for their instability and
complexity of implementation; development of stable and efficient polarizable
dynamics is currently an active area of research in computational chemistry and
physics.[74, 75, 76, 77] The polarizable forces are troublesome and expensive to
calculate; the polarization potential energy is (relatively) less problematic and is
easier to compute via equations 2.5 - 2.9.
Our initial approach was to perform a hybrid Monte Carlo[84] (HMC) calculation
whereby the potential energy, especially including the polarization energy, was used
in the Metropolis acceptance function but the system configuration was globally
propagated by MD using a non-polarizable force field. In this way, we would
circumvent the need to compute polarizable forces and yet properly sample the
configuration space that would reflect polarization effects - all the while, getting the
benefit of short correlation times and efficient sampling of phase space due to the
global moves being made (as opposed to the long correlation times that are typical
of many-body potentials in the standard Monte Carlo scheme).
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Unfortunately, the above HMC approach proved unworkable for a number of
reasons. While the HMC method has been demonstrated to work well for
Lennard-Jones fluids[85] and fermionic particles,[84] in a system with many degrees
of freedom we found a difficulty in the standard momentum resampling scheme that
is not, to our knowledge, specifically addressed in the literature. It was our
experience that completely resampling the momenta hindered the molecular
rotations of the system, even in the non-polarizable scenario, and the structure for
bulk molecular fluids that we tested (such as hydrogen and water) did not accurately
correspond to the known structure, as was evident by the comparison of radial
distribution functions from MD and Monte Carlo. However, for a Lennard-Jones
system (i.e. possessing only translational degrees of freedom) the complete
momenta resampling scheme yields the correct structure. It has been clarified that a
complete resampling of momenta from a Boltzmann distribution is not required,[99]
and in fact we implemented an alternative momentum update recently given in the
literature[100] whereby the momentum vectors can be less drastically perturbed and
then a Metropolis evaluation of the kinetic energy is performed:{
~p′} = {~p}+ α {~pi} (2.14)
min
{
1, exp
[
−β
(
p′2
2m
− p
2
2m
)]}
(2.15)
where {~p} is the set of momentum vectors in the system, {~pi} is a set of vectors
randomly sampled from a Boltzmann distribution and α is a free parameter used to
tune the acceptance ratio. This update scheme restored the correct rotational
dynamics and structure for the bulk systems studied with HMC. While the prime
motivation for the initial development of alternative momentum resampling schemes
has been to dispensably improve the efficiency, it is our view that less drastic
momentum resampling is requisite in simulating systems with rotational degrees of
freedom. However, a second (unfortunately insurmountable) difficulty with utilizing
HMC to study soc-MOF was in using a polarizable MC potential with
non-polarizable dynamics: in situations where the polarization effects are significant
(e.g. soc-MOF at low temperature), the polarizable and non-polarizable potential
energy surfaces are simply discrepant enough to prevent the adequate sampling of
phase space (this again stresses the importance of polarization interactions for H2 in
soc-MOF). Thus, the computationally demanding standard Monte Carlo scheme
was implemented.
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Chapter 3
Application of a New Hydrogen
Potential
3.1 Abstract
Abstract: Newly developed hydrogen and MOM (Metal-Organic Materials) potential
energy functions for molecular simulation are presented. They are designed to be
highly transferable while still describing sorbate-MOM interactions with predictive
accuracy. Specifically, they are shown to quantitatively describe hydrogen sorption,
including isosteric heats, in MOF-5 over the broad temperature and pressure ranges
that have been examined experimentally. The approach that is adopted is general
and demonstrates that highly accurate and predictive models of molecular
interaction with MOMs are quite feasible. Molecular interactions giving rise to the
isosteric heat have been characterized and validated against the experimentally
relevant data. Finally, inspection of the isothermal compressibility of hydrogen in
MOF-5 reveals that under saturating high-pressure conditions (even at temperatures
well above the neat boiling point) the state of hydrogen is characteristic of a liquid,
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i.e. with a compressibility similar to bulk hydrogen. This result is of particular
relevance in developing MOMs for hydrogen-storage applications.
3.2 Introduction
Metal-Organic Materials (MOMs) are among the most widely studied structures for
gas storage, and yet very few theoretical studies have investigated the accuracy of
the intermolecular potential energy functions for MOMs interacting with hydrogen.
While first generation investigations have revealed reasonably good agreement with
experiment using ad hoc parameterizations, others have raised questions as to the
accuracy of the potential parameters.[101, 15] In either case, the potentials should
be validated under high-pressure conditions (rather than the more typical standard
pressure state point) and over a wide temperature range where discrepancies would
be evident if the potentials were inaccurate. That is, in order to produce a
predictive/transferable model of MOM-guest interactions for molecular simulations,
the potential must include all salient intermolecular interactions.
Herein we explore the validity of a newly developed hydrogen potential[102]
interacting with the prototypical MOF-5 (a.k.a. IRMOF-1) under all extant
experimentally examined conditions, including high-pressures that are more relevant
to the DOEs required storage conditions.[6] The excellent agreement with
experimental data over the wide range of temperatures and pressures illustrates the
point that quantitatively predictive models for gas sorption in MOMs are quite
feasible when careful attention is payed to the intermolecular potentials.
In addition to the thermodynamic hydrogen uptake, we have investigated the
isosteric heat of adsorption,[103] Qst. The typical experimental approximation
employed is to derive Qst from isotherms performed at different temperatures. Qst is
determined from the Clausius-Clapeyron equation via a numerical derivative using
two isotherms. In computer simulation, the molecular details of adsorption are
accessible for further analysis and a direct statistical mechanical expression for the
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isosteric heat is available from the thermodynamic fluctuations in sorbate number.
Here, good agreement is found for the frequently examined 77 K low-pressure range.
At higher pressures, our data are consistent with the limited experimental data;
unfortunately the experimental Qst data at higher pressures have inherently large
errors due to the range of temperatures over which the numerical derivatives are
performed.
Finally, we have determined the isothermal compressibility of hydrogen in MOF-5 as
a function of pressure. Interestingly, the hydrogen approaches a state resembling
that of the bulk liquid as the excess sorption weight plateaus. This is evidenced by
the isothermal compressibility falling rapidly over a narrow pressure range to a
value characteristic of bulk hydrogen. This preliminary result is of particular
importance because the DOE requirements for hydrogen storage are in excess of
liquid density, and hence any interactions that may serve to stabilize the liquid state
are of practical importance in elucidating MOM design principles.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 3.3 presents the hydrogen and MOF
potentials as well as the statistical methods employed in the computer simulations.
Section 3.4 details and discusses the results found in the investigation of hydrogen
uptake and other thermodynamic quantities. Section 3.5 concludes the manuscript.
3.3 Methods
3.3.1 Hydrogen Potential
Recently, an accurate and transferable hydrogen potential energy function has been
developed[102] which includes quadrupolar electrostatic terms as well as many-body
polarization, both of which have been shown to be important in modeling dense
hydrogen interacting with a charged surface.[12] This new hydrogen potential has
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been shown to yield an accurate equation of state for hydrogen under high-pressures
and low-temperatures. More importantly, the functional form of the potential is
easily transferable in the sense that it can describe hydrogen interacting with
materials that are describable by Lennard-Jones 6-12 parameters, partial charges
and point polarizabilities (a form frequently used for molecular potentials). In
contrast, the extant hydrogen potentials that can describe bulk hydrogen accurately
(Silvera-Goldman, Buch, etc.) are not readily suitable to complex and
heterogeneous condensed phase simulation and/or to a wide range of state points.
We have utilized the aforementioned potential in this work to validate it’s accuracy
on modeling various thermodynamic observables of hydrogen in MOF-5.
The effects of many-body polarization have been shown to be important for the
accurate simulation of hydrogen uptake in certain polar MOFs,[12] and for bulk
hydrogen at high pressures.[102] However, MOF-5 does not possess the relatively
large charge separation on the framework characteristic of some other
MOFs.[104, 25, 93, 105, 106] Therefore, induction effects in modeling hydrogen in
MOF-5 are negligible and, in fact, numerical analysis of the polarization in MOF-5
confirms this. When included, the polarization energy is less than 5% of the total
energy at 77 K and does not significantly alter the isotherms and associated isosteric
heats. Therefore, the non-polar parameters for the hydrogen potential referred to
above have been used and the Thole-Applequist many-body polarization calculation
was only performed in this work at selected state points as a control, verifying the
negligibility of induction. While inclusion of induction is desirable, its many-bodied
nature makes the simulations orders of magnitude more computationally expensive.
3.3.2 MOF-5 Potential
Permanent electrostatic interactions in atomistic simulations stem from point
partial charges assigned to the coordinate corresponding to the nuclear center of
each atom. Point charges were determined from electronic structure calculations on
several model compounds that mimic the chemical environment of MOF-5.[40] The
GAMESS ab initio simulation package was used to perform the Hartree-Fock
quantum mechanical calculations.[65]
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The structure of MOF-5 is characterized by benzene-dicarboxylate (BDC) linked
zinc tetramers in a cubic octahedral net. The 424 atom unit cell may be produced
from crystallographic symmetry operations applied to only 7 atoms.[26] This
symmetry-unique form was used as the basis for deciding on representative chemical
fragments. For the purposes of charge fitting, fragments of the infinite net were
selected in a variety of ways to assess the effects of structural truncation on the fit
charges. The addition of hydrogen atoms, where appropriate, was required for
chemical termination of the fragment boundaries. Several different basis sets were
chosen and results compared favorably, with the resulting charges being within 0.1
e− of each other on average (the complete comparison between chemical fragments
and basis sets is given in supplementary information).
Figure 3.1: Molecular fragment of the MOF-5 framework for which potential parameters
have been determined as listed in Table 3.1.
The need for intramolecular framework interactions[107] was avoided by holding the
scaffold rigid during simulation. Phonons are not thought to play an important role
in hydrogen sorption, especially not at the temperatures considered here.[39]
Lennard-Jones parameters, representing repulsive and van der Waals interactions
between hydrogen atoms and framework were taken from the Universal Force
Field;[64] this set of Lennard-Jones parameters was used in earlier MOF studies as
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Atom Label σ / A˚  / K q / e−
Zn 1 2.4616 62.3993 1.8529
O 2 3.118 30.19 -2.2568
O 3 3.118 30.19 -1.0069
C 4 3.431 52.84 1.0982
C 5 3.431 52.84 -0.1378
C 6 3.431 52.84 -0.0518
H 7 2.571 22.14 0.1489
Table 3.1: The MOF-5 potential parameters that were used in this study. The atomic
labels refer to the indices depicted in Figure 3.1.
well.[40, 47, 15, 61] The complete set of potential parameters used in this study is
contained in Table 3.1 and the molecular fragment to which they refer is depicted in
Figure 3.1.
3.3.3 Grand Canonical Monte Carlo
With respect to hydrogen uptake, the prime observable of interest is the average
number of hydrogen molecules sorbed, 〈N〉, via sampling of the grand canonical
ensemble over a range of chemical potentials corresponding to the equilibrium
pressure of the reservoir. The following statistical mechanical expression was
numerically estimated by Grand Canonical Monte Carlo[7, 108] using a code
developed by our group:[109]
〈N〉 = 1
Ξ
∞∑
N=0
eβµN
{
3N∏
i=1
∫ ∞
−∞
dxi
}
Ne−βUFH(x1,...,x3N )
where the chemical potential of the gas reservoir, µ, was determined for a broad
range of temperatures (60-300 K) through the BACK equation of state.[110, 111]
Quantum mechanical dispersion effects have been included semiclassically through
use of the Feynman-Hibbs effective potential[112] to order ~4 via the expression:
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UFH = U +
β~2
24µ
(
U ′′ +
2
r
U ′
)
+
β2~4
1152µ2
(
15
r3
U ′ +
4
r
U ′′′ + U ′′′′
)
(3.1)
and the potential energy function used amounts to:
U = Ues + Urd (3.2)
where Ues is the Ewald-summed electrostatic potential and Urd accounts for the
electronic repulsion/dispersion energy through use of the Lennard-Jones 6-12
function. The MOF-H2 LJ interaction parameters were determined using the
Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules; pairwise σ’s are determined through an arithmetic
mean and ’s are formed from the geometric mean.
After obtaining 〈N〉 we proceeded to calculate both the absolute and excess weight
percent of hydrogen sorbed; the excess weight calculation utilized the free volume of
11595.4 A˚
3
determined previously for MOF-5.[26]
Experimentally, the isosteric heat of adsorption is determined by numerical analysis
of two hydrogen isotherms performed at different temperatures (typically 77 and 87
K). The isotherm data is then processed (either via curve-fitting or interpolation)
and the isosteric heat of adsorption, Qst, is determined over a range of densities
through a finite-difference approximation to the Clausius-Clapeyron equation:
Qst = kT
2∂ lnP
∂T
(3.3)
While the macroscopic Clausius-Clapeyron equation can be used with GCMC
isotherm data to arrive at values for Qst, a more direct statistical mechanical
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method[113] is to relate the isosteric heat to fluctuations of a quantity involving the
number of sorbed molecules, N , and the potential energy U :
Qst = −〈NU〉 − 〈N〉〈U〉〈N2〉 − 〈N〉2 + kT (3.4)
Another accessible, fluctuation-derived quantity is the isothermal compressibility:
βT = − 1
V
∂V
∂P
(3.5)
which may be calculated via fluctuations of the number of molecules sorbed, 〈N〉, in
the grand canonical ensemble through use of the statistical mechanical relation:
βT =
V
kT
〈N2〉 − 〈N〉2
〈N〉2 (3.6)
Both Equation 3.4 and 3.6 have been implemented into the Monte Carlo code used
for this study and these quantities have been assessed for H2 in MOF-5.
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3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 Hydrogen Isotherms
Experimental validation of a given MOM’s hydrogen storage capability typically
takes place at the liquid nitrogen boiling point (77 K). While the DOE milestones
require room-temperature operation, evaluation of the surface interactions is more
easily determined at lower temperature where meaningful measurements can be
made with respect to hydrogen uptake for even marginally sorbing materials. In
addition, the isosteric heat of adsorption is measured across the relatively small
temperature variation of 77-87 K. Thus, hydrogen uptake in MOF-5, as simulated
with the newly developed potentials, is reported in Figure 3.2.
Furthermore, the absolute and excess sorption isotherms for hydrogen in MOF-5
have been measured over a wide range of temperature and pressure, making this
well characterized system ideal for comparison with the present theoretical model.
The results are compared with experiment in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4.
For comparison, we note that in Figure 3.5 our simulation results at 77 K lie within
the range of available experimental data. This comparison, while not available at a
wide range of state points, suggests that the results in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 are
accurate to within the extant experimental uncertainties (including, e.g., standard
measurement errors and variation in materials preparation protocol). Note, the two
sets of experimental data presented are representative of some of the most careful
measurements of hydrogen sorption in MOF-5 to date.
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Figure 3.2: GCMC calculated low-pressure hydrogen isotherm (absolute weight percent)
of MOF-5 at 77 K vs. experiment.[114, 115]
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Figure 3.3: GCMC calculated (starred data) high-pressure isotherm (absolute weight
percent) of MOF-5 over a wide temperature and pressure range vs. experimental data[116]
(solid lines). Maximum calculated error is ±0.07 wt %
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Figure 3.4: GCMC calculated (starred data) high-pressure isotherm (excess weight per-
cent) of MOF-5 over a wide temperature and pressure range vs. experimental data[116]
(solid lines). Maximum calculated error is ±0.07 excess wt %
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Figure 3.5: GCMC calculated high-pressure isotherm (excess weight percent) of MOF-5
at 77 K vs. experimental data[116, 115] (solid lines). Maximum calculated error is ±0.068
excess wt %
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3.4.2 Isosteric Heat of Adsorption of Hydrogen
The isosteric heat of adsorption of hydrogen in MOF-5 was calculated from the
fluctuation expression (Equation 3.4) over the statistical mechanical states and is
shown in Figure 3.6. The low pressure results in the figure are found to be in good
agreement with experiment (especially considering that the experimental data for
MOF-5 is correspondingly similar based upon differing preparation techniques, etc.)
The isosteric heat of MOF-5 is characteristic of physisorption (≈ 5 kJ/mol) and
remains fairly constant over an extended range of densities. The calculated Qst
values for the other temperatures over broader pressure ranges are also fairly
constant in a range from about 4-5 kJ/mol at low pressure, and 3.5-5 kJ/mol at the
higher pressures considered. The experimental data at higher pressures and diverse
temperatures[116] are similar but difficult to compare quantitatively because the
finite difference approximation to Qst via the Clausius-Clapeyron equation gives a
range of values depending upon the two sets of temperature data that are chosen; it
is also found that the theoretical isotherm-derived Qst values take on a similar range
of values. It would be useful if calorimetry experiments had mapped our sorption
enthalpies over a range of thermodynamic conditions.[103, 117] Nonetheless, in no
case are the theoretical values inconsistent with the approximate experimental
values.
Further, the data also support a model where MOF-5 (with it’s large surface area
and pore volume) is known to retain it’s interactions with hydrogen at 77 K across
the pressure range up until surface saturation - once the surface is covered then the
bulk (characteristically weak) H2-H2 interactions contribute a greater portion
toward the statistical average of Qst.
3.4.3 Isothermal Compressibility of Hydrogen
The isothermal compressibility of hydrogen in MOF-5 at 77 K was found to reach a
minimum when the excess sorption isotherm saturated. Furthermore, as shown in
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the calculated (via the microscopic fluctuation equation) isos-
teric heat of adsorption, Qst, for hydrogen in MOF-5 at 77 K vs. experimental[26, 118]
data.
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Figure 3.7, the value of the compressibility was found to resemble that of the liquid
(or supercritical state with a density similar to the normal liquid) state. This bulk
compressibility value is itself relatively insensitive to the particular condensed phase
state point. It is not surprising that the pore density of hydrogen under
high-pressure in MOF-5 is characteristic of the bulk phases given the close packing
of H2 in that case. However, the compressibility has several unique properties which
are of interest. For example, the compressibility will be a function of both surface
interaction and bulk-like (i.e. pore localized hydrogen) contributions, the relative
effects of which will vary as a complex function of the equilibrium state point.
Therefore, given that the MOF-5 confined H2 compressibility is comparable to bulk
phases suggests a relatively minor perturbation to the structure in the weakly
interacting MOM. The results demonstrate that the isothermal compressibility,
directly obtainable from GCMC calculations, is an important parameter worth
monitoring to assess the nature of the confined fluid and the ability to further
improve sorption capacity with increased pressure.
Figure 3.7: Calculated isothermal compressibility of hydrogen in MOF-5 at 77 K vs.
experimental values of high density βT = 0.0015 atm−1 (200 K/ 200 atm)[119, 120, 121]
and βT = 0.0020 (20 K/ 1 atm).[122] The excess weight % of hydrogen in MOF-5 at 77 K
is also depicted on the opposite y-axis for comparison.
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3.5 Conclusions
After careful development of both hydrogen and MOM potential energy functions,
quantitatively accurate high-pressure results have been obtained (more specifically,
the sorption uptake and isosteric heats). The analogous development of potential
surfaces for other MOMs and possible sorbents is likely to lead to similarly accurate
models of these important systems. Such predictive accuracy will aid greatly in the
rational, iterative design cycle between experimental and theoretical groups that are
attempting to design MOMs for a variety of purposes, including H2 sorption and
CO2 sequestration.
Here, an accurate and transferable, anisotropic hydrogen potential has been
employed in studying MOMs, and it is expected that the many-body polarizable
form of the H2 potential will shed further light on interactions in MOMs possessing
open-coordination sites and charged[123, 93, 106] and/or polar[25] frameworks that
polarize hydrogen molecules (the continuing subject of future work). Such
charged/polar MOMs have great potential for multiple applications due to the
necessarily stronger interactions that they have with guest molecules via the
polarization induced by the MOM framework. Finally, the benefit of liquid state
analysis applied to hydrogen in the unique topological and chemical environment
presented by a MOM may yield new insights into the design properties necessary for
enhanced gas storage, of which analysis of the isothermal compressibility (this work)
and radial distribution functions[12] have played a role thus far. Lastly, the success
of the present MOM-guest interaction model suggests that molecular simulation
methods, with carefully constructed potential energy surfaces, are the method of
choice in modeling and predicting the properties of such systems - they are
reasonable in computational cost while retaining high accuracy.
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Chapter 4
Design Motifs to Maximize van der
Waals Interactions
4.1 Abstract
Nanoporous materials are particularly interesting candidates for applications
involving gas storage or sequestration. Gas storage not only requires sufficiently
strong attractive intermolecular interactions to prevent gas molecules from
desorbing, but also that these interactions be weak enough that desorption is still
feasible at practical temperatures and pressures. This seemingly paradoxical set of
constraints may require precise control of molecular interactions if materials of
practical application are to be designed.
Understanding the interactions present inside the pores of metal-organic materials
and, more specifically, how they may be altered or tuned to meet specific criteria is
essential if functional materials are to be designed. In the present work, we focus on
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exploring the role of dispersive interactions between hydrogen and a metal-organic
framework. With a model system, we attempt to maximize dispersive effects while
minimizing the effects of electrostatics, polarization, and orbital interactions.
4.2 Introduction
Metal-organic frameworks, as functional solidstate materials, continue to receive
wide scientific interest due to their potential applications in hydrogen storage, gas
separation, carbon dioxide sequestration, enhanced catalysis, and drug delivery.
[124, 125, 126, 127, 128] Such applications are pertinent to the fundamental
attributes of MOFs including dual composition, high crystallinity, and open
structures. In particular, porous MOFs have been widely investigated for hydrogen
storage, demonstrating reversible physisorption interactions, within available void
space, amenable to a high degree of tuneability associated with the highly modular
nature of MOFs. [129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138]
Hydrogen interactions with metal complexes, clusters, or ions, as can be found
within the inorganic part of the framework, are largely composed of electrostatic
forces between the quadrupole moment of the hydrogen molecule and the inorganic
complex. Indeed, such forces play a major role in determining the H2 uptake
characteristics of a particular MOF due to their high interaction strength and hence
are the subject of considerable theoretical and experimental
investigations.[139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144] Although weaker, the dispersive
interactions between H2 molecules and the organic linkers in MOFs, best
represented by benzene ring derivatives, have been theoretically
investigated[19, 145, 146, 147, 18] and experimentally documented[26] through
inelastic neutron scattering experiments. Recent studies demonstrate that such
interactions could, in principle, be enhanced through chemical modifications to the
organic linkers, providing a potential strategy for a material designer to enhance H2
sorption characteristics of MOFs.[19]
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Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge no studies exist which address the
possibility of improving H2 binding affinity to the walls of MOFs through
simultaneous dispersive interactions, acting additively, between H2 molecules and
multiple aromatic rings placed at optimal interaction distance(s) and within a
specific geometry. Therefore, we opted to explore this approach which could
potentially prove useful as a viable target to consider, among others, in rational
design strategies for future hydrogen storage materials. Computational studies[19]
for the H2 binding affinities to benzene and various aromatic rings revealed
moderate binding affinities, mostly due to dispersive interactions and in the range of
3.4-4.0 kJ mol−1 for an H2 molecule interacting with the benzene ring of
terephthalic acid.[19] Although the aforementioned binding enthalpy is below the
estimated target for efficient H2 storage materials at ambient conditions, in the
range of 21-32 kJ/mol (-20 ◦C and pressure range 1-100 bar)[19], or 15-20kJ/mol
(room temperature at pressure up to 30 bar)[147], it is possible that such
interactions could be additive and hence can lead to enhanced favorable interactions
between an H2 molecule and multiple aromatic rings in tailored frameworks.
4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Computational Methods
As a test model, we envision a molecular square constructed of four benzene rings
interacting simultaneously with a single H2 molecule, residing in the center of the
square, as a potential model for a material with enhanced H2 binding affinity, as
depicted in Figure 4.1. In this model, the H2 molecule is located at uniform
distance, R, between its center of mass and the centroids of the surrounding
benzene rings. It is obvious that, due to the dependence of dispersive interactions
on R, which decrease as 1/R6, any expected enhancement in H2 binding affinity due
to simultaneous dispersive interactions within the optimized molecular square
geometry will be extremely sensitive to geometric deformations. Although this
places a challenge on experimentally attainable structures, with such strict
configurations, it provides motivation for further theoretical and experimental
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investigations which could eventually result in porous crystalline materials with
desirable H2 uptake characteristics. In particular, a porous MOF that combines
high surface area and tailored windows that may control access of H2 molecules to
its pore system(s) appears as a compelling target.
Figure 4.1: MP2/6-31G*//RI-MP2/cc-pVNZ(CBS) (N=D,T) optimized model molecular
square showing the most favorable orientation of an H2 molecule interacting simultane-
ously with the four benzene rings and the binding energy dependence on H2-benzene ring
separation distance, R.
In this study, we attempt to address this point both via computational modeling of
a hypothetical molecular square construct, and the experimental investigations of
two relevant MOFs containing molecular squares with accessible voids, 1 and 2. To
investigate the window dimensions, reminiscent of those in the synthesized
structures presented herein, with optimized dispersive interactions, a model system
of four benzene rings in a square arrangement amenable to computational
investigations was chosen. Perturbative ab initio electronic structure methods were
employed as long range dispersive interactions are not captured well by conventional
density functional methods or by Hartree-Fock calculations.[148] To account
explicitly for electron correlation, second order resolution-of-the-identity
Møller-Plesset[149, 150] (RI-MP2) perturbation theory was used in the calculations
conducted herein. Dunning basis sets were selected because by construction they
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allow the estimation of the energy of a system in the limit of an infinitely large basis
set – the so-called complete basis set (CBS) limit.[151] Although it has been
observed that CBS extrapolations including the double-zeta basis set is not
optimal[151], quadruple-zeta calculations were too time consuming and unnecessary
for a physically meaningful estimation using a model system. A two-point
extrapolation was performed using the double-zeta (cc-pVDZ) and triple-zeta
(cc-pVTZ) basis sets.[152, 153] Double-zeta, triple-zeta and CBS energies are
illustrated in Figure 4.1 for the model system presented. Initially, an individual
benzene ring was geometrically-optimized at the MP2/6-31G* level of theory to
attain a reference geometry from which the model system was constructed. Four
benzene rings were arranged in a square geometry, such that the configuration
roughly mimics a channel or a box in a microporous material occupied by a H2
molecule with its center-of-mass coincident with that of the square. For simplicity,
the square geometry was maintained while its size was varied, from 3.0 A˚ to 4.5 A˚
in increments of 0.05 A˚ as measured from center-of-mass of the square to
center-of-mass of a benzene ring. For each step, one hydrogen molecule was
positioned in the center-of-mass of the square and optimized at the MP2/6-31G*
level while the square was held fixed. Using this optimized geometry, binding
energies were computed using RI-MP2 with Dunning’s cc-pVDZ and cc-pVTZ basis
sets with their corresponding RI-fitting basis sets.[154] All binding energies were
counter-poise corrected and extrapolated to the complete basis set limit. All
computations were performed on the TeraGrid using NWChem (see SI for
references).The calculations revealed dispersive interactions between the aromatic
walls of the model and the H2 molecule reaching a maximum binding energy of 13.8
kJ/mol at R =3.05 A˚, reinforcing the role dispersion can play in highly constraining
sorption environments. While distinct quantities, it is reasonable to compare
experimentally measured average isosteric heats of adsorption and calculated
binding energies.[12] Considering the configuration of the hydrogen molecule relative
to the four benzene rings, the calculated energy reveals an additive behavior of
aromatic ring-H2 interactions as compared to H2 molecule interacting with one
aromatic ring.
These findings encourage experimental implementation of this novel approach to
enhance H2 binding affinity in MOFs, through additive dispersive interactions
attainable in similar geometric confinement. Further, the experimental structures
described below indicate the potential to construct such made-to-order materials,
possessing channels with suitable dimensions, although only slightly larger than the
optimal calculated ones.
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4.3.2 Experimental Methods
Figure 4.2: Crystal structure of 1, lead (deep gray), carbon (gray), sulfur (yellow), oxygen
(red), hydrogen (white). Solvent molecules omitted for clarity.
Solvothermal reaction of Pb(NO3)2 and 4,4’-sulfonyldibenzoic acid resulted in
colorless rectangular crystals of 1 formulated as {[Pb(C14SO6H8)(H2O)]2·(DMF)}n
using single crystal Xray diffraction study, Figure 4.2. Compound 1 crystallizes in
the triclinic P-1 space group with square-like channels running through a-axis
occupied by disordered DMF solvent molecules. The distinctive shape of the ditopic
ligand molecule (Φ-SO2-Φ angle of 104◦) facilitates construction of square-like
chains, running along the c-axis, upon coordination to Pb(II) ions. In the crystal
structure of 1, additional coordination of Pb(II) ions by carboxylate ions in bridging
bidentate mode results in infinite rod-shaped metalcarboxylate secondary building
unit (SBU) of Pb(CO2)2 running along the a-axis, holding adjacent square-like
chains in appropriate configuration to allow formation of solvent-occupied
square-like channels in the crystalline solid. The resulted geometry of square-like
channels lined by aromatic rings with moderate interplanar distances (8.78-9.16 A˚,
centroid-to-centroid) immediately caught our attention to possible projected
effect(s) on the H2 interactions with the aromatic walls of the framework. Although
the interplanar distances and dihedral angles observed in this structure are not
optimal, as required by our computational model, to induce multiple interactions of
a single H2 molecule with surrounding aromatic rings, the observed H2 uptake
characteristics of this framework are remarkable, especially in terms of the observed
shape for H2 sorption isotherms and the isosteric heat of adsorption. The H2
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Figure 4.3: H2 sorption isotherms for 1.
Figure 4.4: Crystal structure of 2,Cadmium (buff), carbon (gray), sulfur (yellow), oxygen
(red), hydrogen (white), fluorine (green). Solvent molecules omitted for clarity.
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Figure 4.5: H2 sorption isotherms for 2.
sorption isotherms for the solvent-exchanged framework 1a, Figure 4.3, demonstrate
a rapid saturation at early dosing stages which could be attributed to uniform
distribution of H2 binding sites, most probably on the surfaces of aromatic rings
present in 1a.
Solvothermal reaction of Cd(NO3)2 and 4,4’-(hexafluoroisopropylidene) bis(benzoic
acid) resulted in colorless to pale yellow crystals of 2 formulated as
{[Cd2(C17H8F6O4)2](DMF)2}n using single crystal X-ray diffraction. Compound 2
crystallizes in the orthorhombic Pccn space group with square-like channels running
through b-axis occupied by highly disordered DMF solvent molecules. In the crystal
structure of 2, infinite rod-shaped metalcarboxylate SBUs are present. Two distinct
types of Cd(II) ions are present and exhibit two distinct coordination spheres. Four
bidentate ligand molecules coordinate a Cd(II) ion in a distorted cubic
configuration. The second Cd(II) ion is octahedrally coordinated to adjacent four
bridging carboxylate ligand molecules and two DMF molecules as axial ligands. The
H2 sorption isotherms for the solvent exchanged solid, 2a, are presented in Figure
4.5. The presented isotherms exhibit a distinct shape marked by relatively steeper
rise in the early dosing stages followed by a knee, in the range of 0.30.4 wt % of
adsorbed H2, corresponding to two H2 molecules per cavity enclosed by four ligand
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molecules. This behavior is observed for both isotherms, conducted at 77K and 87K,
and could be explained in terms of an activation barrier for adsorbed H2 molecules
that is overcome after occupation of the square-like channels by two H2 molecules.
4.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, we present a novel approach with the potential to enhance H2 binding
affinity in microporous MOFs. This approach provides merit for further
experimental and theoretical investigations to assess the extent of additive
dispersive interactions in enhancing H2 binding affinity in hydrogen storage
materials, in general, and MOFs, in particular.
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Chapter 5
Simulation of H2 Sorption in a
Confined Cavity
5.1 Abstract
In this, the first of a series of related papers, an attempt is made to characterize the
importance particular intermolecular (e.g. charge, polarization, dispersion and
repulsive) gas sorption interactions for three recently synthesized metal-organic
framework materials (MOFs) with very different topologies. Here, a high fidelity
molecular model is developed for a MOF with narrow (approximately 7.3A˚) nearly
square channels. MOF potential models, both with and neglecting explicit
polarization, are constructed. Atomic partial point charges for simulation are
derived from both fragment based and fully periodic electronic structure
calculations. The molecular models are designed to accurately predict and retrodict
material gas sorption properties while assessing the role of induction for molecular
packing in highly restricted spaces. Thus, the MOF is assayed via Grand Canonical
Monte Carlo (GCMC) for its potential in hydrogen storage. The confining channels
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are found to typically accommodate between two to three hydrogen molecules in
close proximity to the MOF framework at or near saturation pressures. Further, the
net attractive potential energy interactions are dominated by van der Waals
interactions in the highly polar MOF – induction changes the structure of the
sorbed hydrogen but not the MOF storage capacity. Thus, narrow channels, while
providing reasonably promising isosteric heat values, are not the best choice of
topology for gas sorption applications from both a molecular and gravimetric
perspective.
5.2 Introduction
Metal-organic materials (MOFs) have become the focus of a growing number of
computational studies paralleling the dramatic increase in experimentally
synthesised porous MOF structures. [12, 40, 39, 47, 15, 101] Interest in these
materials has grown as the promise of diverse practical application of MOFs begins
to be realized in the laboratory. [61, 26] Here, the focus is on the ability to predict
and explain molecular sorption in MOFs by developing robust, transferable force
fields – the specific application, in this case, is designing and explaining hydrogen
storage in a recently synthesised MOF. The MOF of interest has narrow,
approximately square channels and a highly polar framework. The present work
asses the assignment of atomic point charges in MOF molecular models and the role
of explicit polarization in both MOF force fields and observed hydrogen sorption.
Previous theoretical investigations,[16, 101, 12] have explicitly studied the
importance of surface area, pore volume, and heat of sorption for hydrogen in
various MOFs. From those studies a picture emerges with three main factors
controlling H2 sorption capacity as a function of the loading. At low loadings, not
surprisingly, Q◦st characterizes the initial H2 sorption sites providing the strongest
attractive interactions. At intermediate loading the surface area is controlling and
the (sometimes dense) interfacial packing of hydrogen dominates. At higher
pressures / loadings, the free volume comes into play with the MOF acting
essentially as a container with the large cavities filling last because they provide
poor interaction between an H2 and the material. It is the goal of this study to
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explore the dual role of electrostatic interactions (including polarization) and
topology (in this case the presence of confining polar channels) in determining the
suitability of a MOF as a superior gas / hydrogen storage vehicle. Note, in a MOF
with such confined spaces, the standard paradigm, outlined above, does not have
obvious applicability.
In order to achieve these objectives an effective molecular force field must be
established. Computer simulations of MOFs are becoming increasingly common but
still lack the long track record of liquid molecular dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo
(MC) methods.[155, 108] Most MD / MC MOF studies have utilized
parameterization techniques originally designed for use in wholly disordered
systems. To point, (permanent) electrostatic interactions are treated as arising from
point monopoles centered on each nucleus and need to be parameterized in some
fashion. In the case of molecular simulation of liquids, for example, this is
accomplished by fitting the atomic point charges to the electrostatic potential
energy surface of a gas phase molecule calculated from electronic structure
methods,[70, 156] – an obvious approach since the system of interest is composed of
discrete units. In the case of MOFs, however, studies that include explicit
electrostatics have been forced to break the infinite periodic structure into
fragments, each of which is then fit with atomic point charges using analogous gas
phase electronic structure calculations.[40, 12, 157] This reasonable practice has
been widely applied but remains largely untested and an essentially uncontrolled
approximation with a degree of arbitrariness associated with choice of fragments,
identification of chemically “protected” environments, and chemical termination of
the artificial fragments.
Here, both the fragment approach and one in which the electronic structure
calculations on the entire MOF unit cell are used to determine the atomic charges
are adopted and compared. Note, until the recent advent of faster calculations
through both improved hardware and software, the later approach was usually not
possible. Currently, however, most MOF unit cells are amenable to sufficiently
accurate electronic structure calculations making the periodic “whole cell” approach
attractive but also largely untested. Also, the inclusion of explicit polarization,
recently becoming more commonplace in liquid simulations,[158] is essential in
describing interactions between polar, inhomogeneous MOFs and sorbents and also
plays an important role in the choice of partial atomic point charges. For example,
the “whole cell” approach includes polarization interactions implicitly (essentially
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providing the equivalent of liquid state “over polarized” charges) in the derived
point charges (given an appropriate electronic structure method). Further, the
inclusion of explicit polarizability via a transferable many body polarization method
is verified in the context of the fragment based approach.
The remainder of the manuscript is constructed as follows. First, the methods for
determining the potential energy surface of the MOF of interest are described
emphasizing determining and evaluating atomic point charges and polarizabilities.
Next the resulting model is applied in the context of GCMC to assess the efficacy of
hydrogen sorption in this prototypical narrow porous polar MOF. The paper is
finally concluded.
Figure 5.1: Crystal structure of ME193, carbon (cyan), sulfur (yellow), oxygen (red),
hydrogen (white).
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5.3 Methods
5.3.1 Atomic Point Charges
Historically, atomic point charges have been derived by means of a fit to the
electrostatic potential energy surface as computed via gas phase ab initio
calculations. This approach has been successfully employed for many years in the
condensed phase simulation community. Translation of this technique to infinite
periodic solids requires truncation of the material to be studied into fragments
which are then individually fit with atomic point charges.
The advent and popularization of planewave density functional methods has made
possible the derivation of atomic point charges possible by employing a fit to the
complete, periodic electrostatic potential surface.
One option in handling the long range nature of charge interactions in the periodic
system is to include Ewald summation in a charge fitting scheme.[159, 160] Starting
with the formalism involved in fitting gas phase atomic point charges, a least squares
difference between the ab initio ESP, denoted as φSCF, and the ESP resulting from
the classical point charges, denoted as φclass, is defined in equation 5.1.
χ2 =
m∑
i=1
∣∣φSCFi − φclassi ∣∣2 (5.1)
The least squares sum runs over a set of “fitting points” that to be meaningful are
taken outside the van der Waals radii of the molecule. In the case of a gas phase
molecule, φclass is easily calculated via Coulomb’s law and φSCF is taken directly
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from the ab initio calculation.
φclassi =
n∑
j=1
qj
rij
(5.2)
If no restraining potentials or total charge constraints are added, the design
matrix[161] can be handled directly by any number of methods at this point (e.g.
singular value decomposition). However, it is desirable to constrain the total charge
of the molecule to the correct formal charge and/or add a restraining potential to
better handle ill-behaved or “buried” atoms;[70] it is convenient to use Lagrange
multipliers for constraining the total charge. The resulting expression to be
minimized is given by equation 5.4.
G = qtotal −
n∑
j=1
qj = 0 (5.3)
Inclusion of the Lagrange multiplier yields a new a function to be minimized given
by 5.4.
z =
m∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣∣φSCFi −
n∑
j=1
qj
rij
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+ λ
(
n∑
j=1
qj − qtotal
)
(5.4)
Substituting for φclassi and setting the derivative to zero yields the following system
of equations.
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∂z
∂λ
= 0 =
n∑
j=1
qj − qtotal (5.5)
∂z
∂qk
= 0 =
m∑
i=1
φclassi
rik
−
m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
qj
rijrik
(5.6)
Written in matrix form:

A11 A12 . . . A1n 1
A21 A22 . . . A2n 1
...
...
. . . . . . 1
An1 An2 Ann 1
1 1 1 1 0


q1
q2
...
qn
λ
 =

B1
B2
...
Bn
qtotal
 (5.7)
whose elements are given by:
Ajk =
m∑
i=1
1
rijrik
and Bk =
m∑
i=1
φSCFi
rik
(5.8)
χ2 = χ2ESP − χ2restr (5.9)
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Inclusion of a restraining potential is done by means of an additional term that
serves to penalize the χ2 merit function as a charge drifts away from a target value,
qoj.
χ2restr = a
n∑
j=1
(qoj − qj)2 (5.10)
This results in the modification of the B vector and only the diagonal elements of A.
Ajj =
n∑
i=1
1
r2ij
+
∂χ2restr
∂qj
(5.11)
Bj =
n∑
i=1
φSCFi
rij
+ qoj
∂χ2restr
∂qj
(5.12)
To account for the periodicity present in solids, we must handle the conditionally
convergent lattice sum. Conventionally, Ewald summation is employed for this
purpose. Here, we may directly substitute for φclass.
φclassi =
∑
k 6=0
n∑
j=1
4piqj
k2
eik·rije−k
2/4α +
N∑
j=1
qj
rij
erfc(
√
αr) (5.13)
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Maintaining the Lagrange multiplier and the restraining potential terms, equation
5.4 becomes:
∂z
∂qk
= 2
n∑
i=1
∣∣φSCFi − φclassi ∣∣ ∂φclassi∂qk + ∂χ
2
restr
∂qk
+
∂λG
∂qk
(5.14)
Where:
∂φclassi
∂qk
=
∑
k
4piqk
k2
eik·rik e−k
2/4α +
qj
rik
erfc(
√
αrik) (5.15)
Fitting atomic point charges according to this scheme requires a handful of
additional parameters. The van der Waals radii (or more precisely, the exclusion
radius) for each atom must be set. In the present study, the van der Waals radii were
taken as those tabulated by Truhlar [162]. A factor of 1.3*RvdW was excluded from
the fitting procedure. The points at which the ab initio ESP was calculated and
subsequently fit to taken as those points corresponding to the FFT grid in the DFT
calculation. Although it has been reported that better point selection routines exist,
as a matter of convenience the default FFT grid was used. [163] The grid of fitting
points can be thinned by excluding points while maintaining an evenly spaced grid.
In this work, no thinning was necessary because of the relatively small unit cell.
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5.3.2 Polarizability Model
Molecular polarization was explicitly included in the Monte Carlo simulations by
use of the Thole-Applequist model.[33, 32, 34, 12] This model treats the system in
terms of atomic point dipoles that interact in the full many-body regime. Once a
small number of parameters have been fit, the model has been shown to accurately
reproduce molecular dipoles in a transferable (i.e. system-independent)
manner.[34, 32] This model of explicit polarization has been successfully applied in
numerous areas where inclusion of polarizable effects is paramount, such as
vibrational spectroscopy[72, 73, 35], liquid dynamics[74, 75, 76, 77] and
biomolecules[78, 79].
The molecular dipole is given by:
~µmol = αmol ~E (5.16)
where αmol is the 3× 3 molecular polarizability tensor and ~E is the electrostatic
field applied to the molecule. In the Thole-Applequist model the system is treated
as a collection of N atomic point dipoles which have an associated scalar point
polarizability αi and a dipole field tensor T
αβ
ij that contains the complete set of
induced dipole-dipole interactions. In Einstein tensor notation, the ith dipole is
found by the dipole field equation:
µi = αiEi = αi
(
Estati + E
ind
i
)
= αi
(
Estati − Tαβij µj
)
(5.17)
where Estat is the electrostatic field vector determined by the atomic partial charges
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of the force field (MOF and H2) and E
ind is field vector from the surrounding
dipoles. The Applequist dipole field tensor[32] can be derived from first principles
as:
Tαβij = ∇α∇β
1
rij
=
δαβ
r3ij
− 3x
αxβ
r5ij
(5.18)
The many-body potential energy due to the interaction of the induced dipoles
(referred to as the polarization energy) is described by:
Upol = −1
2
N∑
i
~µi · ~Estati (5.19)
Calculating the polarization energy for the system amounts to self-consistently
solving the dipole field equation for each atomic dipole vector ~µi through an
iterative process until a sufficient degree of precision is achieved; because this
iteration represents the vast majority of computational effort, extremely efficient
schemes were developed to make the calculations feasible.[12]
5.3.3 Parameterization of lead and sulfur
The structure studied contains two elements which have not previously been
parameterized for use in the model,[34] lead and sulfur. Reasonable polarizability
parameters for these elements should meet the requirement that the overall
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molecular polarizability tensor be reproduced. To accurately compute the
polarizability tensor requires the use of large basis sets, making the calculation very
expensive. Dunning’s cc-pVTZ basis set was employed using the Gamess ab initio
software package for the finite field calculations. [164, 165] In this method, several
fields of varying magnitudes and directions are applied to the system and the
polarizability tensor is derived from the system’s response. Field strengths of 0.001
and 0.002 a.u. were applied in a sequence of directions and the energetic response to
the field was used to determine the polarizability tensor. Because of the
computational expense involved, fragments of the structure were fit with
polarizability values for lead and sulfur by comparing ab initio finite field calculated
molecular polarizability tensor to that of the Thole model.
Once the polarizability tensor of each fragment was calculated from electronic
structure, using the previously determined point polarizabilities,[34] the values for
sulfur or lead were adjusted such that the electronic structure derived polarizability
tensor was well matched by the model calculation (to within the fidelity of the ab
initio calculation).[166] Results are presented in Tables 5.20 and 5.21. Note, the
trace of the polarizability tensor, corresponding to the isotropic polarizability is
reproduced even better than the individual elements.
9.87 0.83 0.510.83 9.22 −0.26
0.51 −0.26 9.89
9.39 1.74 0.601.74 9.57 −0.33
0.60 −0.33 10.10
 (5.20)
22.21 −0.07 −0.92−0.07 20.01 −2.78
−0.92 −2.78 20.32
20.88 0.52 −0.850.52 20.27 −3.46
−0.85 −3.46 21.37
 (5.21)
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Atom Label Charge (e−) Atom Label Charge (e−)
Pb 1 0.970550 C 16 0.632799
S 2 1.028731 C 17 -0.188539
O 3 -0.476968 C 18 -0.042111
O 4 -0.479863 C 19 -0.122877
O 5 -0.529817 C 20 -0.000782
O 6 -0.635979 C 21 -0.000958
O 7 -0.552769 C 22 -0.184685
O 8 -0.548677 H 23 0.112658
C 9 -0.205082 H 24 0.103635
C 10 0.060345 H 25 0.208300
C 11 -0.275558 H 26 0.161275
C 12 -0.025261 H 27 0.112083
C 13 -0.204497 H 28 0.136080
C 14 0.670162 H 29 0.079465
C 15 0.021172 H 30 0.177167
Table 5.1: Partial charges used in simulation of ME193. Atom numbering corresponds to
that shown in Figure 5.2.
5.4 Results and Discussion
5.4.1 Charge Model – Periodic vs Fragment Approach
ME193 possesses a unit cell with only inversion symmetry which leads to 30
chemically unique atoms in the relatively small unit cell. The electrostatic potential
was first computed using VASP with a convergent 450 eV kinetic energy cutoff and
a Ceparly-Alder functional.[167] The resultant ESP was then used as a basis to fit
atomic point charges as discussed in Section 5.3.1. The computed charges are shown
in Table 5.1. At a glance, the charges resemble what one would expect based on
electronegativity, the oxygen atoms are all roughly -0.5 e, the hydrogen atoms are
slightly positive, and the lead and sulfur atoms are both strongly positive.
Meanwhile, there is more diversity in the charges for carbon due to distinct chemical
environments. Note, the partial charges represent a highly polar structure including
the atoms most accessible to gas sorbents, e.g. the oxygen, sulfur and carbon atoms
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are clearly easily reached as is clear in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Chemically distinct atoms in the MOF defining the numbering system corre-
sponding to the charges presented in Table 5.1.
Figure 5.3: Structurally related atoms are averaged according to this numbering scheme
i.e. those with the same number are treated as equivalent. The fragment derived charges
on these atoms are shown to be similar to periodic charges in Table 5.2.
Charges were also computed using gas phase fragments for comparison. Useful
fragments of this structure are particularly difficult to select because of the density
of the structure – truncation of the structure into finite clusters inevitably leads to
removing adjacent pieces of the framework that are in very close proximity to
fragment atoms. Because the atoms are so close to each other, it is possible that the
chemical environment is not adequately preserved when isolating portions of the
MOF in the gas phase. For comparison to the periodic charge fit, some atoms are
averaged over to give a simpler, more reduced picture of the charges. Atoms chosen
to average over are those that clearly are closely related structurally and those that
exhibit similar charge in the periodic fit. The related atoms are shown in Figure 5.3.
Averaging in this way makes more manageable the task of fragment fitting and
subsequent comparison with periodic derived charges. Six fragments were chosen for
comparison of charges to those based on a fit to the periodic structure and are
shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Fragments selected for gas phase charge fitting.
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fragment 1 2 3 4 5 6 periodic
atom 1 1.0248 1.0673 0.9863 0.8483 - 1.0673 0.9706
atom 2 1.2100 1.1677 - 1.1623 1.1283 1.1677 1.0287
atom 3 -0.5824 -0.6275 -0.6275 -0.8112 - -0.6275 -0.5307
atom 4 -0.6141 -0.6027 - -0.6446 -0.5987 -0.6027 -0.5507
atom 5 0.7542 0.8256 0.8256 0.8483 - 0.8256 0.6515
atom 6 0.1421 0.1453 0.1285 0.1484 0.1598 0.1419 0.1363
atom 7 -0.1634 -0.1423 -0.2151 0.0182 -0.0639 -0.1256 -0.0917
atom 8 -0.0797 -0.1134 -0.0183 -0.2229 -0.2413 -0.0962 -0.1164
atom 9 -0.0695 -0.0636 -0.1719 -0.0553 -0.0168 -0.0733 -0.0681
atom 10 -0.1992 -0.1703 -0.1486 -0.2179 -0.1807 -0.1838 -0.1236
atom 11 0.1520 0.1472 0.1490 0.1377 0.1377 0.1490 0.1224
Table 5.2: Partial charges computed via gas phase fragments. The fragments correspond
to those shown in Figure 5.4 and the atom type corresponds to the numbering scheme in
Figure 5.3. Note that not all fragments contain all atoms. The atoms not present in the
fragments are left blank.
Figure 5.5: A typical configuration of H2 sorbed in the MOF.
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Figure 5.6: H2 population histogram difference plot. Shown is the difference between
polarizable and nonpolarizable simulation. The blue isosurface encapsulates regions that
have a higher population density when including polarization while the red indicates regions
that are less populated compared to the nonpolarizable result.
Each fragment selected is fit with charges by first conducting an ab initio single
point point energy calculation at the HF/6-31G* level of theory. The lead atoms
were treated with the LANL2DZ basis set and the corresponding effective core
potential.
Comparison of the charges derived by a fragment approach versus those derived by
a periodic method demonstrates that it is possible to compute reasonable charges
without employing a periodic approach if multiple fragments are chosen carefully,
and the charges are averaged over atom types in the fragments that are in a
“protected” chemical environment. However, there are clear advantages in simply
employing a periodic approach. The most evident advantage being the avoidance of
the somewhat arbitrary process of selecting and cutting the framework into pieces.
This practice unnecessarily introduces arbitrary boundaries in the calculation and
forces the practitioner to chemically terminate the individual fragments.
Additionally, using a periodic method such as the one outlined here explicitly
accounts for the long-range electrostatic effects present. In contrast, the fragment
approach uses an incomplete basis set (6-31G*) resulting in effectively (over)
polarized charges that are systematically somewhat larger than the periodic charges.
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Figure 5.7: Isotherms at (top) 77K and (bottom) 87K are presented comparing experi-
mental and theoretical results.
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Figure 5.8: Heat of adsorption at (top) 77K and (bottom) 87K are presented comparing
experimental and theoretical results.
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Figure 5.9: Isothermal Compressibility at (top) 77K and (bottom) 87K are presented
comparing experimental and theoretical results.
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Figure 5.10: Energy decomposition of the fragment based charges GCMC simulation
as a function of pressure. Shown in the solid lines are the absolute magnitude of the
energy components while the dashed lines represent the percentage of total energy of each
component.
Figure 5.11: Energy decomposition of the periodic based charges GCMC simulation as
a function of pressure. Shown in the solid lines are the absolute magnitude of the en-
ergy components while the dashed lines represent the percentage of total energy of each
component.
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Figure 5.12: Energy decomposition of the periodic based charges GCMC simulation ex-
cluding polarization as a function of pressure. Shown in the solid lines are the absolute
magnitude of the energy components while the dashed lines represent the percentage of
total energy of each component.
5.4.2 Hydrogen Sorption via GCMC
GCMC simulations were performed with both fragment based and periodic charges.
Both polarizable and nonpolarizable calculations were also performed in addition to
control using the polarizable model with polarization turned off. Simulations were
performed at 77K and 87K, including Feynman-Hibbs corrections to fourth
order,[14] without which the simulations unphysically over sorb, at pressures ranging
from 0 to 1 atmosphere in correspondence with the available experimental data. The
H2 uptake as a function of pressure is shown in Figure 5.7. Higher pressures were
not considered because the system saturates rapidly due the strong interactions
between the hydrogen and the narrow channels. At both temperatures for all models
considered the theoretical sorption is slightly higher than experiment. Apparent
oversorption can be due to experimental uncertainties (e.g. residual material in the
narrow channels) or theoretical uncertainties in the model parameters and this level
of agreement can be considered quite reasonable and the model results meaningful.
First considering the theoretical sorption data where the hydrogen is treated
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without explicit polarization (induction effects are treated effectively by modifying
the potential parameters in fitting to ab initio potential energy surfaces)[168], at
77K the systematically smaller periodic charge simulation actually show slightly
higher sorption over the entire pressure range (the errors in the sorption curves
estimated as Gaussian random (not shown for presentation clarity) are small
compared to the difference between the curves. At 87K the periodic charge
simulation initially sorbs somewhat more but is overtaken by that with the fragment
charges at approximately 0.2 Atm. While this is initially surprising, the electrostatic
energy in this system, as will be explicitly demonstrated below, is a relatively small
contribution to the total energy. Thus, repulsive and van der Waals interactions,
that enter the simulation via Lennard-Jones potentials, are dominant in controlling
sorbant structure. This results in less favorable charge interactions that are
exacerbated by the larger fragment charges.
This result highlights the problem with narrow channels for hydrogen / gas storage
– although highly constrained environments lead to relatively high Qst values via
dispersion, there is not enough orientational freedom to simultaneously maximize
the totally of the favorable potential energy interactions. Figure 5.8 show that the
nonpolar simulations capture the isosteric heat magnitude and trend with loading
quite well but again are slightly larger than that observed experimentally.
Note, within GCMC simulations, isosteric heats,Qst can be directly calculated by
cross correlations in the potential energy and sorbent number.[108, 14]
Experimentally, isosteric heats are typically calculated from two or multi
temperature isotherm data by estimating the partial derivative in the expression
Qst = −k ∂ lnP∂T−1 via finite difference.[108] GCMC results for Qst at 77K and 87K were
found to be nearly identical to within uncertainties, as would be expected if the
experimental procedure is valid. Note, however, that because the rise in the
isotherms is so steep and then rapidly plateaus to give roughly parallel curves at the
two temperatures, finite difference calculation of the derivative can lead to difficulty
in accurately extracting the values. Indeed, if the theoretical isotherms are used to
calculate Qst in an analogous fashion, the values are roughly 10-20% lower than that
derived by the more precise fluctuation expression for which the error bars are far
smaller.
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The polarizable simulations lead to isotherms at 77K are similar and both initially
rise faster but plateau at a lower value than the nonpolarizable model. This is
consistent with the interpretation above with the added observation that
polarization makes the “best” sorption sites, that will be filled first, a little more
favorable. Interestingly, at 87K the polarizable models are also similar but sorb
higher than the nonpolarizable at all pressures considered. It is possible that the
slightly higher temperature allows more conformational freedom and a better
“optimization” of the intermolecular interactions. In accord, the Qst values for the
polar models are also slightly lower than the nonpolar models and show similar
trends. This is surprising at 87K because the polar models show larger sorption but
smaller isosteric heats.
The total energy is decomposed for each simulation to assess the relative
contributions of van der Waals, electrostatics, and polarization energy and the
results are shown in Figures 5.10,5.11, and 5.12. Given the small pore size of the
structure, it was hypothesized that the high surface coverage relative to the bulk
would lead to substantial electrostatic interactions and thus would lead to large
contributions of both the electrostatic potential and polarization energy.
Surprisingly, the opposite effect was observed, resulting in extremely low
contributions from each. The energy decomposition indicates roughly 1% of total
energy arising from electrostatics, 6% from polarization, and the remainder being
van der Waals.
It could be argued that this result should almost nullify differences observed from
varying the charges and/or including polarization explicitly. Indeed, study of the
isotherms and compressibility are virtually indistinguishable, depending little on the
method of charge fitting or on inclusion of polarization. However, in subsequent
papers, we will discuss two other MOFs which have drastically different energy
profiles, increasingly dependant on accurate electrostatics. Counter intuitively, we
observe a positive correlation between pore size and the importance of electrostatics.
That is, the larger the pore, the larger the electrostatic contribution as a fraction of
total energy.
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5.5 Conclusions
Here, we have studied H2 sorption in a novel, small pored metal-organic framework
and characterized the nature of the intermolecular interactions present. Polarization
effects are explicitly controlled for by comparing two models – one including
polarization via the Thole model, and one model parameterized separately without
polarization. In addition, the fragment based approach of fitting charges is tested
against the newer, more appropriate periodic method. We demonstrate that
although careful parameterization using a fragment based approach can yield
reasonable charges, the periodic method results in comparable charges with the
benefit of significantly less ambiguity and more straightforward application.
Surprisingly, even though the framework atoms are highly charged and therefore
should induce significant dipoles in H2, we find that the electrostatic contribution to
the total energy is relatively small, resulting in proportionally small induction
energy. This differs substantially from our findings in two other MOFs which
possess larger pores and exhibit much higher polarization energies as will be
reported in subsequent papers. We demonstrate that the propensity for periodic
based charges to be slightly smaller than those fit by a fragment based approach is
significant when induction energy plays a role in sorption, although in the present
study this does not affect uptake.
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Chapter 6
Atomic Point Charges in
Crystalline Solids
6.1 Abstract
We present a method for fitting atomic charges to the electrostatic potential (ESP)
of periodic and non-periodic systems. This method is similar to the method of
Campan˜a´ et al.[169] We present a new direct method for computing the offset
potential for periodic systems. We compare the Wolf and Ewald long-range
electrostatic summation methods in calculating the ESP for periodic systems. We
find that the Wolf summation is computationally more efficient than the Ewald
summation by about a factor of five with comparable accuracy. Our analysis shows
that the choice of grid mesh size influences the fitted atomic charges, especially for
systems with buried (highly coordinated) atoms. We find that a maximum grid
spacing of 0.2-0.3 is required to obtain reliable atomic charges. The effect of the
exclusion radius for point selection is assessed; we find that the common choice of
using the van der Waals (vdW) radius as the exclusion radius for each atom may
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result in large deviations between the ESP generated from the ab initio calculations
and that computed from the fitted charges, especially for points closest to the
exclusion radii. We find that a larger value of exclusion radius than commonly used,
1.3 times the vdW radius, provides more reliable results. We find that a penalty
function approach for fitting charges for buried atoms, with the target charge taken
from Bader charge analysis, gives physically reasonable results.
6.2 Introduction
Assigning atomic partial point charges is a useful tool in modeling the physical
interactions of molecular, disordered, and crystalline systems. Force field based
classical molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo calculations typically rely on atomic
charges for reproducing electrostatic interactions. Despite its usefulness, the choice
of atomic charges is somewhat arbitrary in that a set of point charges cannot
generally reproduce the continuous electronic charge distribution. As a consequence,
there are many possible methods that could be used to determine reasonable atomic
charges.[170, 171, 172] Moreover, there is a significant debate about the best way to
determine effective atomic charges.[173]
Clearly, it is critical to model the electrostatic interactions to an acceptable level of
accuracy in order to properly describe these potential energy interactions in
molecular simulations. Methods such as Mulliken population analysis1 were never
intended for producing accurate force fields. In contrast, deriving the charges by
fitting the molecular ESP is physically motivated and yields charges that result in
accurate energies and forces.[173] Typically, ESP charges are fitted to reproduce the
electric potential calculated from ab initio methods at a sufficiently large number of
grid points around a molecule, such that an acceptable approximation to the true
charge distribution is captured. This approach was first used by Momany3 and
further refined by several others.[174, 175, 176, 177] The well-known method
CHELP was initially developed by Chirlian and Francl,[178] and then modified by
Breneman and Wiberg[179] as the CHELPG method. Also, Kollman et al.[173]
developed a well-behaved RESP model that was widely used to describe the
intermolecular interactions in condensed phases. This approach has the advantage
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that the fitted charges also mimic the quantum mechanically determined multipole
moments. Hu et al.[180] proposed a new ESP fitting method based on a global
fitintegrating the difference of fit and true electrostatic potentials in the entire
3-dimensional physical spacethus improving the numerical stability with respect to
the molecular positions and geometries.
The charge fitting methods described above are designed for molecular or cluster
(non-periodic) systems. In contrast to the many methods developed for
non-periodic systems, there are few methods available for computing effective
atomic charges of crystalline solids.[181] However, obtaining charges for periodic
systems is often extremely important and useful for simulations such as adsorption
and diffusion of fluids in porous materials.[182, 183, 184] Fitting charges for periodic
systems leads to additional difficulties compared to fitting charges for small
molecules in the gas phase. Specifically, long-range electrostatics must be accounted
for in the periodic system, buried atoms are a more common problem, and the ESP
is only determined to within a constant value that depends on the details of the
electronic structure code used to generate the ESP. Most simulation studies that
include charges for crystalline systems have obtained those charges from ab initio
calculations on representative gas phase clusters or fragments taken from the crystal
lattice.[181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191] There are two obvious
problems with this approach. Convergence of the atomic charges with the size of the
cluster may be very slow, so that the calculations become computationally
infeasible. Moreover, even when charges on atoms converge, there are always
terminating atoms on clusters and these terminating atoms carry at least some
charge, making it necessary to renormalize the charges on the periodic atoms to
achieve charge neutrality. This renormalization step is not unique, which introduces
additional uncertainty into the process.
Thus, there is a need for robust and accurate methods for computing atomic charges
for periodic systems. One possible solution is to use an approach based on
partitioning the electron density around each atom, rather than the electrostatic
potential. These types of methods are typically based on the atoms-in-molecules
theory developed by Bader.[171, 192] The atomic charge is determined by taking the
difference between the formal valence charge and the sum of the electron partitioned
density in an all-electron calculation. Henkelman et al.[181, 193, 194] developed an
algorithm for performing Bader charge analysis in periodic systems. Their code has
been widely used to analyze charge densities computed from the Vienna Ab initio
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Simulation Package (VASP), where it can be implemented as a user
option.[195, 196, 197, 198] Unfortunately, the Bader charge decomposition has
serious short-comings for defining atomic charges.[182, 183, 184, 188] Talfipolsky et
al.[183] pointed out that the electron density partitioning within atomic basins is
often highly anisotropic and hence simple point charges cannot sufficiently represent
the electrostatic interactions in such a scheme; higher order multipoles must be used
when fitting to charge density distributions. Kosov et al.[199] accurately reproduced
the molecular electrostatic potential using atomic multipoles of high rank defined in
the Bader quantum theory of atoms-in-molecules. Hence, truncation of the mutipole
expansion at monopoles can lead to unacceptably large errors in the electrostatic
potential derived from Bader charge decomposition.[184, 188] Manz and Sholl[200]
developed a method for computing atomic charges for both molecular and periodic
systems that is based on the atoms-in- molecules formalism. Their method, called
Density Derived Electrostatic and Chemical (DDEC) charges, overcomes many of
the shortcomings of the Bader approach by requiring the atomic charges to be both
chemically meaningful and reproduce the ESP at points that are sufficiently far
from the atoms in the system. The DDEC method is able to produce physically
meaningful charges for non-porous solids, porous materials, such as metal organic
frameworks (MOFs), and for complex molecular systems. In contrast to ESP fitting
methods, the DDEC method does not have problems assigning charges for buried
atoms. While the DDEC method provides a balance between chemically significant
charges, there is some evidence that direct fitting to the ESP provides a more
accurate representation of the ESP and hence better atomic charges for use in
molecular simulations.[200]
Campan˜a´ et al.[169] developed an algorithm to generate ESP derived atomic
charges in crystalline solids and molecules from periodic quantum mechanical (QM)
calculations. They called their method REPEAT, an acronym for Repeating
Electrostatic Potential Extracted ATomic charges. Campan˜a´ et al. pointed out that
the electrostatic potential computed from a periodic calculation is only defined to
within an arbitrary constant dependent on the details of the QM calculation.[169]
Therefore, care must be taken to deal with this offset value, Voffset, when fitting
atomic charges to the ESP computed from periodic QM calculations. The REPEAT
algorithm deals with Voffset by defining it as the difference between the periodic QM
ESP and that computed from the atomic point charges. In their work, the
electrostatic potential resulting from the atomic point charges was computed using
the Ewald summation. The REPEAT method was shown to give excellent
predictions of atomic charges for periodic porous materials such as sodalite and
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IRMOF-1. Moreover, they demonstrated that the REPEAT method gives charges
for molecular systems that are in good agreement with molecular-based ESP fitting
methods.
The REPEAT algorithm represents a breakthrough in computing reasonable atom-
centered charges for use in molecular simulations. However, there are still some
issues that remain to be explored in fitting charges to the ESP for periodic systems.
In this paper we use a similar algorithm that we have developed to investigate the
following: (1) How do the Ewald and Wolf long-range electrostatic methods
compare in terms of accuracy and efficiency? (2) What is the effect of the ESP grid
spacing on the accuracy of the fitted charges? (3) How does the value of the
exclusion radius (the radius within which points are excluded from the ESP for
fitting the charge for each atom) affect the fitted values of the charges for various
types of atoms? (4) Can the value of the potential offset be directly computed in
the fitting process? (5) Finally, are there robust methods for estimating the charge
on highly coordinated or buried atoms?
6.3 Methods
The QM ESPs for all systems considered here were computed using periodic plane
wave density functional theory (DFT) as implemented within VASP. All DFT
calculations were performed with the projector augmented wave (PAW)
method[201, 202] together with PW91 functional[203, 204] using the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) in VASP. An energy cutoff of at least 450 eV was
used for all the calculations. We have performed calculations on three nanoporous
MOFs, namely Fe(pz)Ni(CN)4,[205] CuBTC,[206] and IRMOF-1 (also known as
MOF-5).[207] The Brillouin zone integrations were performed using a 11× 11× 11
Monkhorst-Pack grid for the calculations of Fe(pz)Ni(CN)4, which has an
orthorhombic structure of 6.95× 6.96× 6.75 A˚3. For the calculations of CuBTC and
IRMOF-1,[182, 183, 184, 185] the Brillouin zone integrations were performed using
3× 3× 3 Monkhorst-Pack grids. The lattice parameters are a = b = c = 18.67 A˚
and a = b = c = 18.41 A˚ for CuBTC and IRMOF- 1, respectively, and both
materials have α = β = γ = 60◦. The ESP was computed on a FFT (fast Fourier
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transform) grid within VASP and points used in the fitting routine were selected
from the grid only if they fell outside the exclusion radius, Rex,j of any atom j (j =
1,2,...n) in the periodic system. Points that fell within a distance of Rex,j of any
atom were discarded due to the large distortions caused by the close proximity to
the nucleus of that atom. Specification of Rex,j values for each atom type j results in
a set of points (i = 1,2,...m) from the QM ESP grid that were used in the fitting
procedure. The values of the ESP on the same grids computed from the set of
atomic charges are denoted as Vqi .
We use a least squares procedure very similar to the other ESP fitting
approaches[173, 169, 208] for fitting the atomic charge qj to each atomic center j in
the system. The function to be minimized in the least-squares procedure is defined
as
f(qi, Voffset, γ) =
∑
i
[
(V qi + Voffset)− V QMi
]2
+ β
∑
j
(qj − q0j)2 + γ
∑
j
(qj − qtot)2
(6.1)
where VQMi is the QM ESP value from VASP calculation. The sum of all fitted
charges is constrained to total molecular charge by means of a Lagrange multiplier
(λ) as the third term in eq 6.1, which is equivalent to the total charge constraint in
other ESP fitting codes. The problem of deeply buried atoms is addressed by the
addition of a penalty function, given as the second term in eq 6.1, to the charge
fitting procedure. This is the same approach as is used in RESP method.[173] The
quantity β is a scale factor determining the strength of restraint and q0j is the
target charge. With this penalty function together with the scale factor β, we can
set target charges to selected atoms (buried atoms in our study) in the system. One
of the major problems of the QM ESP calculated from periodic codes is the
existence of the arbitrary offset value Voffset, which has been clearly demonstrated
by Campan˜a´ et al.[169] In our study, we directly calculate the offset value as one of
the unknowns, Voffset in eq 6.1. The advantage our approach is that the fitted offset
value help us to understand the quality of the fitted atomic charges, which will be
discussed in Section 3.2. The atomic charges qj, offset value of ESP Voffset, and λ,
can be found by solving the equations:
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∑
j=1
∂f
∂qj
= 0 (6.2)
∂f
∂Voffset
= 0 (6.3)
∂f
∂γ
= 0 (6.4)
The values Vqi at grid points are calculated for periodic systems using both the
Ewald[209, 210] and Wolf[210, 211] summation methods. The Ewald summation is
given by
V qi =
1
4pi0
∑
j
qj
[
nmax∑
n
erfc (
√
α |rij + n|)
|rij + n| +
1
piV
kmax∑
k6=0
4pi2
|k|2 exp
(−pi2|k|2
α
)
cos (k · rij)
]
(6.5)
where α is the damping parameter with units of A˚−1, n is the real space lattice
vector, nmax is the maximum number of unit cells in the real space sum, k is the
reciprocal space lattice vector, kmax is the maximum number of reciprocal space
vectors, V is the volume of the box, erfc is the complementary error function, and ◦
is the permittivity of free space. Ewald summation has been widely used to
calculate the electrostatic potential energies of condensed phase systems. The
convergence of the Ewald method depends on the size of the system and the choice
of the parameters α, nmax, and kmax. In practice α and nmax are not independent
but can be related through choosing a real space cutoff, Rc, by computing α from
Rc, and then choosing nmax just large enough to accommodate Rc. In this work we
use α = (3.2/Rc)
2 for the Ewald method. Typical values of Rc reported in the
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literature are 8–12 A˚ and kmax is usually set to 5 or larger.[212] Campan˜a´ et al.[169]
used Rc = 9 A˚ and kmax = 7. In this work, we have used Rc = 10 A˚ and determined
the optimal value of kmax by observing the convergence of the fitted charges with
increasing values kmax. We found that kmax = 5 is sufficient to converge the charges
to within acceptable tolerance. In contrast to the Ewald method, the Wolf
summation involves only a sum over the charges, without either real or reciprocal
space lattice sums. The Wolf summation is given by[211]
V qi =
1
4pi0
∑
j
qj
[
erfc (
√
αrij)
rij
− erfc (
√
αRc)
Rc
+
(
erfc (
√
αRc)
R2c
+
√
4α
pi
exp (−αR2c)
Rc
)
(rij −Rc)
] (6.6)
where α = (3.2/Rc)
2 in eq 6.6.
The ESP fitting method given by eq 6.1 can also be applied to non-periodic
systems, as demonstrated by Campan˜a´ et al.[169] for the REPEAT method. We
have also validated that our approach generates correct charges for molecular
systems by computing charges for H2O and comparing with charges computed by
traditional methods, such as CHELPG.
We use the relative root-mean-square (RRMS) error to characterize the quality of
the fit of the computed charges to the quantum mechanical ESP. The RRMS is
defined as
RRMS =
√√√√√√
∑
i
[
(V qi + Voffset)− V QMi
]2
∑
i
(
V QMi
) (6.7)
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The quantum mechanical ESP values are taken as those computed on the DFT FFT
grid.
The DFT FFT grid needs to be sufficiently fine to ensure proper convergence. We
have tested the convergence of the FFT grid and have found that a real-space grid
of 0.2-0.3 A˚ is required to achieve convergence of the fitted charges to within 0.01 e
for IRMOF-1. In contrast to the fine grid needed for convergence of the electron
density, Campan˜a´ et al. have shown that one can use a much coarser grid in the
charge fitting routine. To explore the sensitivity of the resulting charges to choice of
grid mesh, we define a parameter, G, to thin the DFT FFT grid. G defines the
number of points to be skipped in each direction from the original FFT grid. For
example, consider a 200× 200× 200 grid from a cubic system. A value of G=0
means that all points are kept, while a value of G=1 reduces the grid to
100× 100× 100 and keeping the quality of the FFT grid exactly the same.
We define Rex,j in terms of the van der Waals radius of each atom according to
Rex,j = γRvdW,j (6.8)
where RvdW,j is the van der Waals radius for atom j, and γ is a scaling factor. The
values of RvdW,j for main group elements are specified in a lookup table consisting of
Truhlars very recent tabulations,45 a welcome update of the frequently used 1964
Bondi radii.[213] The values of RvdW,j for transition metals in our study are
obtained from the Cambridge crystallographic database.[214]
Symmetry of the structures is exploited and enforced in the fitting procedure by
means of reading in an additional user-prepared input file and condensing the
appropriate matrix elements corresponding to symmetric atoms.
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Figure 6.1: Representation of the structures of (a) CuBTC, (b) IRMOF-1, and (c)
Fe(pz)Ni(CN)4.
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6.4 Results and Discussion
6.4.1 Comparison of Ewald and Wolf summation methods
Metal organic frameworks have been extensively studied because of their prominent
role in many large-scale applications of chemical separations.[182, 206, 207] In
addition to the experimental research in this field, MOFs have also been the subject
of many theoretical investigations using atomistic simulation.[182, 183] Here, the
goal is to provide reasonable atomic charges with ESP fitting of the dense periodic
systems, with which one can reproduce the ESP with accuracy sufficient for
atomistic simulations. As test cases, the MOFs CuBTC and IRMOF-1, which have
been widely studied theoretically,[182, 183, 184, 185] are investigated in our study.
The atomic positions and lattice parameters were optimized using DFT and ESP
FFT grids were generated using these relaxed structures. The primitive cell
structures of CuBTC and IRMOF-1 are shown in Figure 6.3.
We have generated charges for all the systems studied here using both the Ewald
and the Wolf long-range electrostatic summation methods. The Wolf summation is
typically more efficient than the Ewald summation for a given system and has the
potential to scale linearly with increasing system size because it only requires
evaluating a pair-wise sum, truncated in an appropriate fashion.[211] We here test
the convergence and the efficiency of obtaining fitted charges based on both Ewald
and Wolf summation.
We have evaluated the convergence of the Ewald and Wolf summation as a function
of kmax and Rc, respectively. The parameter G is set to 1 and the γ value is
specified as 1.0 for all of the results shown in Table 6.4.1. We have tested the
convergence of the Ewald summation with kmax, holding Rc=10 A˚T˙he convergence
of the charges for CuBTC are plotted in Figure 6.4.1. We see that the Ewald
summation is well-converged for a value of kmax=5. The atomic charges for CuBTC
along with the CPU time required to generate them are given in Table 6.4.1. We
have tested the convergence of the Wolf summation with Rc. The fitted charges on
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IRMOF-1
Ewalda Wolfa REPEATb ESP(MK)c CHELPGd Baderc
Zn 1.258 1.258 1.28 1.37 1.501 1.35
O1 -1.425 -1.424 -1.57 -1.59 -1.846 -1.27
O2 -0.601 0.601 -0.61 -0.71 -0.724 -1.24
C1 0.496 0.495 0.52 0.70 0.667 1.65
C2 0.185 0.185 0.14 0.06 0.072 0.00
C3 -0.196 -0.197 -0.18 -0.12 -0.132 0.01
H 0.157 0.157 0.17 0.12 0.140 0.02
CPU Time 76 15 - - - -
CuBTC
Ewalda Wolfa REPEATe - CHELPGd Baderf
Cu 0.904 0.904 0.915 - 1.098 1.01
O -0.542 -0.543 -0.548 - -0.665 -1.07
C1 0.046 0.043 0.017 - -0.092 0.06
C2 0.606 0.607 0.619 - 0.778 1.50
C3 -0.175 -0.173 -0.147 - -0.014 -0.05
H 0.157 0.156 0.149 - 0.109 0.11
CPU Time 180 41 - - - -
Table 6.1: Comparison of atomic charges for IRMOF-1 and CuBTC obtained from our
code (both Ewald and Wolf summation, G=1, γ=1.0), as well as other approaches. aThis
work; bReference[169]; cReference[183]; dReference[185]; edata are obtained using the RE-
PEAT code in our study; fReference[184].
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Figure 6.2: Atomic charges for CuBTC calculated from this work using the Ewald sum-
mation with Rc=10 A˚ as a function of kmax.
the irreducible atoms of the Rc for CuBTC are plotted in Figure 6.4.1. We have
computed the largest and average absolute errors with respect to the well-converged
Ewald values as a function of Rc. The largest absolute (average) errors are 0.089
(0.030) e, 0.024 (0.015) e, and 0.003 (0.001) e for Rc = 5, 10, and 20 A˚, respectively.
We have also tested IRMOF-1 and found very similar behavior to CuBTC (see
Figure 6.4.1), with largest absolute error of 0.001 e for Rc = 20 A˚. We use Rc=20 A˚
for all Wolf calculations and kmax=5 with Rc = 10 A˚ for all Ewald summation
calculations in this study. For comparison, we also list the published atomic charge
values from cluster calculations,[184, 185] Bader charge analysis,[184] and the
REPEAT method[169] in Table 6.4.1. As can be seen from Table 6.4.1, the atomic
charges calculated from different approaches take on a wide range of values,
especially for buried atoms (such as O1 in IRMOF-1). The Bader charges are
inaccurate for some atoms, especially those in an especially anisotropic environment,
as has been noted before,[183] and therefore give a poor description of the ESP in
molecular simulations.[184] Thus, the set of atomic charges from Bader charge
analysis should not be used in molecular simulations. As shown in Table 6.4.1, the
fitted charges are almost the same for the Ewald and Wolf summation methods.
Also, compared to those from the REPEAT code, our results for IRMOF-1 and
CuBTC are in good agreement with deviations less than 0.03 e, with the sole
exception of the buried atom, O1, in IRMOF-1. The reason for the relatively large
deviation for atom O1 is that charges on buried atoms are very sensitive to the
details of the fitting procedure, as will be discussed later. The atomic charges from
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cluster calculations[183, 185] are in reasonable agreement with those from both our
work and the REPEAT method. The CPU time required for the fitting procedure
using Ewald and Wolf summation in our code is also given in Table 6.4.1. The CPU
time for the fitting process using the Wolf summation is reduced by a factor of 5
compared to that based on the Ewald summation, while the accuracy is essentially
the same. The efficiency of the Wolf method compared with the Ewald summation
reported in our study is similar to that reported for electrostatic interactions in
molecular simulation.[211]
6.4.2 Effect of the exclusion radius
The effect of the exclusion radius on the fitted values of the atomic charges is
considered by varying the scaling factor γ in eq 6.8. Ideally, the atomic charges will
converge for a range of values of γ. Values of γ that are too small (within the vdW
radius) will sample regions of high electron density that cannot be accurately
modeled with point charges. On the other hand, values of γ that are too large will
exclude regions that are sampled in molecular simulations where reproducing the
correct ESP is critical. Campan˜a´ et al.[169] investigated different values of γ for
0.65 ≤ γ ≤ 1.15 in densely packed solids like ZnO, SnO2, and CdTe. They found
that the fitted charges are very senstitive to the exclusion radius. However, they did
not study the effect of the exclusion radius for microporous materials, like MOFs,
and did not consider larger values of γ.
We have studied the effect of the exclusion radius on the atomic charges of CuBTC,
IRMOF-1, and Fe(pz)Ni(CN)4 for 1.0 ≤ γ ≤ 2.0. We have used the Wolf summation
in the fitting proceedure. For CuBTC, as we can see from Table 2, the fitted charges
do not change dramatically as the value of γ increases from 1.0 to 2.0, whereas the
RRMS value is greatly reduced with increasing γ. We note that the RRMS value
reduces from 0.039 at γ = 1.0 to 0.008 for γ = 1.3, indicating large errors in the
fitted ESP for points close to the vdW radii of the atoms in CuBTC. We have
characterized the error as a function of the distance from the atoms by grouping
points on the ESP into spherical shells around each atom where the diameter of
each shell is defined as a multiple of the vdW radius of that atom. Hence the shells
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Figure 6.3: Variation of the fitted atomic charges for CuBTC and IRMOF-1 as a function
of the cutoff radius, Rc, in the Wolf summation.
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Figure 6.4: The RRMS errors and average ESP errors (∆Vavg) for (a) CuBTC and (b)
IRMOF-1 as a function of the distance from each atom reduced by the vdW radius of that
atom. The errors are calculated in shells around each atom that are multiples of the vdW
radius of that atom. Two different values of the scaling factor defined in eq (8) are used, γ
= 1.0 and 1.3. The left y axis is for RRMS errors and the right y axis is ∆Vavg.
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Table 6.2: Fitted atomic charges for IRMOF-1 and CuBTC as a function of γ for 1.0 ≤
γ ≤ 2.0. The potential offset and RRMS errors are also reported. The Wolf method was
used in the fitting process.
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around different atom types will not be the same size but will be the same relative
distance from the atom center. The first shell around atom j extends from 1.0RvdW,j
to 1.1RvdW,j , the second shell from 1.1RvdW,j to 1.2RvdW,j, and so forth. The RRMS
and average ESP errors are calculated separately in each shell, where the average
ESP error, ∆Vavg, is defined as
∆Vavg =
1
nshell
nshell∑
i=1
∣∣∣V qi + Voffset − V QMi ∣∣∣ (6.9)
where nshell denotes the number of selected points in the shell. We compute the
RRMS errors and average ESP error for different shells using γ = 1.0 and 1.3; the
results are shown in Figure 6.4.1. The RRMS errors and average ESP errors are
plotted on the left and right y axes, respectively, and the x axis is the reduced shell
radius. For γ =1.0, we can see that the RRMS error for thei 1.0–1.1 shell is large
(0.138) and the ∆Vavg is 0.249 eV. For a γ value of 1.3 the RRMS for each shell is
smaller than that from a γ value of 1.0 and likewise ∆Vavg is generally smaller for
the larger value of γ. Therefore, we can conclude that the quality of the fit worsens
if the points are chosen closer to the atoms and improves if the points are chosen
farther away. From Table 6.4.1, we can see that the fitted offset value of the
potential for CuBTC slowly converges with increasing γ. For example, the fitted
offset value is 2.137 eV for γ=1.0, which is 0.049 eV smaller than the offset value of
2.186 eV for γ=2.0. In contrast, the offset value is 2.180 for γ=1.5, which is only
0.006 eV smaller than the γ=2.0 value. Thus, Voffset is more accurate, i.e., closer to
the actual value, for larger values of γ, at least for γ2.0. Moreover, the RRMS
values decrease with increasing γ. The advantage of defining Voffset as a fitted
value rather than the definition used in the REPEAT approach is that explicitly
knowing the value of Voffset allows one to check the convergence as a function of γ.
In general the same trends can be seen for IRMOF-1 as for CuBTC in Table 6.4.1
and Figure 6.4.1. For γ = 1.0 and 1.3, the total RRMS is 0.050 and 0.012,
respectively. For γ =1.0, as shown in Figure 6.4.1, the RRMS is 0.217 in the 1.01.1
shell and ∆Vavg = 0.253 eV. For γ =1.3, the RRMS errors in each shell are reduced
to small values, with the largest being 0.04. The ∆Vavg values are likewise greatly
reduced relative to the γ =1.0 case. There is a striking difference between the
behavior of the atomic charges for IRMOF- 1 and CuBTC as a function of γ. The
charges on IRMOF-1 are more sensitive to the value of γ, as can be seen in Table
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6.4.1. This is especially true for the central Oxygen (O1) in IRMOF-1, where the
value of the charge changes from -1.424 at γ =1.0 to - 2.304 for γ =2.0. This
magnitude of change is unphysical. The reason for the sensitivity of O1 to γ is that
O1 is a buried atom; it has been demonstrated that the charges of the buried atoms
can change dramatically in the fitting process.4
In practice, γ should be small enough to include all regions of space that can be
sampled in either a molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo simulation, but large
enough to reduce the error associated with fitting the ESP in regions of space close
to the vdW radii of the atoms. Hence, the optimum value of γ is the largest possible
value that ensures that all regions of space accessible to a simulation are included in
the fitting. This value is system and even simulation dependent. For practical
purposes we can estimate a reasonable value of γ by estimating the distance of
closest approach for a pair of atoms that are likely to be an extreme case. Alkali
metals have relatively large vdW radii compared with other atoms.[215, 214] For
example, the potassium has a vdW radius of 2.75 A˚larger than most of the elements
from main group and transition metals. In contrast, the H atom has the smallest
vdW radius (1.10 A˚), which is about 40% of the vdW radius of K atom and so the
K-H contact distance is 1.4RvdW,K. Hence, a conservative estimate of γ would be to
select a value smaller than 1.4 in order to include all the effective points in the
fitting process. Based on the discussions above and the results for CuBTC and
IRMOF-1 seen in Table 2, we select a value of γ=1.3 as a reasonable compromise.
This value agrees well with that identified by Singh and Kollman. They claimed
that it is sufficient to use values of the ESP in a shell around each atom that ranges
from 1.4 (i.e., γ=1.4) to 2.0 times the vdW radius. They state that this range
covers the important distances for intermolecular interactions.
Campan˜a´ et al. have pointed out that systems containing highly coordinated or
buried atoms are problematic when it comes to assigning charges. ESP fitting
methods have been known to produce results that have a great deal of variability
and that can be in disagreement with chemical intuition.[183] The value of the
charge on a buried atom has been also shown to be very sensitive to the value of the
van der Waals radius used in the fitting. Also, as discussed above, the fitted charges
for IRMOF-1 vary significantly with different γ values. The good news is the fitted
charges for IRMOF-1 are physically reasonable and the resulting ESP is accurate
with γ =1.3.
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We now consider another nanoporous MOF, [Fe(pz)Ni(CN)4] (where pz is
pyrazine). This MOF contains buried atoms and hence provides another example of
the effect that changing γ has on the atomic charges. The structure of this material
is shown in Figure 6.3; the Fe atom is deeply buried. As shown in Figure 6.4.2, the
fitted charges for the buried Fe atom change widely, from 0.006 to -1.265, when γ
changes from 1.0 to 1.6. In Section 3.4 we discuss the use of a penalty function with
target charges to obtain physically reasonable atomic charges for buried atoms.
Figure 6.5: a
s a function of γ] Fitted charges for [Fe(pz)Ni(CN)4] as a function of γ.
6.4.3 Effect of the grid mesh density
As discussed previously, it is necessary to have a fairly fine grid mesh in order to
achieve convergence of the ESP computed from DFT. However, using the full grid in
the fitting procedure will require a significant amount of CPU time for large systems
at negligible increase in accuracy. We have used a grid thinning parameter, G, to
gauge the effect of different sizes of grid mesh on the fitted atomic charges. We use
IRMOF-1 in our study. The quantum mechanical ESP values were calculated with a
very fine grid density (200× 200× 200). Note that Campan˜a´ et al. discussed the
effect of different grid mesh in a different way, i.e., the ESP data with different grid
mesh were obtained directly from the DFT calculations. In Campan˜a´’s study,
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employing a sparse grid mesh for the DFT calculation potentially introduced errors
arising from the quality of ESP computed from DFT.
The fitted charges for atoms O1 and Zn (see Figure 1) have been calculated for
0 ≤ G ≤ 7 and the results are presented in Table 6.4.3. Note that γ value was set to
1.3. Both Ewald and Wolf summation methods are employed for comparison. We
see that the results for both the Ewald and Wolf methods are nearly identical. The
results for G=1 and 2 are less than 1% different from the G=0 charges.
Interestingly, the charges on Zn are much more insensitive to the value of G than
the charges on O1. For G=7, the error on O1 increases to about 12% while it is
about 8% for Zn (note the change in the sign of the error). The RRMS values for all
of these cases are reasonable and only change slightly, according to the data from
Table 6.4.3. Based on these results we estimate that a grid spacing of 0.2-0.3 A˚ (i.e.,
G =1 or 2) is sufficiently accurate for computing atomic charges. Note, however,
that it is suggested to employ a fine mesh in the DFT calculation in order to obtain
accurate ESP values. The average numbers of selected points per atom for different
values of G are also listed in Table 6.4.3. The average number of points per atom is
2002 for IRMOF-1 with G=2, which is in good agreement with Sigfridsson and
Rydes investigations.[216] They carefully investigated different ESP fitting methods
and suggested a high point density is necessary, i.e., at least 2000 points per
atom.48 From Table 6.4.3, we can see the deviation of atomic charges based on
Ewald and Wolf summation methods is less than 0.003, while the fitting process
using Wolf summation requires less CPU time by about a factor of five.
Parameter G 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Ewald
O1 -1.711 -1.724 -1.709 -1.712 -1.743 -1.739 -1.730 -1.494
Zn 1.358 1.365 1.357 1.362 1.385 1.369 1.356 1.258
RRMS 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.013
Wolf
O1 -1.709 -1.722 -1.707 -1.710 -1.741 -1.736 -1.728 -1.493
Zn 1.357 1.365 1.356 1.361 1.384 1.367 1.356 1.258
RRMS 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.013
points/atom 53375 6671 2002 836 426 259 162 105
Table 6.3: Fitted charges of O1 and Zn in IRMOF-1 with different values of the thinning
parameter G, using the Ewald and Wolf summation techniques. The number of selected
points per atom is listed for each case.
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6.4.4 Restraint approach for buried atoms
We have seen that buried atoms, such as the Fe atom in Fe(pz)Ni(CN)4 and the O1
atom in IRMOF-1, produce charges that are very sensitive to the details of the
fitting procedure and are often at odds with chemical intuition. Campn˜a´ et al. used
a restraint method to deal with buried atoms. We have also implemented a restraint
method in our code, but our method differs from that of Campn˜a´ et al. in that they
use a physically motivated penalty multiplier that is an expansion of the energy of
an atom as a function of the atomic charges up to the second order. With the
REPEAT code, however, the fitted atomic charges for this material are not
improved after the activation of its restraint method. The challenge in the restraint
formalism for our code is to identify a reasonable restraint charge for the buried
atom. As discussed previously, the Bader charge partitioning scheme does not
perform well for fitting only monopoles to highly anisotropic atoms.[183] However,
buried atoms are typically highly coordinated and hence are in a more isotropic
environment; therefore the Bader charges for buried atoms should provide
reasonable guesses for the atomic charges and hence acceptable restraint charges.
For example, the Fe atom in Fe(pz)Ni(CN)4 is surrounded by six N atoms and is
nearly isotropic. The predicted Bader charge for the Fe atom should therefore be
chemically reasonable and can be used as the restraint value in the fitting routine.
The arge for the Fe atom was therefore selected to be 1.189 e, as computed from
Bader analysis. In the calculations described below, γ=1.3 and different values of
scale factor β are employed. The fitted atomic charges for the Fe(pz)Ni(CN)4 with
different value of scale factor β from eq 6.1 are shown in Table 6.4.4. As can be
seen, the charges for buried Ni atoms increase gradually from -1.012 to 1.189 as β is
increased from 0 to 50000. The RRMS value changed slightly after the restraint
penalty was included in the fitting process, indicating that the goodness of fit to the
ESPs is fairly insensitive to the restraint procedure. Note that the value of β should
be tested for different systems to assure that the resulting RRMS value is
reasonable.
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Table 6.4: Fitted atomic charges for Fe(pz)Ni(CN)4 as a function of the scale factor β.
6.5 Conclusions
We have investigated a method for fitting atomic charges to the ESP of periodic and
non-periodic systems that is very similar to the method of Campn˜a´ et al. We have
demonstrated that the Wolf long-range electrostatic correction method is roughly a
factor of five faster than the Ewald summation and has essentially equivalent
accuracy when used for fitting atomic charges for periodic systems. We have shown
the utility of treating Voffset as a fitted parameter for periodic systems. We have
determined that an ESP grid with a maximum spacing of 0.2-0.3 A˚ is required to
obtain reliable atomic charges in the fitting procedure, but that the electronic
structure calculations should employ a finer mesh in order to converge the target
ESP. We have shown that an exclusion radius of 1.3 times the vdW radius of each
atom in the system results in a good compromise between goodness of fit and
coverage of the important regions of the ESP surface. The fitting of charges for
buried atoms is in general problematic for ESP fitting methods. We have shown
that Bader charges can be used as target charges for buried atoms in a penalty
function approach for fitting charges of buried atoms.
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Appendix A
Periodic ESP-derived charges code
listing
This is the C code used to produce electrostatic potential derived atomic point
charges for a periodic system. The code is listed starting with the header files that
define the data structures and function prototypes used throughout the code.
Following is the main routine. Finally, the individual functions and routines are
listed together.
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <sys/time.h>
/* maximum size for a line and keyval */
#define MAXLINE 512
#define MAXKEY 64
/* from NIST 1 Bohr = 0.529.. Angstoms */
#define BOHR RADIUS 0.52917720859
/* from CRC handbook 1 Eh = 27.2114 Ev; also, switches to convention test POSITIVE charge*/
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#define Ev2Eh FAC -27.2114
#ifdef MPI
#include <mpi.h>
#define TAG R 1
/* MPI globals */
MPI Status status;
int myrank;
int ntasks;
#endif
typedef struct atoms
{
int natoms; /* number of atoms */
int ntype; /* number of types */
int *neachion; /* num of each ion type */
int *nzion1; /* nuclear charge(type) */
int *z; /* nuclear charge(all atoms) */
int ngxf; /* NGXF value */
int ngyf; /* NGYF value */
int ngzf; /* NGZF value */
double **frac; /* fractional coords (atoms) */
double **cart; /* cartesian coords (atoms) */
char **elem1; /* element name(ntype) */
char **elem; /* element name(all atoms) */
double *vdw1; /* vdw radii(ntype) */
double *vdw; /* vdw radii(all atoms) */
double *minvdw; /* small vdw radii */
double *maxvdw; /* large vdw radii */
double tv[3][3]; /* basis vectors */
double rec tv[3][3]; /* reciprocal basis */
double cell volume; /* cell volume */
double alpha; /* angle between tv1&2 */
double beta; /* between tv2&3 (rad) */
double gamma; /* ang bet tv1&3 (rad) */
double magA,magB,magC; /* mags of tvs |1|,|2|,. */
double scale1; /* scaling of small VDW shell */
double scale2; /* scaling of large VDW shell */
int qconstr; /* flag to turn on constraint */
int qtotal; /* total charge if constr on */
double wolfrcutoff; /* cutoff for Wolf method */
double wolfrcutoffsq; /* cutoff square for Wolf */
char *ewaldorwolf; /* flag to choose ewald or wolf */
int ewald flag; /* 1 = ewald on */
int wolf flag; /* 1 = wolf on */
char *symmornot; /* flag of symmetry is used or not */
int symm flag; /* 1 = symmetry on */
int nelem symm; /* number of atoms with different symmetry */
int *nelem symm natoms; /* number of equivalent atoms of each type */
char **elem symm; /* name of symmetric atoms */
int **symm lable; /* lable (NO.) of each atom with symm */
double aa; /* value of ”a” in penalty function */
double *charge; /* fitted charges */
struct timeval t0; /* time stamp at start time */
int esp output; /* flag to turn on/off esp output */
char esp filename[64]; /* filename of esp output file */
int pdb output; /* flag to turn on/off pdb output */
char pdb filename[64]; /* filename of pdb file */
int xyz output; /* flag to turn on/off xyz output */
char xyz filename[64]; /* filename of xyz file */
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int normflag; /* flag of normalization */
} ATOMS;
typedef struct points
{
int npoints; /* number of points */
double *esp; /* ESP for selected points */
double esp average; /* average ESP value */
double ***gridesp; /* ESP for grid points */
double ****gridfrac; /* fractional coords (grid) */
double ****gridcart; /* cart coords (grid) */
double V; /* number of vertices */
double **cart; /* cartesian coords */
double **frac; /* fractional coords */
int nshells; /* number of shells */
double first shell; /* factor of first shel */
double shell step; /* shell step */
int *prune; /* flag to include or no */
int counter; /* index */
int scalegrid; /* scaling of grid */
double *esp fitting; /* calculated ESP based on fitted atomic charges */
double rrms; /* calculated rrms value */
} POINTS;
typedef struct lsq
{
double **des; /* design matrix, m x n */
double *des average; /* average of l->des */
double *des average temp; /* temp values */
double **A; /* reduced design matrix A nxn or smallr*/
int m,n; /* A is n x n (natoms X natoms) */
double *b; /* B vector --- n long */
double *a; /* answer vector - n long */
double **V; /* working space for SVD */
double *w; /* working space for the SVD */
double sum; /* sum of fitted charges */
double *des offset; /* average of **des over npoints */
} LSQ;
typedef struct lrc
{
int kmax; /* kmax for ewald */
int nmax[3]; /* like kmax, but real-space */
int nmax in; /* input,only used to calc nmax[] */
double nmaxf; /* maximum real-space distance */
double alpha; /* alpha for ewald */
double alpha wolf; /* alpha for wolf */
double realcut; /* real-space cut-off (standard) */
double wolfrcutoff; /* cutoff for wolf */
double wolfrcutoffsq; /* cutoff square for wolf */
double *wv; /* pre-computed ewald wave vectors */
double **kvec; /* pre-computed ewald wave vectors */
} LRC;
#include "./proto.h"
void output(const char *outstring);
void problem with inputfile(char *file);
void calc recip(struct atoms *a);
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void calc rcut(struct atoms *a, struct lrc *lrc);
void svdcmp(double **a, int m, int n, double w[], double **v);
void svbksb(double **u, double w[], double **v, int m, int n, double b[], double x[]);
void results(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l);
void read inputfile(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lrc *lrc, FILE *inputfile);
void assign vdw(struct atoms *a);
void initialization(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l, struct lrc *lrc, FILE *inputfile);
void print2pdb(struct atoms *a, struct points *p);
void print2xyz(struct atoms *a , struct points *p, struct lsq *l);
void print charges(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l, struct lrc *lrc);
void outesp(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l);
void constrain(struct atoms *a, struct lsq *l);
void firstfew(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l, struct lrc *lrc);
void solvebySVD(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l, struct lrc *lrc);
void sum charges(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l, struct lrc *lrc);
void handle nmax or alpha(struct atoms *a, struct lrc *lrc);
void symm constr(struct atoms *a, struct lsq *l);
void read symm(struct atoms *a, struct lsq *l);
void targetcharge(struct atoms *a, struct lsq *l);
void build all matrices(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l, struct lrc *lrc);
void compute design matrix(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l, struct lrc *lrc);
double one design element ewald(int point i, int atom j, struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lrc *lrc,
struct lsq *l);
double one design element wolf(int point i, int atom j, struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lrc *lrc,
struct lsq *l);
double real distance(int n[3], int atom j, int point i, struct atoms *a, struct points *p);
void performance(struct atoms *a, int count, int npoints);
void timestamp(struct atoms *a);
void compute wave vectors(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l, struct lrc *lrc);
double minimum image(double *f1, double *f2, struct atoms *a);
/* external library calls */
extern char *ctime r ( const time t * restrict timer, char * restrict buf) THROW;
extern char *strcasestr ( const char * haystack, const char * needle);
#include "chargefit.h"
void welcome message(void){
/* more to come */
output("BUILD XX.XX.XX\n");
}
void usage(char *exe)
{
printf("\nThis program generates charges fit to the ESP generated by VASP. etc.\n");
printf("Execution assumes that there is a valid LOCPOT and POTCAR file present in\n");
printf("the working directory.\n");
printf("\nUSAGE:\n\n");
printf(" %s <inputfile>\n", exe);
printf("\nWhere inputfile is formatted as: TBD\n\n");
exit(1);
}
void problem with inputfile(char *file)
{
printf("Problem opening file \"%s\". Non-existent?\n", file);
exit(1);
}
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int main(int argc, char **argv)
{
struct atoms atoms, *a; /* structure with all the atomic data and a pointer to it */
struct points points, *p; /* structure with the fitting points and a pointer to it */
struct lsq lsq, *l; /* structure with the SVD matrices and a pointer to it */
struct lrc longrc, *lrc; /* structure containing the long range correction related info */
FILE *inputfile;
char tstamp[26];
char buff[MAXLINE];
if(argc!=2) usage(argv[0]);
#ifdef MPI
/* initialize MPI here */
MPI Init(&argc, &argv);
MPI Comm rank(MPI COMM WORLD, &myrank);
MPI Comm size(MPI COMM WORLD, &ntasks);
if(ntasks==1){printf("MPI: error: please mpirun with at least 2 processors!\n"); exit(1);}
#endif
if((inputfile=fopen(argv[1],"r"))==NULL) problem with inputfile(argv[1]);
a=&atoms;
p=&points;
l=&lsq;
lrc=&longrc;
/* time stamp */
gettimeofday(&a->t0, NULL);
ctime r(&a->t0.tv sec, tstamp);
sprintf(buff, "Initializing on %s\n", tstamp);
output(buff);
welcome message();
/* serious code begins */
initialization(a, p, l, lrc, inputfile);
build all matrices(a, p, l, lrc);
constrain(a, l);
firstfew(a,p,l,lrc);
solvebySVD(a, p, l, lrc);
print charges(a,p,l,lrc);
sum charges(a,p,l,lrc);
results(a,p,l);
print2xyz(a,p,l);
output("\n");
timestamp(a);
output("exiting cleanly\n");
#ifdef MPI
MPI Finalize();
#endif
}
#include <chargefit.h>
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/* Read the input file */
void read inputfile(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lrc *lrc, FILE *inputfile)
{
int i;
float nmaxoralpha;
char buff[MAXLINE],line[MAXLINE];
char key[MAXKEY], val1[MAXKEY], val2[MAXKEY], val3[MAXKEY];
/* set defaults */
a->ntype=0;
a->elem1=NULL;
a->nzion1=NULL;
a->ewaldorwolf=malloc(MAXKEY * sizeof(char));
a->symm flag=0;
a->aa=0;
a->qconstr=0;
lrc->alpha=0;
lrc->nmax in=0;
lrc->kmax=0;
a->esp output=0;
a->pdb output=0;
a->xyz output=0;
a->normflag=0;
memset(line, 0, MAXLINE);
memset(key, 0, MAXKEY);
memset(val1, 0, MAXKEY);
memset(val2, 0, MAXKEY);
memset(val3, 0, MAXKEY);
output("\n input:\n =============================================\n");
while((fgets(line, MAXLINE, inputfile))!=NULL){
sscanf(line, "%s %s %s %s", (char *)&key,(char *)&val1,(char *)&val2, (char *)&val3);
sprintf(buff, "\t%-20s%10s%10s%10s\n", key, val1, val2, val3);
output(buff);
/* KEYWORD SEARCH */
if(!strcmp(key,"n atom types")){
a->ntype=atoi(val1);
}
else if(!strcmp(key,"inner vdw fac")){
a->scale1=atof(val1);
}
else if(!strcmp(key,"outer vdw fac")){
a->scale2=atof(val1);
}
else if(!strcmp(key,"lrc method")){
strcpy(a->ewaldorwolf,val1);
}
else if(!strcmp(key,"alpha")){
lrc->alpha=atof(val1);
}
else if(!strcmp(key,"kmax")){
lrc->kmax=atoi(val1);
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}else if(!strcmp(key,"nmax")){
lrc->nmax in=atoi(val1);
}
else if(!strcmp(key,"grid thin")){
p->scalegrid=atoi(val1);
}
else if(!strcmp(key,"element")){
a->elem1=realloc(a->elem1, (a->ntype+1) * sizeof(char *));
a->elem1[a->ntype]=malloc(10 * sizeof(char));
a->nzion1=realloc(a->nzion1, (a->ntype + 1) * sizeof(int));
strcpy(a->elem1[a->ntype], val1);
a->nzion1[a->ntype++]=atoi(val2);
}
else if(!strcmp(key,"constrain")){
if(!strcmp(val1,"yes")){ a->qconstr=1; a->qtotal=0;}
else a->qconstr=0;
}
else if(!strcmp(key,"restrain")){
a->aa=atof(val1);
}
else if(!strcmp(key,"symmetry")){
if(!strcmp(val1,"yes")) a->symm flag=1;
else a->symm flag=0;
}
else if(!strcmp(key,"esp output")){
if(!strcmp(val1,"no")) a->esp output=0;
else {
a->esp output=1;
strcpy(a->esp filename, val1);
}
}
else if(!strcmp(key,"xyz output")){
if(!strcmp(val1,"no")) a->xyz output=0;
else {
a->xyz output=1;
strcpy(a->xyz filename, val1);
}
}
else if(!strcmp(key,"pdb output")){
if(!strcmp(val1,"no")) a->pdb output=0;
else {
a->pdb output=1;
strcpy(a->pdb filename, val1);
}
}
else if(!strcmp(key,"normalization")){
if(!strcmp(val1,"yes")) a->normflag = 1;
else {
a->normflag = 0;
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}
}
memset(line, 0, MAXLINE);
memset(key, 0, MAXKEY);
memset(val1, 0, MAXKEY);
memset(val2, 0, MAXKEY);
memset(val3, 0, MAXKEY);
}
output(" =============================================\n\n");
/* Read number of types, two scaling factor for vdw radii */
sprintf(buff, "READ: (int)%d atom types\n", a->ntype); output(buff);
sprintf(buff, "READ: fitting points will fall between (float)%.2f and (float)%.2f * VDW
radii\n",a->scale1, a->scale2);
output(buff);
/* Allocate memory and read vdw radii, element name, and Z value for each atom */
for(i=0;i<a->ntype;i++){
sprintf(buff, "READ: element symbol %s\n", a->elem1[i]); output(buff);
}
for(i=0;i<a->ntype;i++){
sprintf(buff, "READ: element Z (int) %d\n", a->nzion1[i]); output(buff);
}
/* Read kmax for k space and nmax in for real space (ewald summation) */
sprintf(buff, "READ: kmax set to: %d\n", lrc->kmax); output(buff);
sprintf(buff, "READ: grid thinning %s\n", p->scalegrid > 0 ? "active" : "off"); output(buff);
if(p->scalegrid){
sprintf(buff, "READ: for every 1 read, %d will be skipped\n", p->scalegrid);
output(buff);
}
/* Read the a->qconstr and a->qtotal */
sprintf(buff, "READ: constrained minimization %s\n", a->qconstr ? "active" : "off" ); output(buff);
if(a->qconstr){
sprintf(buff, "READ: charge will be constrained to %d\n", a->qtotal);
output(buff);
}
/* Read the string of ewald or wolf summation */
if(strcasestr(a->ewaldorwolf,"wolf")){
a->wolf flag=1; a->ewald flag=0;
output("READ: Wolf long range summation method selected\n");
}
else if(strcasestr(a->ewaldorwolf,"ewald")){
a->wolf flag=0; a->ewald flag=1;
output("READ: Ewald long range summation method selected\n");
}
else {
output("READ: Error! LRC method not recognized\n");
exit(1);
}
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/* Read the value of a in constraint of penalty function */
sprintf(buff, "READ: penalty function factor: %lf\n",a->aa);
output(buff);
/* Read the number of atoms with different symmetry */
if(a->symm flag) output("READ: symmetry activated\n");
else output("READ: symmetry not activated\n");
output("READ: inputfile processed\n\n");
fclose(inputfile);
}
#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#define FALSE 0
#define TRUE -1
#define boolean int
#include "chargefit.h"
/*
* --–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-
* Read data from LOCPOT file;
* --–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-
*/
void read locpot(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l, struct lrc *lrc)
{
char buff[MAXLINE];
char title[MAXLINE],dorc[MAXLINE]; /* some strings in LOCPOT */
int i,j,k,ii; /* some counters */
double scalefactor; /* scaling factor */
/* open LOCPOT (check for existence) */
FILE *fplocpot;
if((fplocpot = fopen("LOCPOT","r"))==NULL) problem with inputfile("LOCPOT");
fgets(title,80,fplocpot);
/* Read scalefactor */
fscanf(fplocpot,"%lf\n",&scalefactor);
/* Read lattice vectors from LOCPOT */
for(i=0;i<3;i++)
fscanf(fplocpot,"%lf%lf%lf\n", &a->tv[i][0],&a->tv[i][1],&a->tv[i][2]);
/* Calculate lattice vector (multiplied with scalfactor) */
for(i=0;i<3;i++)
for(j=0;j<3;j++)
a->tv[i][j] *= scalefactor;
/* OUTPUT prints the lattice vectors */
output("LOCPOT: lattice vectors\n");
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output("========================================\n");
for(i=0;i<3;i++){
sprintf(buff, "%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n",a->tv[i][0],a->tv[i][1],a->tv[i][2]);
output(buff); }
output("========================================\n\n");
/* Read the number of atoms for each type */
/* and calculate the number of all atoms */
a->neachion = (int *)calloc(a->ntype, sizeof(int));
a->natoms = 0;
for(i=0;i<a->ntype;i++) {
fscanf(fplocpot,"%d",&a->neachion[i]);
a->natoms += a->neachion[i];
}
sprintf(buff, "LOCPOT: total number of atoms: %d\n",a->natoms); output(buff);
/* Allocate memory for array (both of frac and cart coordinates) */
a->frac = (double **)calloc(a->natoms, sizeof(double *));
a->cart = (double **)calloc(a->natoms, sizeof(double *));
for(i=0;i<a->natoms;i++) {
a->frac[i] = (double *)calloc(3, sizeof(double));
a->cart[i] = (double *)calloc(3, sizeof(double));
}
/* Read the string of ”Direct” */
fscanf(fplocpot,"%s\n",dorc);
/* Read the frac coordinates of atoms*/
for(i=0;i<a->natoms;i++)
fscanf(fplocpot,"%lf%lf%lf",&a->frac[i][0],&a->frac[i][1],&a->frac[i][2]);
/* Calculate the cart coordinates of all atoms */
for(i=0;i<a->natoms;i++)
for(j=0;j<3;j++)
a->cart[i][j] = a->frac[i][0] * a->tv[0][j]
+ a->frac[i][1] * a->tv[1][j]
+ a->frac[i][2] * a->tv[2][j];
/* Read NGXF,NGYF,NGZF values */
fscanf(fplocpot,"%d%d%d\n",&a->ngxf,&a->ngyf,&a->ngzf);
sprintf(buff, "LOCPOT: Grid NGXF,NGYF,NGZF are: %d %d %d\n",a->ngxf,a->ngyf,a->ngzf);
output(buff);
/* Allocate memory for ESP, frag coordinates, cart coordinates of grid points */
p->gridesp=(double ***)calloc(a->ngxf, sizeof(double **));
for(i=0;i<a->ngxf;i++) p->gridesp[i] = (double **)calloc(a->ngyf, sizeof(double *));
for(i=0;i<a->ngxf;i++)
for(j=0;j<a->ngyf;j++)
p->gridesp[i][j] = (double *)calloc(a->ngzf, sizeof(double));
p->gridfrac = (double ****)calloc(a->ngxf, sizeof(double ***));
p->gridcart = (double ****)calloc(a->ngxf, sizeof(double ***));
for(i=0;i<a->ngxf;i++) {
p->gridfrac[i] = (double ***)calloc(a->ngyf, sizeof(double **));
p->gridcart[i] = (double ***)calloc(a->ngyf, sizeof(double **));
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}for(i=0;i<a->ngxf;i++) {
for(j=0;j<a->ngyf;j++) {
p->gridfrac[i][j] = (double **)calloc(a->ngzf, sizeof(double *));
p->gridcart[i][j] = (double **)calloc(a->ngzf, sizeof(double *));
}
}
for(i=0;i<a->ngxf;i++) {
for(j=0;j<a->ngyf;j++) {
for(k=0;k<a->ngzf;k++) {
p->gridfrac[i][j][k] = (double *)calloc(3, sizeof(double));
p->gridcart[i][j][k] = (double *)calloc(3, sizeof(double));
}
}
}
/* Read ESP value for each grid point */
for(k=0;k<a->ngzf;k++)
for(j=0;j<a->ngyf;j++)
for(i=0;i<a->ngxf;i++)
fscanf(fplocpot,"%lf",&p->gridesp[i][j][k]);
fclose(fplocpot);
output("LOCPOT: read in\n");
}
/*
* --–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–--
* allocate memory and set the values of some parameters
* --–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–--
*/
void allocate param(struct atoms *a, struct points *p)
{
int i,j,k,ii;
int r, c;
char buff[MAXLINE];
/* Calculate the frac coordinates of each grid point */
for(k=0;k<a->ngzf;k++) {
for(j=0;j<a->ngyf;j++) {
for(i=0;i<a->ngxf;i++) {
p->gridfrac[i][j][k][0] = ( (double)i) / ((double)a->ngxf );
p->gridfrac[i][j][k][1] = ( (double)j) / ((double)a->ngyf );
p->gridfrac[i][j][k][2] = ( (double)k) / ((double)a->ngzf );
}
}
}
/* Calculate cart coordinats of grid points */
/* Grid points start from (0,0,0),(1,0,0)...... */
for(k=0;k<a->ngzf;k++) {
for(j=0;j<a->ngyf;j++) {
for(i=0;i<a->ngxf;i++) {
for(c=0; c<3; c++){
for(r=0, p->gridcart[i][j][k][c]=0; r<3; r++){
p->gridcart[i][j][k][c] += p->gridfrac[i][j][k][r] * a->tv[r][c];
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}
}
}
}
}
/* Allocate memory */
/* Assign the VDW radii, element name, and Z for each atom */
a->vdw = (double *)calloc(a->natoms, sizeof(double));
a->elem = (char **)calloc(a->natoms, sizeof(char *));
for(i=0;i<a->natoms;i++) a->elem[i]=(char *)calloc(3, sizeof(char));
a->z = (int *)calloc(a->natoms, sizeof(int));
a->minvdw = (double *)calloc(a->natoms, sizeof(double));
a->maxvdw = (double *)calloc(a->natoms, sizeof(double));
/* assign a->z */
for(k=0, ii=0;k<a->ntype;k++) {
for(j=0;j<a->neachion[k];j++, ii++) {
a->z[ii] = a->nzion1[k];
strcpy(a->elem[ii],a->elem1[k]);
}
}
output("\n============================================\n");
assign vdw(a);
output("VDW: VDW radii(Ang), atom, Z for each atom:\n");
for(i=0;i<a->natoms;i++){
sprintf(buff, "%lf\t%s\t%d \n", a->vdw[i], a->elem[i],a->z[i]);
output(buff); }
output("============================================\n\n");
/* get a->minvdw, a->maxvdw, a->elem, and a->vdw;*/
for(i=0;i<a->natoms;i++) {
a->minvdw[i] = a->scale1 * a->vdw[i];
a->maxvdw[i] = a->scale2 * a->vdw[i];
}
}
/*
* --–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–--
* This routine select the points fall between two VDW shells.
* Periodic boundary conditions are enforced.
* --–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–--
*/
void select points shells(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l)
{
int i,j,k,ii;
int nn;
char buff[MAXLINE];
double *detdis; /*distance between point and atom*/
double accumulator esp=0.0; /* accumulator of esp of selected points */
boolean test = TRUE; /* flag*/
/* initialize memory for coordinates of selected points. */
p->frac = malloc(sizeof(double *));
p->frac[0] = malloc(3*sizeof(double));
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p->cart = malloc(sizeof(double *));
p->cart[0] = malloc(3*sizeof(double));
/* initialize allocation of memory for p->esp */
p->esp = malloc(sizeof(double));
/* Allocate memory for distances */
detdis = calloc(a->natoms, sizeof(double));
/* Start to loop grid points */
nn = 0; /* npoints counter */
for(k=0;k<a->ngzf;k++) {
for(j=0;j<a->ngyf;j++) {
for(i=0;i<a->ngxf;i++) {
/*minimum image convention is used here!*/
/* Each atom will be determined to have an image or not. */
for(ii=0;ii<a->natoms;ii++) { /*frag coordinates distance in 3 directions*/
detdis[ii] = minimum image(p->gridfrac[i][j][k], a->frac[ii], a);
if(detdis[ii] > a->minvdw[ii]) test=TRUE;
else { test=FALSE; break; }
}
if(test==TRUE) {
for(ii = 0; ii < a->natoms; ii++) {
#ifdef PLUS28
if(detdis[ii] < a->vdw[ii] + 2.8) {
#else
if(detdis[ii] < a->maxvdw[ii]) {
#endif
/* this is a point we want, storing the info */
p->cart[nn][0] = p->gridcart[i][j][k][0];
p->cart[nn][1] = p->gridcart[i][j][k][1];
p->cart[nn][2] = p->gridcart[i][j][k][2];
p->frac[nn][0] = p->gridfrac[i][j][k][0];
p->frac[nn][1] = p->gridfrac[i][j][k][1];
p->frac[nn][2] = p->gridfrac[i][j][k][2];
p->esp[nn] = p->gridesp[i][j][k];
accumulator esp += p->esp[nn];
/* this is how many we have so far */
nn +=1;
/* make room for the next point */
p->cart = realloc(p->cart, (nn+1)*sizeof(double *));
p->cart[nn] = malloc(3 * sizeof(double));
p->frac = realloc(p->frac, (nn+1)*sizeof(double *));
p->frac[nn] = malloc(3 * sizeof(double));
p->esp = realloc(p->esp, (nn+1)*sizeof(double));
/* point confirmed good */
break;
}
}
}
i += p->scalegrid; /* thinning (if active) */
}
j += p->scalegrid;/* thinning (if active) */
}
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k += p->scalegrid;/* thinning (if active) */
}
p->npoints = nn;
sprintf(buff,"LOCPOT: number of selected points: %d\n",p->npoints);
output(buff);
/* average value of selected points */
p->esp average = accumulator esp/p->npoints;
/* specify the dimension of A matrix */
l->m = p->npoints;
l->n = a->natoms;
if(a->qconstr) l->n++;
l->b = calloc(l->n+1, sizeof(double));
free(p->gridesp);
free(detdis);
}
/*
* --–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–--
* allocate memory for svd related parameters
* --–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–--
*/
void allocate svd related(struct lsq *l)
{
int i;
/* Allocate a and w */
l->a = (double *)calloc(l->n+1, sizeof(double));
l->w = (double *)calloc(l->n+1, sizeof(double));
/* Allocate A - n+1 X n+1 */
l->A = (double **)calloc(l->n+1, sizeof(double *));
for(i=0;i<=l->n;i++) l->A[i]=(double *)calloc(l->n+1, sizeof(double));
l->V = (double **)calloc(l->n+1, sizeof(double *));
for(i=0;i<=l->n;i++) l->V[i]=(double *)calloc(l->n+1, sizeof(double));
}
/*
*==================================================================
* This routine will read the data from LOCPOT file from VASP, such
* as scale factor, lattice vectors, fractional coordinates for each
* atoms, NGXF, NGYF, NGZF, as well as the electrostatic potential
* (ESP) at the grid points from VASP calculations.
*
* Also, the grid points within a range of VDW radii will be
* selected in this routine(from minvdw to maxvdw).
*
* PBC condition is used.
*
* Other parameters such as rcut, alpha ... are calculated.
*===================================================================
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*/
void initialization(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l, struct lrc *lrc, FILE *inputfile)
{
read inputfile(a,p,lrc,inputfile); /*read the parameters from inputfile*/
read locpot(a,p,l,lrc); /*read locpot */
allocate param(a,p); /*set the values for some parameters*/
select points shells(a,p,l); /*select points fall between two shells*/
free(p->gridfrac);
free(p->gridcart);
outesp(a,p,l); /*output esp of selected points*/
calc recip(a); /*calculate reciprocal basis and volume*/
calc rcut(a,lrc); /*calculate the realcut*/
handle nmax or alpha(a,lrc); /* set alpha, or nmax depending */
allocate svd related(l); /*allocate memory for svd related parameters*/
print2pdb(a,p); /*print the coordinates of points and atom into a pdb file*/
}
#include <chargefit.h>
double compute one element A(int atom m, int atom j, struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l,
struct lrc *lrc)
{
int i,j; /* dummy */
int point i;
double total=0; /* accumulator of l->A */
double total b=0,total b1=0 ; /* accumulator of l->B */
double rij; /* distance between point and atom */
for(point i=0;point i<p->npoints;point i++) {
/* real part of l->b */
total b += l->des[point i][atom m]*(p->esp[point i] - p->esp average);
/* real part of l->A */
total += l->des[point i][atom m] * l->des[point i][atom j];
}
/* update the b vector */
l->b[atom m] = total b;
/* Conversion factor */
return -14.3996*(total);
}
/* This routine recalculate the l->des because of the offset */
void new des(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l)
{
int i,j;
l->des average temp = (double *)calloc(a->natoms, sizeof(double)); /*accumulator for l->des average
*/
l->des average = (double *)calloc(a->natoms, sizeof(double));
for(j=0;j<a->natoms;j++) {
l->des average temp[j] = 0.0;
for(i=0;i<p->npoints;i++) {
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l->des average temp[j] += l->des[i][j];
}
}
/* average value of l->des */
for(j=0;j<a->natoms;j++) {
l->des average[j] = l->des average temp[j]/p->npoints;
}
/* respecify new value of l->des */
for(j=0;j<a->natoms;j++) {
for(i=0;i<p->npoints;i++) {
l->des[i][j] -= l->des average[j];
}
}
}
void buildAmatrix(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l, struct lrc *lrc)
{
int atom j; /* the number of rows of A matrix */
int atom m; /* the number of columns of A matrix */
void new des(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l);
new des(a,p,l);
output("Condensing design matrix to final form before diagonalization\n");
timestamp(a);
/* for matrix elements atom j>=atom m */
for(atom m=0; atom m<a->natoms; atom m++){
for(atom j=atom m; atom j<a->natoms; atom j++){
l->A[atom m][atom j]=compute one element A(atom m,atom j,a,p,l,lrc);
}
}
/* for matrix elements atom j<atom m */
for(atom m=0; atom m<a->natoms; atom m++){
for(atom j=0; atom j<atom m; atom j++){
l->A[atom m][atom j] = l->A[atom j][atom m];
}
}
}
void build all matrices(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l, struct lrc *lrc)
{
int i;
int total;
char buff[MAXLINE];
output("\n --- begin computation of design matrix ---\n\n");
compute design matrix(a,p,l,lrc);
buildAmatrix(a,p,l,lrc);
/* add the penalty function of target charge */
if(a->aa != 0.0)
targetcharge(a,l);
/* implement the constraint of symmetry */
if(a->symm flag) {
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output("Symmetry enabled, compressing matrix\n");
read symm(a,l);
symm constr(a,l);
}
else output("skipping symmetry optimization\n");
/* total number of elements in matrix */
total = l->n * l->n;
sprintf(buff, "Final matrix has %d elements\n", total);
output(buff);
output("Ready to diagonalize\n");
}
#include "chargefit.h"
void compute r(double r[3], int point i, int atom j, struct atoms *a, struct points *p)
{
int s;
/* no minimum imaging - raw distance vector */
for(s=0; s<3; s++) r[s] = a->cart[atom j][s] - p->cart[point i][s];
}
double minimum image(double *f1, double *f2, struct atoms *a)
{
double d[3], di[3], img[3];
double c[3]; /* 3 vector in cartesians */
int i,j;
double distance;
for(i=0; i<3; i++)
c[i] = f1[i] - f2[i];
for(i=0; i<3; i++)
for(j=0, d[i]=0; j<3; j++)
d[i] += c[j] * a->tv[j][i];
/* matrix multiply with the inverse basis and round */
/* This multiplication assumes BASIS VECTORS ARE ROWS */
for(i=0; i<3; i++)
img[i] = rint(c[i]);
/* matrix multiply to project back into our basis */
/* this assumes ROW FORM basis vectors */
for(i=0; i<3; i++)
for(j=0, di[i]=0; j<3; j++)
di[i] += img[j] * a->tv[j][i];
/* now correct the displacement */
for(i=0; i<3; i++)
di[i] = d[i] - di[i];
distance = sqrt(di[0]*di[0] + di[1]*di[1] + di[2]*di[2]);
return distance;
}
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/* This computes (int)k cdot reciprocal basis. The result is stored
* in kdotrecip[3], which is passed in.
*/
void compute kdotrecip(double *kdotrecip, int k[3], struct atoms *a)
{
int p, q; /* dummies */
double result=0;
/* dot (int)k with recipbasis, the result is stored in kdotr for use computing ksq */
for(p=0; p<3; p++)
for(q=0, kdotrecip[p]=0; q<3; q++)
kdotrecip[p] += k[q] * a->rec tv[q][p];
}
/* this takes the complete kvector ( 2*PI*n cdot rbas )
* and dots with r
*/
double compute kdotr(double kdotrecip[3], double r[3])
{
int p;
double result=0;
/* dot the vector with r */
for(p=0; p<3; p++) result += kdotrecip[p] * r[p];
return result;
}
double compute ksq(double kdotrecip[3])
{
return ( kdotrecip[0]*kdotrecip[0] + kdotrecip[1]*kdotrecip[1] + kdotrecip[2]*kdotrecip[2] );
}
double real distance(int n[3], int atom j, int point i, struct atoms *a, struct points *p)
{
double r[3];
int i, j;
/* project n[] into basis */
for(i=0; i<3; i++)
for(j=0, r[i]=0; j<3; j++)
r[i] += n[j] * a->tv[j][i];
/* add the same-cell vector to the unit cell vectors */
for(i=0; i<3; i++) r[i] += a->cart[atom j][i] - p->cart[point i][i];
return sqrt( r[0]*r[0] + r[1]*r[1] + r[2]*r[2] );
}
void compute wave vectors(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l, struct lrc *lrc)
{
int i, nkvecs;
int wv index=0;
int k[3];
double kdotrecip[3], ksq;
nkvecs=pow(2 * lrc->kmax + 1, 3);
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/* setup wave-vectors in an array. By Doing this,
* we MUST iterate over the kvectors in the same way here
* as we do in the ewald loop when we look up these values!!!!
*/
lrc->wv = (double *)malloc( pow(2 * lrc->kmax + 1, 3) * sizeof(double));
lrc->kvec = (double **)malloc( nkvecs * sizeof(double *));
for(i=0; i<nkvecs; i++) lrc->kvec[i]=malloc(3*sizeof(double));
for(k[0]=-lrc->kmax; k[0]<=lrc->kmax; k[0]++){
for(k[1]=-lrc->kmax; k[1]<=lrc->kmax; k[1]++){
for(k[2]=-lrc->kmax; k[2]<=lrc->kmax; k[2]++){
if( k[0] || k[1] || k[2] ){
/* compute kdotrecip */
compute kdotrecip(lrc->kvec[wv index], k, a);
/* compute ksq = |k|ˆ2 from kdotrecip[] */
ksq = compute ksq(lrc->kvec[wv index]);
/* this is the pre-computed wave vector */
lrc->wv[wv index++] = ( 1. / ksq ) * exp( -ksq / 4. / lrc->alpha );
}
}
}
}
}
double one design element ewald(int point i, int atom j, struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lrc *lrc,
struct lsq *l)
{
double rij; /* distance between point and atom */
int n[3]; /* loop over the realspace cells */
int k[3]; /* integer vector, k */
int wv index=0;
double ksq; /* |k|ˆ2 , (this is (int)k dot reciprocal basis */
double r[3]; /* vector containing non-minimum image components rij */
double kdotrecip[3]; /* vector that will contain k dot recipbasis dot rij */
double kdotr; /* scalar result of k dot rectv dot rij */
double real=0, recip=0, total;
/* real-space ewald part */
for(n[0]=-lrc->nmax[0]; n[0]<=lrc->nmax[0]; n[0]++){
for(n[1]=-lrc->nmax[1]; n[1]<=lrc->nmax[1]; n[1]++){
for(n[2]=-lrc->nmax[2]; n[2]<=lrc->nmax[2]; n[2]++){
rij = real distance(n, atom j, point i, a, p);
real += ( 1. / rij ) * erfc( sqrt(lrc->alpha) * rij );
}
}
}
/* reciprocal-space ewald */
/* compute vector r outside the K loop */
compute r(r, point i, atom j, a, p);
for(k[0]=-lrc->kmax; k[0]<=lrc->kmax; k[0]++){
for(k[1]=-lrc->kmax; k[1]<=lrc->kmax; k[1]++){
for(k[2]=-lrc->kmax; k[2]<=lrc->kmax; k[2]++){
if( k[0] || k[1] || k[2] ) {
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/* compute kdotr from pre-computed kvector */
kdotr = compute kdotr(lrc->kvec[wv index], r);
/* this is using the pre-computed wave vector */
recip += lrc->wv[wv index++] * cos(kdotr);
}
}
}
}
recip *= (4. * M PI / a->cell volume);
total = real + recip;
return total;
}
#include "chargefit.h"
double one design element wolf(int point i, int atom j, struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lrc *lrc,
struct lsq *l)
{
int i,j,k;
int n[3]; /* loop over real space cells */
double rij; /* distance between point and atom */
double wolfcon1,wolfcon2; /* two constant of Wolf sum */
double result=0;
double temp = 0;
lrc->wolfrcutoff = lrc->nmaxf;
/* change alpha to sqrt(alpha) */
/* square of cutoff in Wolf */
lrc->wolfrcutoffsq = lrc->wolfrcutoff * lrc->wolfrcutoff;
/* calculate two constants in Wolf */
wolfcon1 = - erfc(sqrt(lrc->alpha)*lrc->wolfrcutoff)/lrc->wolfrcutoff;
wolfcon2 = erfc(sqrt(lrc->alpha)*lrc->wolfrcutoff)/lrc->wolfrcutoffsq
+ 2.0 * sqrt(lrc->alpha) *
exp(-(sqrt(lrc->alpha)*lrc->wolfrcutoff)*(sqrt(lrc->alpha)*lrc->wolfrcutoff))/
(sqrt(M PI)*lrc->wolfrcutoff);
/* calcualte the potentail between point and atom in center unit cell */
/* calculate the potential (array) between point and atoms in all of unit cells */
for(n[0]=-lrc->nmax[0]; n[0]<=lrc->nmax[0]; n[0]++){
for(n[1]=-lrc->nmax[1]; n[1]<=lrc->nmax[1]; n[1]++){
for(n[2]=-lrc->nmax[2]; n[2]<=lrc->nmax[2]; n[2]++){
rij = real distance(n, atom j, point i, a, p); /* get the distance*/
if(rij <= lrc->wolfrcutoff) { /* decide whether inside of rcutoff*/
/* then accumulate the values*/
result += erfc(sqrt(lrc->alpha)*rij)/rij + wolfcon1 + wolfcon2*(rij-lrc->wolfrcutoff);
}
}
}
}
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return result;
}
#include <chargefit.h>
void constrain(struct atoms *a, struct lsq *l)
{
if(a->qconstr){
int m,n;
output("Setting up constraints\n");
if(a->symm flag) {
n = l->n -1;
for(m=0;m<a->nelem symm;m++) {
l->A[m][n] = a->nelem symm natoms[m];
}
m = l->n -1;
for(n=0;n<a->nelem symm;n++) {
l->A[m][n] = a->nelem symm natoms[n];
}
l->A[l->n-1][l->n-1] = 0;
l->b[l->n-1] = a->qtotal;
}
else {
m = l->n - 1;
for(n=0; n<l->n-1; n++) l->A[m][n]=1;
n = l->n - 1;
for(m=0; m<l->n-1; m++) l->A[m][n]=1;
l->A[l->n - 1][l->n - 1] = 0;
l->b[l->n - 1] = a->qtotal;
}
}
}
void sum charges(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l, struct lrc *lrc)
{
int i;
char buff[MAXLINE];
l->sum = 0.0;
if(a->symm flag) {
for(i=0; i<a->nelem symm; i++) l->sum+=l->a[i+1]*a->nelem symm natoms[i];
}
else {
for(i=0; i<a->natoms; i++) l->sum+=l->a[i+1];
}
sprintf(buff, "sum of charges: %lf\n", l->sum);
output(buff);
}
void firstfew(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l, struct lrc *lrc)
{
int atom i, atom j;
int i;
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char buff[MAXLINE];
output("first few elements of the design matrix:\n");
output(" 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ....\n");
for(atom i=0; atom i<10 && atom i<l->n; atom i++){
sprintf(buff, "%d",atom i+1); output(buff);
for(atom j=0; atom j<10 && atom j<l->n; atom j++){
sprintf(buff, " %8.2f", l->A[atom i][atom j]);
output(buff);
}
output("\n");
}
output("...\n\n");
/* output the b-vector
for(i=0;i<l->n;i++) {
sprintf(buff, ”l->b[%d] %18.6f\n”,i+1, l->b[i]);
output(buff);
}*/
}
#include <chargefit.h>
void compute design matrix(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l, struct lrc *lrc)
{
int i,j,n;
int index=0;
int total=p->npoints * a->natoms;
#ifdef MPI
/* MPI related variables */
int who computes;
int nworkers;
int mesg size, mesg index=0;
double *result;
nworkers = ntasks - 1;
mesg size=(int)ceil( a->natoms*p->npoints/(double)nworkers);
result=(double *)calloc(mesg size, sizeof(double));
#endif
/* if Ewald, pre-compute wave vectors once */
if(a->ewald flag) compute wave vectors(a,p,l,lrc);
/* allocate npoints X natoms storage matrix - we really should do this else where */
l->des = (double **)calloc(p->npoints, sizeof(double *));
for(i=0;i<p->npoints;i++) l->des[i] = (double *)calloc(a->natoms, sizeof(double));
/* loops over all elements of the M x N design matrix */
for(i=0;i<p->npoints;i++) {
for(j=0;j<a->natoms;j++) {
#ifdef MPI /* BEGIN MPI */
if(myrank) { /* workers */
if(!(index % nworkers - myrank + 1)){ /* is it my turn? */
/* Ewald */
if(a->ewald flag) result[mesg index++]=one design element ewald(i,j,a,p,lrc,l);
/* Wolf */
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else if(a->wolf flag) result[mesg index++]=one design element wolf(i,j,a,p,lrc,l);
/* Error */
else {output("ERROR IN LRC FLAG!\n"); exit(1);}
}
}
#else /* END MPI, BEGIN SERIAL CODE */
if(a->ewald flag) l->des[i][j]=one design element ewald(i,j,a,p,lrc,l);
else if(a->wolf flag) l->des[i][j]=one design element wolf(i,j,a,p,lrc,l);
else {output("ERROR IN LRC FLAG!\n"); exit(1);}
#endif
index++;
performance(a, index, total);
}
}
#ifdef MPI /* BEGIN MPI */
output("\nCollecting matrix elements from all processes\n");
timestamp(a);
if(myrank==0){
/* loops over all elements of the M x N design matrix */
for(n=1; n<=nworkers; n++){
MPI Recv(result, mesg size, MPI DOUBLE, n, TAG R, MPI COMM WORLD, &status);
index=0;
mesg index=0;
for(i=0;i<p->npoints;i++) {
for(j=0;j<a->natoms;j++) {
if(!(index % nworkers - n + 1)) l->des[i][j]=result[mesg index++];
index++;
}
}
}
}
else MPI Send(result, mesg size, MPI DOUBLE, 0, TAG R, MPI COMM WORLD);
output("All interprocess communication is complete\n");
output("Calling MPI finalize on all worker nodes\n");
timestamp(a);
#ifdef MPI
/* only the Master needs to stay alive */
if(myrank){
MPI Finalize();
exit(0);
}
#endif
#endif
}
#include <chargefit.h>
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void shiftdata(struct lsq *l)
{
int m,n;
/* shift all the data in A from [0,0] to [1,1] */
for(m = l->n - 1; m>=0; m--)
for(n=0; n<l->n; n++)
l->A[m+1][n+1]=l->A[m][n];
/* shift b vector from 0 -> 1 */
for(n = l->n -1; n>=0; n--)
l->b[n+1]=l->b[n];
}
void solvebySVD(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l, struct lrc *lrc)
{
int n;
char buff[MAXLINE];
#ifdef MPI
/* if we are using MPI and are not the root node, then return */
if(myrank!=0) return;
#endif
/* if we are using numerical recipes, then we have to shift the A matrix
* so that it’s indices run from 1-m and 1-n rather than 0-(m-1) like in C
*/
shiftdata(l);
/* call SVD */
output("Beginning matrix singular value decomposition\n");
timestamp(a);
svdcmp(l->A, l->n, l->n, l->w, l->V);
output("Singular value decomposition complete\n");
timestamp(a);
/* call SVD backsub */
svbksb(l->A, l->w, l->V, l->n, l->n, l->b, l->a);
}
#if defined( STDC ) || defined(ANSI) || defined(NRANSI) /* ANSI */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stddef.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#define NR END 1
#define FREE ARG char*
void nrerror(char error text[])
/* Numerical Recipes standard error handler */
{
fprintf(stderr,"Numerical Recipes run-time error...\n");
fprintf(stderr,"%s\n",error text);
fprintf(stderr,"...now exiting to system...\n");
exit(1);
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}double *vector(long nl, long nh)
/* allocate a double vector with subscript range v[nl..nh] */
{
double *v;
v=(double *)malloc((size t) ((nh-nl+1+NR END)*sizeof(double)));
if (!v) nrerror("allocation failure in vector()");
return v-nl+NR END;
}
int *ivector(long nl, long nh)
/* allocate an int vector with subscript range v[nl..nh] */
{
int *v;
v=(int *)malloc((size t) ((nh-nl+1+NR END)*sizeof(int)));
if (!v) nrerror("allocation failure in ivector()");
return v-nl+NR END;
}
unsigned char *cvector(long nl, long nh)
/* allocate an unsigned char vector with subscript range v[nl..nh] */
{
unsigned char *v;
v=(unsigned char *)malloc((size t) ((nh-nl+1+NR END)*sizeof(unsigned char)));
if (!v) nrerror("allocation failure in cvector()");
return v-nl+NR END;
}
unsigned long *lvector(long nl, long nh)
/* allocate an unsigned long vector with subscript range v[nl..nh] */
{
unsigned long *v;
v=(unsigned long *)malloc((size t) ((nh-nl+1+NR END)*sizeof(long)));
if (!v) nrerror("allocation failure in lvector()");
return v-nl+NR END;
}
double *dvector(long nl, long nh)
/* allocate a double vector with subscript range v[nl..nh] */
{
double *v;
v=(double *)malloc((size t) ((nh-nl+1+NR END)*sizeof(double)));
if (!v) nrerror("allocation failure in dvector()");
return v-nl+NR END;
}
double **matrix(long nrl, long nrh, long ncl, long nch)
/* allocate a double matrix with subscript range m[nrl..nrh][ncl..nch] */
{
long i, nrow=nrh-nrl+1,ncol=nch-ncl+1;
double **m;
/* allocate pointers to rows */
m=(double **) malloc((size t)((nrow+NR END)*sizeof(double*)));
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if (!m) nrerror("allocation failure 1 in matrix()");
m += NR END;
m -= nrl;
/* allocate rows and set pointers to them */
m[nrl]=(double *) malloc((size t)((nrow*ncol+NR END)*sizeof(double)));
if (!m[nrl]) nrerror("allocation failure 2 in matrix()");
m[nrl] += NR END;
m[nrl] -= ncl;
for(i=nrl+1;i<=nrh;i++) m[i]=m[i-1]+ncol;
/* return pointer to array of pointers to rows */
return m;
}
double **dmatrix(long nrl, long nrh, long ncl, long nch)
/* allocate a double matrix with subscript range m[nrl..nrh][ncl..nch] */
{
long i, nrow=nrh-nrl+1,ncol=nch-ncl+1;
double **m;
/* allocate pointers to rows */
m=(double **) malloc((size t)((nrow+NR END)*sizeof(double*)));
if (!m) nrerror("allocation failure 1 in matrix()");
m += NR END;
m -= nrl;
/* allocate rows and set pointers to them */
m[nrl]=(double *) malloc((size t)((nrow*ncol+NR END)*sizeof(double)));
if (!m[nrl]) nrerror("allocation failure 2 in matrix()");
m[nrl] += NR END;
m[nrl] -= ncl;
for(i=nrl+1;i<=nrh;i++) m[i]=m[i-1]+ncol;
/* return pointer to array of pointers to rows */
return m;
}
int **imatrix(long nrl, long nrh, long ncl, long nch)
/* allocate a int matrix with subscript range m[nrl..nrh][ncl..nch] */
{
long i, nrow=nrh-nrl+1,ncol=nch-ncl+1;
int **m;
/* allocate pointers to rows */
m=(int **) malloc((size t)((nrow+NR END)*sizeof(int*)));
if (!m) nrerror("allocation failure 1 in matrix()");
m += NR END;
m -= nrl;
/* allocate rows and set pointers to them */
m[nrl]=(int *) malloc((size t)((nrow*ncol+NR END)*sizeof(int)));
if (!m[nrl]) nrerror("allocation failure 2 in matrix()");
m[nrl] += NR END;
m[nrl] -= ncl;
for(i=nrl+1;i<=nrh;i++) m[i]=m[i-1]+ncol;
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/* return pointer to array of pointers to rows */
return m;
}
double **submatrix(double **a, long oldrl, long oldrh, long oldcl, long oldch,
long newrl, long newcl)
/* point a submatrix [newrl..][newcl..] to a[oldrl..oldrh][oldcl..oldch] */
{
long i,j,nrow=oldrh-oldrl+1,ncol=oldcl-newcl;
double **m;
/* allocate array of pointers to rows */
m=(double **) malloc((size t) ((nrow+NR END)*sizeof(double*)));
if (!m) nrerror("allocation failure in submatrix()");
m += NR END;
m -= newrl;
/* set pointers to rows */
for(i=oldrl,j=newrl;i<=oldrh;i++,j++) m[j]=a[i]+ncol;
/* return pointer to array of pointers to rows */
return m;
}
double **convert matrix(double *a, long nrl, long nrh, long ncl, long nch)
/* allocate a double matrix m[nrl..nrh][ncl..nch] that points to the matrix
declared in the standard C manner as a[nrow][ncol], where nrow=nrh-nrl+1
and ncol=nch-ncl+1. The routine should be called with the address
&a[0][0] as the first argument. */
{
long i,j,nrow=nrh-nrl+1,ncol=nch-ncl+1;
double **m;
/* allocate pointers to rows */
m=(double **) malloc((size t) ((nrow+NR END)*sizeof(double*)));
if (!m) nrerror("allocation failure in convert matrix()");
m += NR END;
m -= nrl;
/* set pointers to rows */
m[nrl]=a-ncl;
for(i=1,j=nrl+1;i<nrow;i++,j++) m[j]=m[j-1]+ncol;
/* return pointer to array of pointers to rows */
return m;
}
double ***f3tensor(long nrl, long nrh, long ncl, long nch, long ndl, long ndh)
/* allocate a double 3tensor with range t[nrl..nrh][ncl..nch][ndl..ndh] */
{
long i,j,nrow=nrh-nrl+1,ncol=nch-ncl+1,ndep=ndh-ndl+1;
double ***t;
/* allocate pointers to pointers to rows */
t=(double ***) malloc((size t)((nrow+NR END)*sizeof(double**)));
if (!t) nrerror("allocation failure 1 in f3tensor()");
t += NR END;
t -= nrl;
/* allocate pointers to rows and set pointers to them */
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t[nrl]=(double **) malloc((size t)((nrow*ncol+NR END)*sizeof(double*)));
if (!t[nrl]) nrerror("allocation failure 2 in f3tensor()");
t[nrl] += NR END;
t[nrl] -= ncl;
/* allocate rows and set pointers to them */
t[nrl][ncl]=(double *) malloc((size t)((nrow*ncol*ndep+NR END)*sizeof(double)));
if (!t[nrl][ncl]) nrerror("allocation failure 3 in f3tensor()");
t[nrl][ncl] += NR END;
t[nrl][ncl] -= ndl;
for(j=ncl+1;j<=nch;j++) t[nrl][j]=t[nrl][j-1]+ndep;
for(i=nrl+1;i<=nrh;i++) {
t[i]=t[i-1]+ncol;
t[i][ncl]=t[i-1][ncl]+ncol*ndep;
for(j=ncl+1;j<=nch;j++) t[i][j]=t[i][j-1]+ndep;
}
/* return pointer to array of pointers to rows */
return t;
}
void free vector(double *v, long nl, long nh)
/* free a double vector allocated with vector() */
{
free((FREE ARG) (v+nl-NR END));
}
void free ivector(int *v, long nl, long nh)
/* free an int vector allocated with ivector() */
{
free((FREE ARG) (v+nl-NR END));
}
void free cvector(unsigned char *v, long nl, long nh)
/* free an unsigned char vector allocated with cvector() */
{
free((FREE ARG) (v+nl-NR END));
}
void free lvector(unsigned long *v, long nl, long nh)
/* free an unsigned long vector allocated with lvector() */
{
free((FREE ARG) (v+nl-NR END));
}
void free dvector(double *v, long nl, long nh)
/* free a double vector allocated with dvector() */
{
free((FREE ARG) (v+nl-NR END));
}
void free matrix(double **m, long nrl, long nrh, long ncl, long nch)
/* free a double matrix allocated by matrix() */
{
free((FREE ARG) (m[nrl]+ncl-NR END));
free((FREE ARG) (m+nrl-NR END));
}
void free dmatrix(double **m, long nrl, long nrh, long ncl, long nch)
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/* free a double matrix allocated by dmatrix() */
{
free((FREE ARG) (m[nrl]+ncl-NR END));
free((FREE ARG) (m+nrl-NR END));
}
void free imatrix(int **m, long nrl, long nrh, long ncl, long nch)
/* free an int matrix allocated by imatrix() */
{
free((FREE ARG) (m[nrl]+ncl-NR END));
free((FREE ARG) (m+nrl-NR END));
}
void free submatrix(double **b, long nrl, long nrh, long ncl, long nch)
/* free a submatrix allocated by submatrix() */
{
free((FREE ARG) (b+nrl-NR END));
}
void free convert matrix(double **b, long nrl, long nrh, long ncl, long nch)
/* free a matrix allocated by convert matrix() */
{
free((FREE ARG) (b+nrl-NR END));
}
void free f3tensor(double ***t, long nrl, long nrh, long ncl, long nch,
long ndl, long ndh)
/* free a double f3tensor allocated by f3tensor() */
{
free((FREE ARG) (t[nrl][ncl]+ndl-NR END));
free((FREE ARG) (t[nrl]+ncl-NR END));
free((FREE ARG) (t+nrl-NR END));
}
#else /* ANSI */
/* traditional - K&R */
#include <stdio.h>
#define NR END 1
#define FREE ARG char*
void nrerror(error text)
char error text[];
/* Numerical Recipes standard error handler */
{
void exit();
fprintf(stderr,"Numerical Recipes run-time error...\n");
fprintf(stderr,"%s\n",error text);
fprintf(stderr,"...now exiting to system...\n");
exit(1);
}
double *vector(nl,nh)
long nh,nl;
/* allocate a double vector with subscript range v[nl..nh] */
{
double *v;
v=(double *)malloc((unsigned int) ((nh-nl+1+NR END)*sizeof(double)));
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if (!v) nrerror("allocation failure in vector()");
return v-nl+NR END;
}
int *ivector(nl,nh)
long nh,nl;
/* allocate an int vector with subscript range v[nl..nh] */
{
int *v;
v=(int *)malloc((unsigned int) ((nh-nl+1+NR END)*sizeof(int)));
if (!v) nrerror("allocation failure in ivector()");
return v-nl+NR END;
}
unsigned char *cvector(nl,nh)
long nh,nl;
/* allocate an unsigned char vector with subscript range v[nl..nh] */
{
unsigned char *v;
v=(unsigned char *)malloc((unsigned int) ((nh-nl+1+NR END)*sizeof(unsigned char)));
if (!v) nrerror("allocation failure in cvector()");
return v-nl+NR END;
}
unsigned long *lvector(nl,nh)
long nh,nl;
/* allocate an unsigned long vector with subscript range v[nl..nh] */
{
unsigned long *v;
v=(unsigned long *)malloc((unsigned int) ((nh-nl+1+NR END)*sizeof(long)));
if (!v) nrerror("allocation failure in lvector()");
return v-nl+NR END;
}
double *dvector(nl,nh)
long nh,nl;
/* allocate a double vector with subscript range v[nl..nh] */
{
double *v;
v=(double *)malloc((unsigned int) ((nh-nl+1+NR END)*sizeof(double)));
if (!v) nrerror("allocation failure in dvector()");
return v-nl+NR END;
}
double **matrix(nrl,nrh,ncl,nch)
long nch,ncl,nrh,nrl;
/* allocate a double matrix with subscript range m[nrl..nrh][ncl..nch] */
{
long i, nrow=nrh-nrl+1,ncol=nch-ncl+1;
double **m;
/* allocate pointers to rows */
m=(double **) malloc((unsigned int)((nrow+NR END)*sizeof(double*)));
if (!m) nrerror("allocation failure 1 in matrix()");
m += NR END;
m -= nrl;
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/* allocate rows and set pointers to them */
m[nrl]=(double *) malloc((unsigned int)((nrow*ncol+NR END)*sizeof(double)));
if (!m[nrl]) nrerror("allocation failure 2 in matrix()");
m[nrl] += NR END;
m[nrl] -= ncl;
for(i=nrl+1;i<=nrh;i++) m[i]=m[i-1]+ncol;
/* return pointer to array of pointers to rows */
return m;
}
double **dmatrix(nrl,nrh,ncl,nch)
long nch,ncl,nrh,nrl;
/* allocate a double matrix with subscript range m[nrl..nrh][ncl..nch] */
{
long i, nrow=nrh-nrl+1,ncol=nch-ncl+1;
double **m;
/* allocate pointers to rows */
m=(double **) malloc((unsigned int)((nrow+NR END)*sizeof(double*)));
if (!m) nrerror("allocation failure 1 in matrix()");
m += NR END;
m -= nrl;
/* allocate rows and set pointers to them */
m[nrl]=(double *) malloc((unsigned int)((nrow*ncol+NR END)*sizeof(double)));
if (!m[nrl]) nrerror("allocation failure 2 in matrix()");
m[nrl] += NR END;
m[nrl] -= ncl;
for(i=nrl+1;i<=nrh;i++) m[i]=m[i-1]+ncol;
/* return pointer to array of pointers to rows */
return m;
}
int **imatrix(nrl,nrh,ncl,nch)
long nch,ncl,nrh,nrl;
/* allocate a int matrix with subscript range m[nrl..nrh][ncl..nch] */
{
long i, nrow=nrh-nrl+1,ncol=nch-ncl+1;
int **m;
/* allocate pointers to rows */
m=(int **) malloc((unsigned int)((nrow+NR END)*sizeof(int*)));
if (!m) nrerror("allocation failure 1 in matrix()");
m += NR END;
m -= nrl;
/* allocate rows and set pointers to them */
m[nrl]=(int *) malloc((unsigned int)((nrow*ncol+NR END)*sizeof(int)));
if (!m[nrl]) nrerror("allocation failure 2 in matrix()");
m[nrl] += NR END;
m[nrl] -= ncl;
for(i=nrl+1;i<=nrh;i++) m[i]=m[i-1]+ncol;
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/* return pointer to array of pointers to rows */
return m;
}
double **submatrix(a,oldrl,oldrh,oldcl,oldch,newrl,newcl)
double **a;
long newcl,newrl,oldch,oldcl,oldrh,oldrl;
/* point a submatrix [newrl..][newcl..] to a[oldrl..oldrh][oldcl..oldch] */
{
long i,j,nrow=oldrh-oldrl+1,ncol=oldcl-newcl;
double **m;
/* allocate array of pointers to rows */
m=(double **) malloc((unsigned int) ((nrow+NR END)*sizeof(double*)));
if (!m) nrerror("allocation failure in submatrix()");
m += NR END;
m -= newrl;
/* set pointers to rows */
for(i=oldrl,j=newrl;i<=oldrh;i++,j++) m[j]=a[i]+ncol;
/* return pointer to array of pointers to rows */
return m;
}
double **convert matrix(a,nrl,nrh,ncl,nch)
double *a;
long nch,ncl,nrh,nrl;
/* allocate a double matrix m[nrl..nrh][ncl..nch] that points to the matrix
declared in the standard C manner as a[nrow][ncol], where nrow=nrh-nrl+1
and ncol=nch-ncl+1. The routine should be called with the address
&a[0][0] as the first argument. */
{
long i,j,nrow=nrh-nrl+1,ncol=nch-ncl+1;
double **m;
/* allocate pointers to rows */
m=(double **) malloc((unsigned int) ((nrow+NR END)*sizeof(double*)));
if (!m) nrerror("allocation failure in convert matrix()");
m += NR END;
m -= nrl;
/* set pointers to rows */
m[nrl]=a-ncl;
for(i=1,j=nrl+1;i<nrow;i++,j++) m[j]=m[j-1]+ncol;
/* return pointer to array of pointers to rows */
return m;
}
double ***f3tensor(nrl,nrh,ncl,nch,ndl,ndh)
long nch,ncl,ndh,ndl,nrh,nrl;
/* allocate a double 3tensor with range t[nrl..nrh][ncl..nch][ndl..ndh] */
{
long i,j,nrow=nrh-nrl+1,ncol=nch-ncl+1,ndep=ndh-ndl+1;
double ***t;
/* allocate pointers to pointers to rows */
t=(double ***) malloc((unsigned int)((nrow+NR END)*sizeof(double**)));
if (!t) nrerror("allocation failure 1 in f3tensor()");
t += NR END;
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t -= nrl;
/* allocate pointers to rows and set pointers to them */
t[nrl]=(double **) malloc((unsigned int)((nrow*ncol+NR END)*sizeof(double*)));
if (!t[nrl]) nrerror("allocation failure 2 in f3tensor()");
t[nrl] += NR END;
t[nrl] -= ncl;
/* allocate rows and set pointers to them */
t[nrl][ncl]=(double *) malloc((unsigned int)((nrow*ncol*ndep+NR END)*sizeof(double)));
if (!t[nrl][ncl]) nrerror("allocation failure 3 in f3tensor()");
t[nrl][ncl] += NR END;
t[nrl][ncl] -= ndl;
for(j=ncl+1;j<=nch;j++) t[nrl][j]=t[nrl][j-1]+ndep;
for(i=nrl+1;i<=nrh;i++) {
t[i]=t[i-1]+ncol;
t[i][ncl]=t[i-1][ncl]+ncol*ndep;
for(j=ncl+1;j<=nch;j++) t[i][j]=t[i][j-1]+ndep;
}
/* return pointer to array of pointers to rows */
return t;
}
void free vector(v,nl,nh)
double *v;
long nh,nl;
/* free a double vector allocated with vector() */
{
free((FREE ARG) (v+nl-NR END));
}
void free ivector(v,nl,nh)
int *v;
long nh,nl;
/* free an int vector allocated with ivector() */
{
free((FREE ARG) (v+nl-NR END));
}
void free cvector(v,nl,nh)
long nh,nl;
unsigned char *v;
/* free an unsigned char vector allocated with cvector() */
{
free((FREE ARG) (v+nl-NR END));
}
void free lvector(v,nl,nh)
long nh,nl;
unsigned long *v;
/* free an unsigned long vector allocated with lvector() */
{
free((FREE ARG) (v+nl-NR END));
}
void free dvector(v,nl,nh)
double *v;
long nh,nl;
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/* free a double vector allocated with dvector() */
{
free((FREE ARG) (v+nl-NR END));
}
void free matrix(m,nrl,nrh,ncl,nch)
double **m;
long nch,ncl,nrh,nrl;
/* free a double matrix allocated by matrix() */
{
free((FREE ARG) (m[nrl]+ncl-NR END));
free((FREE ARG) (m+nrl-NR END));
}
void free dmatrix(m,nrl,nrh,ncl,nch)
double **m;
long nch,ncl,nrh,nrl;
/* free a double matrix allocated by dmatrix() */
{
free((FREE ARG) (m[nrl]+ncl-NR END));
free((FREE ARG) (m+nrl-NR END));
}
void free imatrix(m,nrl,nrh,ncl,nch)
int **m;
long nch,ncl,nrh,nrl;
/* free an int matrix allocated by imatrix() */
{
free((FREE ARG) (m[nrl]+ncl-NR END));
free((FREE ARG) (m+nrl-NR END));
}
void free submatrix(b,nrl,nrh,ncl,nch)
double **b;
long nch,ncl,nrh,nrl;
/* free a submatrix allocated by submatrix() */
{
free((FREE ARG) (b+nrl-NR END));
}
void free convert matrix(b,nrl,nrh,ncl,nch)
double **b;
long nch,ncl,nrh,nrl;
/* free a matrix allocated by convert matrix() */
{
free((FREE ARG) (b+nrl-NR END));
}
void free f3tensor(t,nrl,nrh,ncl,nch,ndl,ndh)
double ***t;
long nch,ncl,ndh,ndl,nrh,nrl;
/* free a double f3tensor allocated by f3tensor() */
{
free((FREE ARG) (t[nrl][ncl]+ndl-NR END));
free((FREE ARG) (t[nrl]+ncl-NR END));
free((FREE ARG) (t+nrl-NR END));
}
#endif /* ANSI */
#include "chargefit.h"
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/*
* --–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–--
* reciprocal basis and volume of unit cell
* --–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–--
*/
void calc recip(struct atoms *a)
{
int i,j;
char buff[MAXLINE];
/* this computes the unit cell volume */
a->cell volume = a->tv[0][0] * (a->tv[1][1]*a->tv[2][2] - a->tv[1][2]*a->tv[2][1])+
a->tv[0][1] * (a->tv[1][2]*a->tv[2][0] - a->tv[1][0]*a->tv[2][2])+
a->tv[0][2] * (a->tv[1][0]*a->tv[2][1] - a->tv[1][1]*a->tv[2][0]);
/* the individual components of the reciprocal basis matrix */
a->rec tv[0][0] = (2*M PI/a->cell volume) * (a->tv[1][1]*a->tv[2][2]-a->tv[1][2]*a->tv[2][1]);
a->rec tv[0][1] = (2*M PI/a->cell volume) * (a->tv[1][2]*a->tv[2][0]-a->tv[1][0]*a->tv[2][2]);
a->rec tv[0][2] = (2*M PI/a->cell volume) * (a->tv[1][0]*a->tv[2][1]-a->tv[1][1]*a->tv[2][0]);
a->rec tv[1][0] = (2*M PI/a->cell volume) * (a->tv[2][1]*a->tv[0][2]-a->tv[2][2]*a->tv[0][1]);
a->rec tv[1][1] = (2*M PI/a->cell volume) * (a->tv[2][2]*a->tv[0][0]-a->tv[2][0]*a->tv[0][2]);
a->rec tv[1][2] = (2*M PI/a->cell volume) * (a->tv[2][0]*a->tv[0][1]-a->tv[2][1]*a->tv[0][0]);
a->rec tv[2][0] = (2*M PI/a->cell volume) * (a->tv[0][1]*a->tv[1][2]-a->tv[0][2]*a->tv[1][1]);
a->rec tv[2][1] = (2*M PI/a->cell volume) * (a->tv[0][2]*a->tv[1][0]-a->tv[0][0]*a->tv[1][2]);
a->rec tv[2][2] = (2*M PI/a->cell volume) * (a->tv[0][0]*a->tv[1][1]-a->tv[0][1]*a->tv[1][0]);
sprintf(buff, "\nPBC: cell volume: %lf A^3\n",a->cell volume); output(buff);
output("PBC: reciprocal basis calculated\n");
output("=========================================\n");
for(i=0; i<3; i++){
for(j=0; j<3; j++){
sprintf(buff, "%f\t", a->rec tv[i][j]);
output(buff);
}
output("\n");
}
output("=========================================\n\n");
}
/*
* --–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–--
* Calculate rcut (cutoff)
* There are six possible values that needed to be considered to find
* the shortest distance between the planes of the lattice. Once the
* shortest is identified, half of the value is taken to be rcut.
* --–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-
*/
void calc rcut(struct atoms *a, struct lrc *lrc)
{
int i;
double temp[6];
double min=9999.0;
char buff[MAXLINE];
/* Calculate the length |A|, |B|, |C| of three lattice vector A, B, C */
a->magA = sqrt( a->tv[0][0]*a->tv[0][0] + a->tv[0][1]*a->tv[0][1]
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+ a->tv[0][2]*a->tv[0][2] );
a->magB = sqrt( a->tv[1][0]*a->tv[1][0] + a->tv[1][1]*a->tv[1][1]
+ a->tv[1][2]*a->tv[1][2] );
a->magC = sqrt( a->tv[2][0]*a->tv[2][0] + a->tv[2][1]*a->tv[2][1]
+ a->tv[2][2]*a->tv[2][2] );
/* Calculate angles alpha, beta, gamma between lattice vectors */
a->alpha = acos(( a->tv[0][0]*a->tv[1][0] + a->tv[0][1]*a->tv[1][1]
+ a->tv[0][2]*a->tv[1][2] ) / a->magA / a->magB );
a->beta = acos(( a->tv[1][0]*a->tv[2][0] + a->tv[1][1]*a->tv[2][1]
+ a->tv[1][2]*a->tv[2][2] ) / a->magB / a->magC );
a->gamma = acos(( a->tv[0][0]*a->tv[2][0] + a->tv[0][1]*a->tv[2][1]
+ a->tv[0][2]*a->tv[2][2] ) / a->magA / a->magC );
/* compute the distance between the planes of the unit cell */
/* there are 3 dimesions each with a ’height and width’ */
temp[0] = a->magA * sin(a->alpha); /* distance 1 */
temp[1] = a->magA * sin(a->gamma); /* distance 2 */
temp[2] = a->magB * sin(a->alpha); /* distance 3 */
temp[3] = a->magB * sin(a->beta); /* distance 4 */
temp[4] = a->magC * sin(a->gamma); /* distance 5 */
temp[5] = a->magC * sin(a->beta); /* distance 6 */
for(i=0; i<6; i++)
if(temp[i]<min) min=temp[i];
sprintf(buff, "PBC: magnitude of lattice vector 1: %.4f\n",a->magA); output(buff);
sprintf(buff, "PBC: magnitude of lattice vector 2: %.4f\n",a->magB);output(buff);
sprintf(buff, "PBC: magnitude of lattice vector 3: %.4f\n\n",a->magC);output(buff);
sprintf(buff, "PBC: angle alpha (rad) between TV1 and TV2: %.4f\n",a->alpha);output(buff);
sprintf(buff, "PBC: angle beta (rad) between TV2 and TV3: %.4f\n",a->beta);output(buff);
sprintf(buff, "PBC: angle gamma (rad) between TV1 and TV3: %.4f\n\n",a->gamma);output(buff);
sprintf(buff, "PBC: angle alpha (deg) between TV1 and TV2: %.2f\n",a->alpha / M PI *
180.0);output(buff);
sprintf(buff, "PBC: angle beta (deg) between TV2 and TV3: %.2f\n",a->beta / M PI *
180.0);output(buff);
sprintf(buff, "PBC: angle gamma (deg) between TV1 and TV3: %.2f\n\n",a->gamma / M PI *
180.0);output(buff);
}
void calc nmax(struct atoms *a, struct lrc *lrc)
{
double decay by= 3.2 / sqrt(lrc->alpha);
char buff[MAXLINE];
double dist now=0;
int i;
sprintf(buff, "PBC: alpha set to %f\n", lrc->alpha);
output(buff);
sprintf(buff, "PBC: real-space function will decay by: %f\n", decay by);
output(buff);
output("PBC: setting real-space cutoff based on alpha\n");
lrc->nmaxf = 3.2 / sqrt(lrc->alpha);
sprintf(buff, "PBC: real-space cutoff set to %f\n", lrc->nmaxf);
for(lrc->nmax[0]=0, dist now=0; dist now < decay by; lrc->nmax[0]++)
dist now = lrc->nmax[0] * a->magA;
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for(lrc->nmax[1]=0, dist now=0; dist now < decay by; lrc->nmax[1]++)
dist now = lrc->nmax[1] * a->magB;
for(lrc->nmax[2]=0, dist now=0; dist now < decay by; lrc->nmax[2]++)
dist now = lrc->nmax[2] * a->magC;
/* for loops increment the variable one too many times */
for(i=0; i<3; i++) lrc->nmax[i]--;
for(i=0; i<3; i++){
sprintf(buff, "PBC: anisotropic nmax along lattice vector %d set to %d\n", i, lrc->nmax[i]);
output(buff);
}
}
void isotropic nmax(struct atoms *a, struct lrc *lrc)
{
char buff[MAXLINE];
output("PBC: nmax set by user, using isotropic nmax\n");
lrc->nmax[0] = lrc->nmax in;
lrc->nmax[1] = lrc->nmax in;
lrc->nmax[2] = lrc->nmax in;
output("PBC: setting real-space cutoff based on alpha\n");
lrc->nmaxf = 3.2 / sqrt(lrc->alpha);
sprintf(buff, "PBC: real-space cutoff set to %f\n", lrc->nmaxf);
}
/*
* --–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–--
* calculate alpha value in ewald summation
* --–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–--
*/
void calc alpha(struct atoms *a, struct lrc *lrc)
{
int i;
double average;
double min=999999;
char buff[MAXLINE];
output("PBC: nmax was set in inputfile\n");
output("PBC: computing required alpha\n");
/* search for the minimum distance (mainly in computing alpha) */
if( (a->magA*lrc->nmax[0]) < min) min = a->magA*(lrc->nmax[0]);
if( (a->magB*lrc->nmax[1]) < min) min = a->magB*(lrc->nmax[1]);
if( (a->magC*lrc->nmax[2]) < min) min = a->magC*(lrc->nmax[2]);
if(strcasestr(a->ewaldorwolf,"wolf"))
{
lrc->alpha = (3.2 / min) * (3.2 / min);
}
else if (strcasestr(a->ewaldorwolf,"ewald"))
{
lrc->alpha = (3.2 / min ) * (3.2 / min );
}
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sprintf(buff, "PBC: real-space summation must decay by %.2f\n", min);output(buff);
sprintf(buff, "PBC: alpha set to %.4f\n", lrc->alpha);output(buff);
sprintf(buff, "PBC: wolf nmaxf set to %.2f\n", min);output(buff);
lrc->nmaxf = min;
}
void handle nmax or alpha(struct atoms *a, struct lrc *lrc)
{
int i;
char buff[MAXLINE];
/* zero all related variables */
lrc->nmax[0]=0;
lrc->nmax[1]=0;
lrc->nmax[2]=0;
/* if all three are set, do nothing */
if(lrc->alpha && lrc->nmax in && lrc->kmax){
isotropic nmax(a, lrc);
output("READ: alpha, kmax, and nmax all set by user!\n");
output("READ: I hope you know what you are doing!\n");
}
/* if alpha is not set, compute it */
else if(!lrc->alpha && lrc->nmax in){
isotropic nmax(a, lrc);
calc alpha(a, lrc);
output("nmax set, alpha computed\n");
}
/* if nmax is not set, compute it */
else if(!lrc->nmax in && lrc->alpha){
calc nmax(a, lrc);
output("alpha set, nmax computed\n");
}
else {
output("ERROR: you must set alpha and/or nmax!\n");
exit(1);
}
output(" ===========================================\n");
output(" Long Range Parameters\n");
output("\n");
sprintf(buff,"\t\tLRC method: %s\n\n", a->ewaldorwolf); output(buff);
sprintf(buff,"\t\talpha\t\t%10f\n", lrc->alpha); output(buff);
if(a->ewald flag){
sprintf(buff, "\t\tkmax\t\t\t%d\n", lrc->kmax); output(buff);
}
for(i=0; i<3; i++){
sprintf(buff, "\t\tnmax%d\t\t\t%d\n", i, lrc->nmax[i]); output(buff);
}
sprintf(buff, "\t\tcutoff\t\t%10f\n", lrc->nmaxf); output(buff);
output(" ===========================================\n");
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}
#include "chargefit.h"
/* In this routine, target charge of zero is considered */
/* Only the diagonal elements need to be changed */
/* matrix |A||Q| = |B|
if l .ne. j, then
A(l,j) = [sum i(1.0/(rij*ril))]
B(l) = sum i(Vi/ril + a*q0l); q0l is the target charge
elseif l=j, then
A(l,j) = [sum i(1.0/(rij*ril)) +1.0] * qj
B(l) = sum i(Vi/ril + a*q0l);
*/
void targetcharge(struct atoms *a, struct lsq *l)
{
char buff[MAXLINE];
int i,j,k;
int ntargetcharge; /* number of target charges (equals to the number of burried atoms you specify) */
double *target charge;
int *number temp;
double *targetcharge temp;
printf("reallyweired\n");
target charge = (double *)calloc(a->natoms, sizeof(double));
for(j=0;j<a->natoms;j++) {
target charge[j] = 0.0; /* initialize the target charge */
}
FILE *target q file;
target q file = fopen("TARGET Q","r");
fscanf(target q file,"%d\n",&ntargetcharge);
number temp = (int *)calloc(ntargetcharge, sizeof(int));
targetcharge temp = (double *)calloc(ntargetcharge, sizeof(double));
for(i=0;i<ntargetcharge;i++) {
fscanf(target q file,"%d %lf \n",&number temp[i],&targetcharge temp[i]);
}
fclose(target q file);
/* revised A and B according to the target charge of burried atoms */
for(i=0;i<ntargetcharge;i++) {
k = number temp[i] - 1;
target charge[k] += targetcharge temp[i];
printf("number,target charge: %d %lf\n",number temp[i],target charge[k]);
l->A[k][k] -= a->aa;
l->b[k] -= a->aa * target charge[k];
}
}
#include <math.h>
#define NRANSI
#include "nrutil.h"
double pythag(double a, double b)
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{
double absa,absb;
absa=fabs(a);
absb=fabs(b);
if (absa > absb) return absa*sqrt(1.0+SQR(absb/absa));
else return (absb == 0.0 ? 0.0 : absb*sqrt(1.0+SQR(absa/absb)));
}
#undef NRANSI
#include "chargefit.h"
void results(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l)
{
void outcharge(struct atoms *a, struct lsq *l);
void normalization(struct atoms *a, struct lsq *l);
void rrms(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l);
void dipole(struct atoms *a);
outcharge(a,l);
dipole(a);
rrms(a,p,l);
if(a->normflag) {
normalization(a,l);
}
}
/* This routine give the fitted charge to each atom */
void outcharge(struct atoms *a, struct lsq *l)
{
int i,j;
char buff[MAXLINE];
a->charge = (double *)calloc(a->natoms, sizeof(double));
if(a->symm flag){
for(i=0;i<a->nelem symm;i++) {
for(j=0;j<a->nelem symm natoms[i];j++) {
a->charge[a->symm lable[i][j]-1] = l->a[i+1];
sprintf(buff, "a->charge[%d]:
%lf\n",a->symm lable[i][j]-1,a->charge[a->symm lable[i][j]-1]);
output(buff);
}
}
}
else {
for(i=0;i<a->natoms;i++) {
a->charge[i] = l->a[i+1];
}
}
}
void dipole(struct atoms *a)
{
int i;
double dipole x = 0.0;
double dipole y = 0.0;
double dipole z = 0.0;
double dipole = 0.0;
double center x = 0.0;
double center y = 0.0;
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double center z = 0.0;
for(i=0;i<a->natoms;i++) {
center x += a->cart[i][0];
center y += a->cart[i][1];
center z += a->cart[i][2];
}
center x = center x / a->natoms ;
center y = center y / a->natoms ;
center z = center z / a->natoms ;
for(i=0;i<a->natoms;i++) {
dipole x += a->charge[i] * (a->cart[i][0]-center x);
dipole y += a->charge[i] * (a->cart[i][1]-center y);
dipole z += a->charge[i] * (a->cart[i][2]-center z);
/* printf(”dipole in three directions: %lf %lf %lf\n”,dipole x, dipole y, dipole z); */
}
dipole = sqrt(dipole x * dipole x + dipole y * dipole y + dipole z * dipole z);
printf("dipole of unit cell: %lf \n",dipole);
}
void normalization(struct atoms *a, struct lsq *l)
{
int i;
printf("charges after normalization:\n");
for(i=0;i<a->natoms;i++) {
a->charge[i] -= l->sum/a->natoms;
printf("a->charge[%d]: %lf\n",i,a->charge[i]);
}
}
/* This routine calculate the relative root mean square error (RRMS) */
void rrms(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l)
{
int i,j;
double temp1, temp2, temp3,temp4,temp5;
double *delta esp;
double offset = 0.0;
char buff[MAXLINE];
p->esp fitting = calloc(p->npoints, sizeof(double));
delta esp = calloc(p->npoints, sizeof(double));
for(i=0;i<p->npoints;i++) {
p->esp fitting[i] = 0.0;
for(j=0;j<a->natoms;j++) {
p->esp fitting[i] += l->des[i][j] * a->charge[j] * (-14.3996);
/* The original l->des is changed because of the offset */
/* p->esp fitting[i] += (l->des[i][j] + l->des average[j])*a->charge[j]*(-14.3996); */
}
delta esp[i] = p->esp[i] - p->esp fitting[i];
offset += delta esp[i];
}
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offset /= p->npoints;
printf("offset value %lf\n",offset);
temp1 = 0.0;
temp2 = 0.0;
for(i=0;i<p->npoints;i++) {
temp1 += p->esp[i]*p->esp[i];
temp3 = p->esp[i] - p->esp fitting[i] - offset;
temp2 += temp3 * temp3;
/* The ESP difference for each selected point can be obtained by commenting out the following two lines */
/* printf(”%12.8lf %12.8lf %12.8lf\n”,p->esp[i],p->esp fitting[i],delta esp[i]); */
}
p->rrms = sqrt(temp2/temp1);
sprintf(buff, "The RRMS is: %lf\n",p->rrms);
output(buff);
}
#define NRANSI
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "nrutil.h"
void svbksb(double **u, double w[], double **v, int m, int n, double b[], double x[])
{
int jj,j,i;
double s,*tmp;
tmp=vector(1,n);
for (j=1;j<=n;j++) {
s=0.0;
if (w[j]) {
for (i=1;i<=m;i++) s += u[i][j]*b[i];
s /= w[j];
}
tmp[j]=s;
}
for (j=1;j<=n;j++) {
s=0.0;
for (jj=1;jj<=n;jj++) s += v[j][jj]*tmp[jj];
x[j]=s;
}
free vector(tmp,1,n);
}
#undef NRANSI
#include <math.h>
#define NRANSI
#include "nrutil.h"
void svdcmp(double **a, int m, int n, double w[], double **v)
{
double pythag(double a, double b);
int flag,i,its,j,jj,k,l,nm;
double anorm,c,f,g,h,s,scale,x,y,z,*rv1;
rv1=vector(1,n);
g=scale=anorm=0.0;
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for (i=1;i<=n;i++) {
l=i+1;
rv1[i]=scale*g;
g=s=scale=0.0;
if (i <= m) {
for (k=i;k<=m;k++) scale += fabs(a[k][i]);
if (scale) {
for (k=i;k<=m;k++) {
a[k][i] /= scale;
s += a[k][i]*a[k][i];
}
f=a[i][i];
g = -SIGN(sqrt(s),f);
h=f*g-s;
a[i][i]=f-g;
for (j=l;j<=n;j++) {
for (s=0.0,k=i;k<=m;k++) s += a[k][i]*a[k][j];
f=s/h;
for (k=i;k<=m;k++) a[k][j] += f*a[k][i];
}
for (k=i;k<=m;k++) a[k][i] *= scale;
}
}
w[i]=scale *g;
g=s=scale=0.0;
if (i <= m && i != n) {
for (k=l;k<=n;k++) scale += fabs(a[i][k]);
if (scale) {
for (k=l;k<=n;k++) {
a[i][k] /= scale;
s += a[i][k]*a[i][k];
}
f=a[i][l];
g = -SIGN(sqrt(s),f);
h=f*g-s;
a[i][l]=f-g;
for (k=l;k<=n;k++) rv1[k]=a[i][k]/h;
for (j=l;j<=m;j++) {
for (s=0.0,k=l;k<=n;k++) s += a[j][k]*a[i][k];
for (k=l;k<=n;k++) a[j][k] += s*rv1[k];
}
for (k=l;k<=n;k++) a[i][k] *= scale;
}
}
anorm=FMAX(anorm,(fabs(w[i])+fabs(rv1[i])));
}
for (i=n;i>=1;i--) {
if (i < n) {
if (g) {
for (j=l;j<=n;j++)
v[j][i]=(a[i][j]/a[i][l])/g;
for (j=l;j<=n;j++) {
for (s=0.0,k=l;k<=n;k++) s += a[i][k]*v[k][j];
for (k=l;k<=n;k++) v[k][j] += s*v[k][i];
}
}
for (j=l;j<=n;j++) v[i][j]=v[j][i]=0.0;
}
v[i][i]=1.0;
g=rv1[i];
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l=i;
}
for (i=IMIN(m,n);i>=1;i--) {
l=i+1;
g=w[i];
for (j=l;j<=n;j++) a[i][j]=0.0;
if (g) {
g=1.0/g;
for (j=l;j<=n;j++) {
for (s=0.0,k=l;k<=m;k++) s += a[k][i]*a[k][j];
f=(s/a[i][i])*g;
for (k=i;k<=m;k++) a[k][j] += f*a[k][i];
}
for (j=i;j<=m;j++) a[j][i] *= g;
} else for (j=i;j<=m;j++) a[j][i]=0.0;
++a[i][i];
}
for (k=n;k>=1;k--) {
for (its=1;its<=30;its++) {
flag=1;
for (l=k;l>=1;l--) {
nm=l-1;
if ((double)(fabs(rv1[l])+anorm) == anorm) {
flag=0;
break;
}
if ((double)(fabs(w[nm])+anorm) == anorm) break;
}
if (flag) {
c=0.0;
s=1.0;
for (i=l;i<=k;i++) {
f=s*rv1[i];
rv1[i]=c*rv1[i];
if ((double)(fabs(f)+anorm) == anorm) break;
g=w[i];
h=pythag(f,g);
w[i]=h;
h=1.0/h;
c=g*h;
s = -f*h;
for (j=1;j<=m;j++) {
y=a[j][nm];
z=a[j][i];
a[j][nm]=y*c+z*s;
a[j][i]=z*c-y*s;
}
}
}
z=w[k];
if (l == k) {
if (z < 0.0) {
w[k] = -z;
for (j=1;j<=n;j++) v[j][k] = -v[j][k];
}
break;
}
if (its == 30) nrerror("no convergence in 30 svdcmp iterations");
x=w[l];
nm=k-1;
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y=w[nm];
g=rv1[nm];
h=rv1[k];
f=((y-z)*(y+z)+(g-h)*(g+h))/(2.0*h*y);
g=pythag(f,1.0);
f=((x-z)*(x+z)+h*((y/(f+SIGN(g,f)))-h))/x;
c=s=1.0;
for (j=l;j<=nm;j++) {
i=j+1;
g=rv1[i];
y=w[i];
h=s*g;
g=c*g;
z=pythag(f,h);
rv1[j]=z;
c=f/z;
s=h/z;
f=x*c+g*s;
g = g*c-x*s;
h=y*s;
y *= c;
for (jj=1;jj<=n;jj++) {
x=v[jj][j];
z=v[jj][i];
v[jj][j]=x*c+z*s;
v[jj][i]=z*c-x*s;
}
z=pythag(f,h);
w[j]=z;
if (z) {
z=1.0/z;
c=f*z;
s=h*z;
}
f=c*g+s*y;
x=c*y-s*g;
for (jj=1;jj<=m;jj++) {
y=a[jj][j];
z=a[jj][i];
a[jj][j]=y*c+z*s;
a[jj][i]=z*c-y*s;
}
}
rv1[l]=0.0;
rv1[k]=f;
w[k]=x;
}
}
free vector(rv1,1,n);
}
#undef NRANSI
#include "chargefit.h"
void symm constr(struct atoms *a, struct lsq *l)
{
int i,j,m;
int ii,jj,ll;
/*
double temp combine column[a->natoms][a->nelem symm];
double temp combine row[a->nelem symm][a->nelem symm];
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double temp b combine row[a->nelem symm];
*/
double **temp combine column;
double **temp combine row;
double *temp b combine row;
temp combine column=malloc(a->natoms * sizeof(double *));
for(i=0; i<a->natoms; i++) temp combine column[i] = malloc(a->nelem symm * sizeof(double));
temp b combine row=malloc(a->nelem symm * sizeof(double));
temp combine row=malloc(a->nelem symm * sizeof(double *));
for(i=0; i<a->nelem symm; i++) temp combine row[i] = malloc(a->nelem symm * sizeof(double));
/* change the elements of l->A matrix */
/* combine element in column and stored in temp combine column arrays */
for(ii=0;ii<a->natoms;ii++) {
for(jj=0;jj<a->nelem symm;jj++) {
temp combine column[ii][jj] = 0.0;
for(m=0;m<a->nelem symm natoms[jj];m++) {
ll=a->symm lable[jj][m]-1;
temp combine column[ii][jj] += l->A[ii][ll];
}
}
}
/* Then combine elements in row and get new elments in new A matrix */
for(jj=0;jj<a->nelem symm;jj++) {
for(ii=0;ii<a->nelem symm;ii++) {
for(m=0;m<a->nelem symm natoms[ii];m++) {
ll=a->symm lable[ii][m]-1;
temp combine row[ii][jj] += temp combine column[ll][jj];
}
l->A[ii][jj] = temp combine row[ii][jj];
}
}
/* change the elements of l->b */
for(i=0;i<a->nelem symm;i++) {
for(m=0;m<a->nelem symm natoms[i];m++) {
ll=a->symm lable[i][m]-1;
temp b combine row[i] += l->b[ll];
}
l->b[i] = temp b combine row[i];
}
free(temp combine column);
free(temp combine row);
free(temp b combine row);
}
void read symm(struct atoms *a, struct lsq *l)
{
int i,j;
char buff[MAXLINE];
FILE *fpsymm;
fpsymm = fopen("SYMMINP","r");
/* Read the number of atoms after symmetry */
fscanf(fpsymm, "%d", &a->nelem symm);
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sprintf(buff, "number of chemically unique atoms: %d\n",a->nelem symm);
output(buff);
/* Allocate memory and read the number of each equivalent atom */
a->nelem symm natoms = calloc(a->nelem symm, sizeof(int));
for(i=0;i<a->nelem symm;i++) {
fscanf(fpsymm, "%d", &a->nelem symm natoms[i]);
sprintf(buff, "number of each chemically unique atom: %d\n",a->nelem symm natoms[i]);
output(buff);
}
/* Allocate memory */
a->symm lable = calloc(a->nelem symm, sizeof(int *));
for(i=0;i<a->nelem symm;i++) {
a->symm lable[i] = calloc(a->nelem symm natoms[i], sizeof(int));
}
/* Read the lable for each atom */
for(i=0;i<a->nelem symm;i++) {
for(j=0;j<a->nelem symm natoms[i];j++) {
fscanf(fpsymm, "%d", &a->symm lable[i][j]);
/*sprintf(buff, ”lable of atom:%d\n”,a->symm lable[i][j]);
output(buff);*/
}
}
/* re-specify the number of l->n (because of the symmetry) */
l->n = a->nelem symm;
printf("l->n: %d\n",l->n);
if(a->qconstr) l->n++;
}
#include <chargefit.h>
#define FREQ 20
#define TIMING NODE 1
void performance(struct atoms *a, int count, int npoints)
{
char buff[MAXLINE];
int64 t elapsed;
struct timeval t;
int heartbeat=1;
int block len = (int)( npoints / FREQ );
if(!(count % block len)){
#ifdef MPI
if(myrank==TIMING NODE)MPI Send(&heartbeat, 1, MPI INT, 0, TAG R, MPI COMM WORLD);
if(myrank==0) MPI Recv(&heartbeat, 1, MPI INT, TIMING NODE, TAG R, MPI COMM WORLD,
&status);
#endif
gettimeofday(&t, NULL);
elapsed = t.tv sec - a->t0.tv sec;
sprintf(buff, " --- %2d%% matrix completed. total wall time %10ld s ---\n",
(int)(count/(float)npoints*100), elapsed);
output(buff);
sprintf(buff, " --- computing elements %10d ~ %10d ---\n\n", count, count +
block len - 1);
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output(buff);
}
}
void timestamp(struct atoms *a)
{
char buff[MAXLINE];
int64 t elapsed;
struct timeval t;
gettimeofday(&t, NULL);
elapsed = t.tv sec - a->t0.tv sec;
sprintf(buff, " --- wall time %10ld s ---\n\n", elapsed);
output(buff);
ﬄush(NULL);
}
#include "chargefit.h"
/* --–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–--
* Assign the VDW radii for atoms
* The data are from JPCA, 113, 5806.
* --–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–--
*/
void assign vdw(struct atoms *a)
{
int i;
output("VDW: van der Waals Radii assigned from reference:\n");
output("VDW: Mantina, M., Chamberlin, A.C., Valero, R., Cramer, J., and\n");
output("VDW: Truhlar, D.G.; J.Phys.Chem.A, 2009, 113, 5806-5812.\n");
for(i=0;i<a->natoms;i++) {
switch(a->z[i]) {
case 1:
a->vdw[i]=1.10;
break;
case 2:
a->vdw[i]=1.40;
break;
case 3:
a->vdw[i]=1.81;
break;
case 4:
a->vdw[i]=1.53;
break;
case 5:
a->vdw[i]=1.92;
break;
case 6:
a->vdw[i]=1.70;
break;
case 7:
a->vdw[i]=1.55;
break;
case 8:
a->vdw[i]=1.52;
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break;
case 9:
a->vdw[i]=1.47;
break;
case 10:
a->vdw[i]=1.54;
break;
case 11:
a->vdw[i]=2.27;
break;
case 12:
a->vdw[i]=1.73;
break;
case 13:
a->vdw[i]=1.84;
break;
case 14:
a->vdw[i]=2.10;
break;
case 15:
a->vdw[i]=1.80;
break;
case 16:
a->vdw[i]=1.80;
break;
case 17:
a->vdw[i]=1.75;
break;
case 18:
a->vdw[i]=1.88;
break;
case 19:
a->vdw[i]=2.75;
break;
case 20:
a->vdw[i]=2.31;
break;
case 21:
a->vdw[i]=2.00;
break;
case 22:
a->vdw[i]=2.00;
break;
case 23:
a->vdw[i]=2.00;
break;
case 24:
a->vdw[i]=2.00;
break;
case 25:
a->vdw[i]=2.00;
break;
case 26:
a->vdw[i]=2.00;
break;
case 27:
a->vdw[i]=2.00;
break;
case 28:
a->vdw[i]=1.63;
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break;
case 29:
a->vdw[i]=1.40;
break;
case 30:
a->vdw[i]=1.39;
break;
case 31:
a->vdw[i]=1.87;
break;
case 32:
a->vdw[i]=2.11;
break;
case 33:
a->vdw[i]=1.85;
break;
case 34:
a->vdw[i]=1.90;
break;
case 35:
a->vdw[i]=1.83;
break;
case 36:
a->vdw[i]=2.02;
break;
case 37:
a->vdw[i]=3.03;
break;
case 38:
a->vdw[i]=2.49;
break;
case 39:
a->vdw[i]=2.00;
break;
case 40:
a->vdw[i]=2.00;
break;
case 41:
a->vdw[i]=2.00;
break;
case 42:
a->vdw[i]=2.00;
break;
case 43:
a->vdw[i]=2.00;
break;
case 44:
a->vdw[i]=2.00;
break;
case 45:
a->vdw[i]=2.00;
break;
case 46:
a->vdw[i]=1.63;
break;
case 47:
a->vdw[i]=1.72;
break;
case 48:
a->vdw[i]=1.58;
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break;
case 49:
a->vdw[i]=1.93;
break;
case 50:
a->vdw[i]=2.17;
break;
case 51:
a->vdw[i]=2.06;
break;
case 52:
a->vdw[i]=2.06;
break;
case 53:
a->vdw[i]=1.98;
break;
case 54:
a->vdw[i]=2.16;
break;
case 55:
a->vdw[i]=3.43;
break;
case 56:
a->vdw[i]=2.68;
break;
case 81:
a->vdw[i]=1.96;
break;
case 82:
a->vdw[i]=2.02;
break;
case 83:
a->vdw[i]=2.07;
break;
case 84:
a->vdw[i]=1.97;
break;
case 85:
a->vdw[i]=2.02;
break;
case 86:
a->vdw[i]=2.20;
break;
default:
a->vdw[i]=1.80;
}
}
#if(CONVERT VDW A2BOHR)
/* converts to BOHR */
for(i=0;i<a->natoms;i++) a->vdw[i] /= BOHR RADIUS;
#endif
}
#include <chargefit.h>
/* In order to keep the output reasonable, all print
* statements should be directed here. The way to do this
* is to sprintf to a string buffer then pass it to this routine
*/
void output(const char *outstring)
{
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#if(MPI)
/* do not write out if I’m not the master */
if(myrank) return;
#endif
/* if I’m not using MPI, or I’m still here, write out */
printf("%s", outstring);
}
/*--–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–
* This subroutine write the cartesian coordinates and ESP of
* the selected points to ”output” file.
* --–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–--
*/
void outesp(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l)
{
#ifdef MPI
/* if using MPI and I’m not master, return */
if(myrank) return;
#endif
if(!a->esp output) return;
int i;
FILE *fpout;
if((fpout=fopen(a->esp filename,"w"))==NULL){
output("ERROR: opening esp file for writing\n");
exit(1);
}
fprintf(fpout,"**************************************************\n");
fprintf(fpout,"**** WELCOME TO CHARGE-FITTING CODE ****\n");
fprintf(fpout,"**************************************************\n");
fprintf(fpout," \n");
fprintf(fpout,"Lattice vector(multiplied by scalefactor):\n");
for(i=0;i<3;i++) {
fprintf(fpout,"%12.6lf%12.6lf%12.6lf\n",
a->tv[i][0],a->tv[i][1],a->tv[i][2]);
}
fprintf(fpout,"Cartesian coordinates of atoms:\n");
for(i=0;i<a->natoms;i++) {
fprintf(fpout,"%10.6lf%10.6lf%10.6lf\n",
a->cart[i][0],a->cart[i][1],a->cart[i][2]);
}
fprintf(fpout,"The number of selected points is: %d\n",p->npoints);
fprintf(fpout,"The cart coordinates and ESP of selected points are:\n");
fprintf(fpout," num X Y Z ESP \n");
for(i=0;i<p->npoints;i++) {
fprintf(fpout,"%10d %10.6lf %10.6lf %10.6lf %18.12lf\n",
i,p->cart[i][0],p->cart[i][1],p->cart[i][2],p->esp[i]);
}
fclose(fpout);
}
/*
* --–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–
* print coordinates to PDB file which can be visualized by tool such
* as VMD.
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* resname PTS = selected points
* resname MOL = atoms
* resname BOX = unit cell
* --–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–-–--
*/
void print2pdb(struct atoms *a, struct points *p)
{
#ifdef MPI
/* if using MPI and I’m not master, return */
if(myrank) return;
#endif
if(!a->pdb output) return;
int i,j,k;
double b[3];
double cart[3];
int ncount=0;
FILE *fppdb;
if((fppdb = fopen(a->pdb filename,"w"))==NULL){
output("ERROR: opening pdb file for writing\n");
exit(1);
}
/* Write coordinates of atoms*/
for(i=0;i<a->natoms;i++) {
fprintf(fppdb,"ATOM %5d %4s MOL %4d %8.3f%8.3f%8.3f\n",
1, a->elem[i], i,a->cart[i][0],a->cart[i][1],a->cart[i][2]);
}
/* Write cart coordinates of selected points*/
for(i=0;i<p->npoints;i++) {
fprintf(fppdb,"ATOM %4d X PTS 0 %8.3f%8.3f%8.3f\n",
2, p->cart[i][0], p->cart[i][1], p->cart[i][2]); }
/* Write coordinates of corners of the unit cell and connect them */
for(i=0;i<2;i++) {
for(j=0;j<2;j++) {
for(k=0;k<2;k++) {
b[0]=(double)i;b[1]=(double)j;b[2]=(double)k;
cart[0] = b[0] * a->tv[0][0] + b[1] * a->tv[1][0] + b[2] * a->tv[2][0];
cart[1] = b[0] * a->tv[0][1] + b[1] * a->tv[1][1] + b[2] * a->tv[2][1];
cart[2] = b[0] * a->tv[0][2] + b[1] * a->tv[1][2] + b[2] * a->tv[2][2];
ncount += 1;
fprintf(fppdb,"ATOM %4d X BOX 0 %8.3f%8.3f%8.3f\n", ncount+2,
cart[0],cart[1],cart[2]);
}
}
}
fprintf(fppdb,"CONECT 3 4\n");
fprintf(fppdb,"CONECT 3 5\n");
fprintf(fppdb,"CONECT 3 7\n");
fprintf(fppdb,"CONECT 4 6\n");
fprintf(fppdb,"CONECT 4 8\n");
fprintf(fppdb,"CONECT 5 6\n");
fprintf(fppdb,"CONECT 5 9\n");
fprintf(fppdb,"CONECT 6 10\n");
fprintf(fppdb,"CONECT 7 8 \n");
fprintf(fppdb,"CONECT 7 9\n");
fprintf(fppdb,"CONECT 8 10\n");
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fprintf(fppdb,"CONECT 9 10\n");
fclose(fppdb);
}
/* This routine does not work with symmetry yet!
* it must be modified so the last column prints the
* charge correctly when symmetry is turned on.
*/
void print2xyz(struct atoms *a , struct points *p, struct lsq *l)
{
#ifdef MPI
/* if using MPI and I’m not master, return */
if(myrank) return;
#endif
if(!a->xyz output) return;
int i;
FILE *fp;
fp=fopen(a->xyz filename, "w");
fprintf(fp,"%d\n\n", a->natoms);
/* x y z charge; charge is OFFSET+1 because of N.R. */
if(!a->symm flag){
for(i=0; i<a->natoms; i++)
fprintf(fp,"%-4s %8f %8f %8f %6f\n", a->elem[i], a->cart[i][0]
, a->cart[i][1], a->cart[i][2], l->a[i+1]);
}
else {
for(i=0; i<a->natoms; i++)
fprintf(fp,"%-4s %8f %8f %8f %6f\n", a->elem[i], a->cart[i][0]
, a->cart[i][1], a->cart[i][2], a->charge[i]);
}
/* blank line */
fprintf(fp,"\n");
}
void print charges(struct atoms *a, struct points *p, struct lsq *l, struct lrc *lrc)
{
char buff[MAXLINE];
int n, i, j;
if(!a->symm flag){
/* print solution */
output("============== charges =============\n");
for(n=1; n<=l->n; n++){
sprintf(buff, "%10s %12.6lf\n",a->elem[n-1], l->a[n]);
output(buff);
}
output("====================================\n");
}
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else {
/* print solution */
output(" =================================================\n\n");
output(" element charge stoicheometry\n\n");
for(i=0; i<a->nelem symm; i++){
sprintf(buff, " %5s %10.6f %d\n",
a->elem[a->symm lable[i][0]-1]
,l->a[i+1], a->nelem symm natoms[i]);
output(buff);
}
output("\n =================================================\n\n");
}
}
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